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a Welcome to Healthy Beginnings

4 TEACHER'S GUIDE

April 1996

Dear Teacher:

Lead poisoning is a serious problem. The American Academy of Pediat-
rics has identified it as one of the most dangerous toxicological hazards facing
young children in New England and across the United States.

Children in minority and low-income communities, including linguistic
minorities, are affected most by high blood lead levels. Lead poisoning can
cause learning problems and affect academic performance, loss of hearing,
and behavioral problems later in life.

Despite the scope of the problem, we know what causes lead poisoning
and we know how to prevent it. In fact, there are simple steps families can
take to protect their children from this pervasive environmental hazard.

EPA-New England's commitment to ensure that equal environmental pro-
tection is provided to all New Englanders has meant the development of
many new programs in the region's disadvantaged communities and urban
centers. An example of this effort is Healthy Beginnings: Lead Safe Fami-
liesa curriculum for teaching critical lead poisoning prevention informa-
tion to students as part of their adult English as a Second Language (ESL)
classes.

This curriculum will help adults learning English understand the risks of
lead poisoning. It offers simple, practical steps to help prevent this problem
in their homes. Equally important, this curriculum is designed to help ESL
instructors teach English by presenting information about lead within the
context of everyday life.

You need not become an expert in lead poisoning prevention. The Teacher's
Guide lists New England state experts in lead poisoning prevention that your
students can call or write to for additional information.

Thank you for your continued commitment to help new Americans adjust
to life in this country and to help them learn how to reduce risks of childhood
lead poisoning.

Sincerely,

John P. DeVillars
Regional Administrator
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ID Purpose of Healthy Beginnings
Lead poisoning is one of the most pervasive toxicological hazards facing young

children in the United States today. Studies of pollution and environmental
stresses in New England show that lead presents one of the highest health risks

in the region.

Children in minority and low-income communitiesincluding those for whom
English is a second languageare at increased risk for lead poisoning because
they tend to live in older, unmaintained homes. The effects of high blood lead
levels for children may include poor academic performance, loss of hearing, and
behavioral problems later in life.

To reduce and eliminate lead poisoning among those groups most at risk,
Education Development Center, Inc. (EDC), in partnership with the U.S. Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA), has developed Healthy Beginnings: Lead
Safe Families to integrate lead poisoning prevention into community-based adult
English as a Second Language (ESL) programs.

The purpose of this curriculum is twofold. First, it is designed to help adults
understand. how their children may be at risk for lead poisoning and the simple
steps they can take to prevent lead poisoning among their children. Because
occurrences of severe lead poisoning are relatively rare, the emphasis of the
curriculum is to empower parents and other adults to make changes in their en-
vironments rather than alarm or scare them about lead poisoning.

Second, the curriculum is designed to help ESL instructors encourage use of
English and present lead information within the context of daily living situations
that new English speakers face. Healthy Beginnings was developed to raise
overall English literacy and health-related skills, not to teach English grammar
skills. The units teach important health skills such as communication, risk as-
sessment, self-advocacy, decisionmaking, and healthy self-management.

Teachers and students are encouraged to make copies of Healthy Beginnings
to share with colleagues, friends, and family.

HEALTHY BEGINNINGS: LEAD SAFE FAMILIES TEACHER'S GUIDE 5



Using Healthy Beginnings
We do not prescribe an approach to using Healthy Beginnings. You may teach

the units in any order. In fact, you may want to let students set the course for
discussing lead poisoning prevention issues that have special relevance for them.

Can the units be used individually or must they be used as a package? Each
unit has been developed to stand alone and to be used with students at beginner's,
intermediate, and advanced ESL. The revised units can be used independently,
in conjunction with other materials in a longer, more detailed course of study, or
as a supplement to materials already in use. Used as a whole, the revised pack-
age constitutes a comprehensive lead poisoning prevention curriculum for ESL
students.

Teachers will notice that the individual units contain much repetition. The
reason for repetition is to allow teachers who are extremely pressed for time to
be able to convey most of the key lead poisoning prevention points by teaching
only one or two units. Some units tend to be more comprehensive than others.
For example, a teacher with little time to devote to lead poisoning prevention
would want to select a more comprehensive unit, such as "Making Your Home
Safe" or "Going to the Doctor." Whereas a teacher who would like to devote
more time to lead poisoning prevention might want to teach individual units on
lead in the soil, water, and food.

Can Healthy Beginnings be integrated into other ESL lessons? Healthy
Beginnings can be integrated into ESL lessons that examine general topics re-
lated to housing, food or nutrition, and health services. In fact, Healthy Begin-
nings was designed to parallel these topics and to teach important health-related
skills, such as self-advocacy, communication, and risk assessment. For example,
teachers focusing on housing issues might want to integrate the units on "Find-
ing the Right Home" and "Renovating Your Home" into their lesson plans. The
table below illustrates how Healthy Beginnings units relate to typical ESL topics.

Unit

Going to the Doctor
Identifying Symptoms of Illness

Housing

Making Water Safe to Drink 4
Preparing and Storing Food
Avoiding Dangers in the Dirt 4
Finding the Right Home 4
Identifying Household Hazards 4
Making Your Home Safe 4
Renovating Your Home 4

Topic

Food/Nutrition Health Services
Al

4
\I

4
\I

9
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Is the teacher expected to be an expert on lead poisoning prevention? Teach-
ers are not expected to be experts in lead poisoning prevention. We recognize
that ESL instructors are expected and encouraged to teach a range of health-
related topics and cannot possibly become experts in all of these. Should you
have questions regarding any of the content, please call or write to your local
health department's childhood lead poisoning prevention program or the Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency for accurate and up-to-date information on lead
hazard identification and lead poisoning prevention.

How should the teacher handle student questions about landlord and ten-
ant rights and responsibilities? Perhaps the best way to handle student ques-
tions regarding lead poisoning prevention is to refer students to their local or
state health department's childhood lead poisoning prevention program. Land-
lord and tenant rights and responsibilities regarding lead poisoning prevention
differ from state to state. Massachusetts, for example, has some of the toughest
lead laws in the country. Landlords in Massachusetts are required to disclose
and prove to tenants with children the presence or absence of lead on their prop-
erties. Moreover, landlords who rent to families with children are required within
a specific time period to delead their apartments. Such strict laws have created a
difficult situation for potential tenants and homeowners. Many tenants are ille-
gally turned away by landlords who do not want to rent to families with children
for fear that they will, have to delead their apartmentsa very expensive under-
taking. Other states do not have such strict lead laws, but do have laws in place
that outline landlord responsibilities regarding the prevention of lead poisoning.
Tenants in other New England states may also hold their landlords accountable
when their children are poisoned by lead in the apartment. For more informa-
tion, call or write to your local childhood lead poisoning prevention program.

Does Healthy eginnings teach English grammar? The curriculum is de-
signed to help ESL instructors encourage use of English and present lead infor-
mation within the context of daily living issues that new English speakers face.
Healthy Beginnings was not necessarily developed to teach English grammar
skills as much as it was to raise overall English literacy and health-related skills.
Teachers may want to supplement the Healthy Beginnings units with grammar
exercises.

What are some of the ways I can supplement these materials? We strongly
encourage ESL teachers to supplement these units with related materials and

activities. Many of the pilot-site teachers supplemented the Healthy Beginnings
materials with English grammar exercises, illustrations or photographs of houses,
and photocopies of articles on lead poisoning. One pilot-site teacher invited
guest speakers from the state health department's childhood lead poisoning pre-
vention program. Other pilot-site teachers asked students to collect soil, paint,
and water samples from their homes and then sent the samples to be lab-tested
for lead content. One teacher even brought a lead paint test kit to class. Other
suggestions from pilot sites included class field trips such as visiting a doctor's
office or clinic and walking through a house to identify trouble spots for lead
hazards.

HEALTHY BEGINNINGS: LEAD SAFE FAMILIES
10
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E I Description of the Units

We have developed nine units for use at the intermediate/advanced ESL level
and six units for the beginner's level. Each unit is a complete teaching package:
it poses a specific situation relating to lead hazards and shows people how to
protect their families. Vocabulary lists, workbook style questions, sentence
completion exercises, and illustrated checklists are included in each unit. The
nine units at the intermediate/advanced level are listed and described below; the
beginner's level curriculum parallels the intermediate/advanced curriculum.

Going to the Doctor
Identifying Symptoms of Illness
Making Water Safe to Drink
Preparing and Storing Food
Avoiding Dangers in the Dirt
Finding the Right Home
Identifying Household Hazards*
Making Your Home Safe*
Renovating Your Home*

Going to the Doctor
In this unit, students are encouraged to think about the importance of routine

lead screening at sick or well-child visits to the doctor. Through patient-physi-
cian dialogues, students learn that children under the age of six are most at risk
for lead poisoning and that all children between the ages of nine months and six
years should be checked for lead. These tests are very important for children
who live or spend time in older buildings that may have lead paint. Students also
role-play a conversation between a parent and a doctor to help strengthen their
communication skills with physicians and other health care providers about health
concerns such as lead poisoning. Students learn that blood tests can help deter-
mine if someone has taken too much lead before they show any outward signs of
illness and that a lead test result of 10 micrograms per deciliter may be consid-
ered dangerous to children. Finally, students explore ways that parents can help
limit the effects of lead poisoning such as getting good medical care for their
child(ren), feeding their child(ren) a nutritious and balanced diet, and keeping
objects that have lead away from their child(ren).

Identifying Symptoms of Illness
This unit helps students develop a vocabulary for describing their symptoms

of illness, including those symptoms associated with severe lead poisoning (e.g.,
a lead test result that is equal to or greater than 20 micrograms of lead per deci-
liter). Through a series of patient-provider dialogues and discussion exercises,
students review the general symptoms of illness and the symptoms of serious

*Only available in the intermediate/advanced version.
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lead poisoning, such as stomachaches, loss of appetite, loss of interest in play,
and irritability. Students team that most children who have lead poisoning never
look sick. In unit activities, they read and talk about how lead poisoning can
cause learning disabilities, behavior problems, emotional retardation, and stunted
growth later in life. Most important, students learn that prevention is the best
way to protect children from lead poisoning because no treatment completely
removes lead from the body.

Making Water Safe to Drink
In this unit, students learn how to test their water for lead and strategies for

reducing lead content in water. Through reading, discussion, and written exer-
cises, students learn that they should test their water if their supply comes from
a drinking well, pipes with lead solder, or water known to be very corrosive.
Students are encouraged to collect water samples from home. They also dis-
cover where they can get their water tested (i.e., at certified laboratories). Stu-
dents talk about and distinguish _between safe and unsafe levels of lead in the
water. They learn that if water has too much lead, families can reduce the risk of
lead poisoning by running the faucet for a minute before drinking the water, and
cooking or washing vegetables with cold water. Students also examine more
costly solutions, such as using bottled water and installing a recommended filter.
This unit also includes some discussion of pregnancy and lead. Students learn
that lead can pass to the fetus and that lead exposure during pregnancy may
result in miscarriage, low birth weight, birth defects, and slower development in
children. Students review precautions that pregnant women can take to protect
themselves and the fetus from lead poisoning.

Preparing and Storing Food
In this unit, students examine the number of ways lead can get into food: lead

dust settles on food stored in open containers; lead-based glazes on handmade or
imported dishes leach into the food; lead from the soil in city gardens can be
absorbed into vegetables; and lead in the water gets on food during cooking.
Through reading, discussion, and written activities, students learn ways that fami-
lies can carefully prepare and store food so that it is not contaminated with lead.
Students also review some additional household changes that reduce the risk of
lead in the home; changes that do not take much time and can easily become part
of their everyday lives. Students learn that one important way to reduce the
amount of lead children absorb is by preparing and feeding them nutritious and
balanced meals. At the end of the unit, students practice developing balanced
and nutritious menus that include foods high in calcium, iron, and vitamin C.

Avoiding Dangers in the Dirt
Through a story about growing food in the city, students learn ways to test for

lead in the soil and strategies for reducing children's exposure to lead. Students
learn that almost all the lead in soil comes from lead-based paint chips flaking
from homes. They learn that the danger of lead in soil depends on the amount of

HEALTHY BEGINNINGS: LEAD SAFE FAMILIES 12
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lead in the soil around the house and the amount of soil that gets into children. In
general, vegetables that are grown in soil containing lead do not absorb much
lead, but students learn that they should wash these vegetables carefully to re-
move any soil. To determine if their soil contains lead, students can collect soil
samples from areas in their yard where children normally play and send the
samples to laboratories for testing. They discuss what levels of lead are danger-
ous in soil and precautions they should take to reduce children's exposure to lead
in the soil.

Finding the Right Home
For many new immigrants in this country, finding the right home is an impor-

tant issue. Each family will have its own decision to make when it rents an
apartment or buys a house. This unit explores the factors that families consider
when selecting a home with a special emphasis on identifying risks of lead poi-
soning. Students identify, through a conversation between landlord and poten-
tial tenant, the things that may indicate lead hazards, such as a house built before
1978; peeling or chipping paint; and painted windows, doors, and door frames.
Students also explore the steps they and their landlords should take to reduce the
risk of lead poisoning. Again, the issue of pregnancy and lead poisoning is
discussed. Students learn that pregnant women should avoid excessive expo-
sure to lead in water, soil, and paint (dust).

Identifying Household Hazards
In this unit, students practice identifying household hazards, such as lead paint.

Students explore various safety issues through a story about concerned parents
and learn that the danger of lead in paint depends on the amount of lead paint in
the house and the amount of lead dust that gets into children. Students identify
things in the home that may indicate lead hazards, such as a house built before
1978; painted woodwork on doors, windows, or trim; and peeling or chipping
paint. Students also have the option of collecting paint samples from their homes
to test for lead. Finally, they learn that they can have someone else test their
paint for lead and discuss what the results of a lead paint test mean.

Making Your Home Safe
This is a very general unit designed to point out that lead is only one of many

household hazards that can cause harm to children. The unit includes a safety
checklist that helps students identify hazards in their home. Students learn that
one of the greatest household hazards is lead and that children with lead in their
blood are at increased risk of developing health and learning problems later in
life. Students also read a story about a young mother who discovers, at a routine
medical checkup, that her children have lead poisoning. The emphasis of the
unit is on the simple steps families can take to reduce the risk of childhood lead
poisoning in their homes. Using illustrations, students review these strategies
and talk about ways to implement them in their homes.
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Renovating Your Home
Home renovations and repairs can increase the amount of lead dust in the

home and, thus, the amount absorbed by children and other household members.

In this unit, students learn that before repairing or renovating a home or apart-
ment, they should call the local health department and ask if individuals there or
elsewhere can test for lead-based paint. Students also examine ways to make

lead paint in their homes less dangerous: replacing it, covering it, or removing
it. The first two methods are the safest; the third is the most dangerous. This
unit emphasizes that homeowners should not attempt to remove lead paint them-

selves; they should hire a qualified contractor. Students read and discuss a check-

list that describes guidelines contractors should follow when removing lead.
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APPENDIX A

Recommended Student
Reading List

"Aggressiveness, delinquency among boys 'are linked to lead levels," The
Boston Globe, by Richard Saltus, February 8, 1996.

"D.C. delays lead-testing in public housing renovation," The Washington Post,
by Ruben Castaneda, December 22, 1992.

"Despite reductions in exposure, lead remains danger to children," The New
York Times, by Jane E. Brody, March 21,1995.

"Getting rid of lead," Old House Journal, by Marylee MacDonald, July/
August 1992.

"Get the lead out, toy soldiers ordered," The Sun, by Dan Fesperman, December.
14, 1992.

"Group criticizes New York City on quality of its lead testing," The New York
Times, Section B, page 3, by Steven Lee Myers, December 31, 1992.

"The heat cools on asbestos removal," The Washington Post, by Jay Matthews,
December 31, 1992.

"Improving safety when removing lead-based paint," The New York Times, by
John Holusha, December 20, 1992.

"New lead paint law slow to create impact," The Boston Globe, by Tina Cassidy,
October 7, 1995.

"Not just for kids," Elizabeth B. Schmidt, Harvard HealthLetter; May, 1992.

"Personal health: How to safeguard children from lead exposure," The New
York Times, by Jane E. Brody, March 22, 1995.

"State lead poisoning commission gathers the experts and watches them
argue," The Sun, by Timothy B. Wheeler, December 15, 1992.

"Study links lead levels in bones to delinquency," by Lindsey Tanner, The
Washington Post, Associated Press, February 7, 1996.
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APPENDIX B

State Childhood Lead Poisoning
Prevention Programs

Alan Buzzetti
Paul Shur
Scott Szalkiewcz
Department of Health Services
Environmental Health Services
Division
150 Washington Street
Hartford, CT 06106
(203) 566-5808

Joan Cayan
Brad Prenney
Sharon Cameron
Childhood Lead Poisoning
Prevention Program
Massachusetts Department of Health
305 South Street
Boston, MA 02130
(617) 522-3700 ext. 175

Edna Jones
Steve Zayszly
Jerry Reed
Childhood Lead Poisoning Preven-
tion Program
Bureau of Health
State House Station 11
151 Capitol Street
Augusta, ME 04333
(207) 287-4311

Martha Wells
Susan Bascom
Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention
Project
6 Hazen Drive
Concord, NH 03301
(603) 271-4507

Lynn Boulay
Gabriel Cano
Jan Flaherty
Office of Environmental Risk
Assessment
Rhode Island Department of Health
206 Cannon Building
3 Capitol Hill
Providence, RI 02908
(401) 277-3424

Karen Garbarino
Chris Vollaro
Sheri Cummington
Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention
Program
Vermont Department of Health
108 Cherry Street
Burlington, VT 05402
(802) 865-7786
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APPENDIX C

Selected Laboratories for Testing
Lead in Water, Soil, and Paint
SOIL TESTING

Connecticut Department of Public Health
Public Health Laboratory
Environmental Chemistry Division
10 Clinton Street
Hartford, CT 06106
(203) 566-3701
Cost: $22.50 per sample

Health and Environmental Testing Laboratory
Department of Human Services
State House Station 12
221 State Street
Augusta, ME 04333
(207) 287-2727
Cost: $35 per sample

University of Massachusetts (for MA and RI)
Soil Testing Laboratory
West Experiment Station
North Pleasant Street
Amherst, MA 01003-2802
(413) 545-2311
Cost: approximately $7 per sample

New Hampshire Division of Public Health Laboratories
6 Hazen Drive
Concord, NH 03301
(603) 271-4661 (in NH, (800) 852-3345, ext. 4661)
Cost: $40 per sample, price reduced by 1/2 in cases of a lead poisoned child

Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention Program
Vermont Department of Health
P.O. Box 70
108 Cherry Street
Burlington, VT 05402
(800) 439-8550 or (802) 865-7786
Call to receive a list of testing laboratories including the Vermont state
laboratory.

17
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WATER TESTING
Connecticut Department of Public Health
Public Health Laboratory
Environmental Chemistry Division
10 Clinton Street
Hartford, CT 06106
(203) 566-3701
Cost: $23.50 per sample

Health and Environmental Testing Laboratory
Department of Human Services
State House Station 12
221 State Street
Augusta, ME 04333
(207) 287-2727
Cost: $10 per sample

Massachusetts Department of Public Health
State Laboratory Institute
Environmental Laboratory
305 South Street
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
(617) 522-3700, ext. 6639 (for kit) or ext. 6650 (for analysis related

questions)
Cost: $42.50 for home water testing kit and sample analysis

Lead Solutions
160 Second Street
Cambridge, MA 02142-1599
Cost: $49.95 for a home water testing kit

Department of Environmental Services
Water Laboratory
6 Hazen Drive
Concord, NH 03301
(603) 271-3445
Cost: $40 for complete testing' and $10 for lead testing only. Call or write

for materials and instructions.

Rhode Island Department of Health
Chapin Laboratory
50 Orms Street
Providence, RI 02908
(401) 274-1011
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Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention Program
Vermont Department of Health
P.O. Box 70
108 Cherry Street
Burlington, VT 05402
(800) 439-8550 or (802) 865-7786
Call to receive a list of testing laboratories including the Vermont state
laboratory.

LEAD PAINT TESTING

Connecticut Department of Public Health
Public Health Laboratory
Environmental Chemistry Division
10 Clinton Street
Hartford, CT 06106
(203) 566-3701
Cost: $20 per sample

Health and Environmental Testing Laboratory
Department of Human Services
State House Station 12
221 State Street
Augusta, ME 04333
(207) 287-2727
Cost: $35 per sample

Office of Environmental Health
Lead Lab
FGH Building, Ground Floor
818 Harrison Avenue
Boston, MA 02118
(617) 534-5965
Cost: No charge for Boston residents

Massachusetts Department of Public Health
State Laboratory Institute
Environmental Laboratory
305 South Street, Room 315
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
(617) 983-6654
Cost: $10 per sample

New Hampshire Division of Public Health Laboratories
6 Hazen Drive
Concord, NH 03301
(603) 271 -4661. (in NH, (800) 852-3345, ext. 4661)
Cost: $30 per sample
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Analytical Testing Services, Inc.
27 Thurber Avenue
Smithfield, RI 02917
(401) 232-1420

New England Testing Lab, Inc.
1254 Douglas Avenue
North Providence, RI 02904
(401) 353-3420

Rhode Island Analytical Labs, Inc.
41 Illinois Avenue
Warwick, RI 02888

Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention Program
Vermont Department of Health
P.O. Box 70
108 Cherry Street
Burlington, VT 05402
(800) 439-8550 or (802) 865-7786
Call to receive a list of testing laboratories including the Vermont state
laboratory.

20
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EVALUATION SURVEY

Healthy Beginnings:
Lead Safe Families

The developers and sponsors of this curriculum welcome your comments on
Healthy Beginnings: Lead Safe Families. Please complete this survey.

1. Agency Name:

2. Agency Address:

3. Phone Number:

4. Fax Number:

5. E-Mail:

6. Is the agency a nonprofit? YES NO

7. Please provide a short agency description (or attach a short statement or
brochure).

8. To what extent does your curriculum normally include health and safety

issues? Does it cover the dangers of lead poisoning?

9. Why did you choose to teach Healthy Beginnings?

10. Please tell us how you used Healthy Beginnings. How many classes did

you teach? How often?

HEALTHY BEGINNINGS: LEAD SAFE FAMILIES TEACHER'S GUIDE 19
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11. Please give us your review of Healthy Beginnings. Did you like it? Was it
useful?

12. Do you intend to continue to use Healthy Beginnings? Would you recom-
mend it to other ESL instructors and programs?

13. Please tell us about your students. What are the native languages of the
students in your classes? How old are they? Do they have children under
the age of five?

14. Had your students known about the dangers of lead poisoning before you
used Healthy Beginnings? Had they been concerned about it?

15. How did your students feel about learning the dangers of lead poisoning?
Did they like using Healthy Beginnings? What did they say about it?

16. Please tell us what effect, if any, did using Healthy Beginnings and learn-
ing about lead poisoning have on the students. Did they understand the
risks of lead poisoning better? Did they follow the recommendations in
Healthy Beginnings on how to reduce the risk of lead poisoning?
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17. Any additional comments that you have about Healthy Beginnings are
welcomed.

OPTIONAL: Name of person completing this survey, address, and phone
number:

Thank you. Please send your completed survey to:
John Wong, Ph.D., Project Director
Education Development Center, Inc.
55 Chapel Street
Newton, MA 02158-1060
Tel. (617) 969-7100, fax (617) 332-4318, e-mail: johnw@edc.org
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Going to the
Doctor

10 At the Doctor's Office

Directions: Read or act out the following passage.

Mr. and Mrs. Borges have a little boy. His name is Alexi. Alexi is two years
old. He is happy and healthy. Today is his checkup at the doctor's office. They
are in the examination room. The doctor enters.

Doctor: Hello. How are you today?
Mr. Borges: Fine. Thank you.

Doctor: How is Alexi?
Mrs. Borges: He is fine. He has a lot of energy. He runs all day. He loves to

play with his toys.
[The doctor takes Alexi's temperature. She listens to his heart
and his chest with a stethoscope. Then, she looks at his eyes, his
mouth, and his ears.]

Doctor: Alexi is a very healthy boy. He does not need a shot today.
Mr. Borges: That's good.

Doctor: Does he play outside every day?
Mrs. Borges: I go outside with him in the afternoon every day.

Doctor: How old is your house?
Mr. Borges: We live in an old house. It is 50 years old.

HEALTHY BEGINNINGS: LEAD SAFE FAMILIES 2 GOING TO THE DOCTOR 'I
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Doctor: I need to test Alexi for lead poisoning.
Mr. Borges: Why? He is not sick.

Doctor: Your house is old. Many houses built before 1978 have paint
with lead. Lead is dangerous. Lead gets into children's blood. It
can hurt their brains and make it hard for them to learn. Children
can have problems in school.

Mr. Borges: But, doctor, Alexi does not eat paint. We watch him carefully.
Doctor: I know. You are very good parents. But lead poisoning is very

dangerous. The paint gets old. It changes to dust. The dust falls
on toys. All children put toys in their mouths. Lead gets into
children's blood. I will test Alexi's blood. The test results will be
ready in one week.

Mrs. Borges: Thank you, doctor.

Lead dust can collect on
windowsills.

Lead dust can collect on
children's toys. Lead dust collects on

cribs if they are near the
wall.

2 GOING TO THE DOCTOR
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El Vocabulary

Directions: Review the vocabulary words below and define each using simple
English terms.

examining room(s) (n.)
healthy (adj.)
lead poisoning (n.)
brain(s) (n.)
immunization(s) (n.)
blood (n.)
paint (n.)
dust (n.)
window(s) (n.)

checkup(s) (n.)
lead (n.)
dangerous (adj.)
stethoscope (n.)
finger(s) (n.)
body(ies) (n.)
mouth(s) (n.)
test (v.)

Review and Discuss

Directions: Review "At the Doctor's Office" and answer the following questions.

1. Why is Alexi at the doctor's office?

2. Is Alexi sick?

GOING TO THE DOCTOR 3
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3. What does the doctor tell the Borgeses?

4. Where do the Borgeses live?

5. Why does the doctor test Alexi for lead poisoning?

6. Why is lead dangerous for children?

7. How does lead get from the paint into a child?

4

4 GOING TO THE DOCTOR

Act Out the Scene
This activity will help you feel comfortable talking to doctors and nurses about

your health and about lead poisoning. Some doctors do not ask their patients
about lead poisoning. Therefore, you need to be prepared to ask questions and
tell your doctor or nurse what you are worried about. Then, your doctor or nurse
may be able to better help you and your children.

Directions: Using the information below, role-play a scene between doctor and
patient. Act out the scene in front of the others or work in pairs and practice the
dialogue as partners, each taking turns playing doctor and patient.

Patient: You live in an old house. You want the doctor to test your child
for lead poisoning. What do you say to the doctor?

Doctor: What do you say to the patient?
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a Understanding the Test Results

Directions: Read or act out the following passage.

Mrs. Borges and Alexi return to the doctor's office. It is one week later. The
test results are ready.

Doctor: Hello, Mrs. Borges. How are you?
Mrs. Borges: I'm fine. But I'm worried about Alexi.

Doctor: Don't worry. I have the test results. Alexi has some lead in his
blood. It is only a little. It is not dangerous.

Mrs. Borges: Will he get sick?
Doctor: No. He will be fine. I will test him again in six months. Until

then, you can do some simple things to make your house and
yard safer. Alexi will be OK.

Mrs. Borges: Doctor, I am pregnant. Is the new baby safe?
Doctor: Alexi and the new baby will be fine. Again, you can make your

house safer. Here is a list of important rules. This will help Alexi
and the new baby. Also, you should test your water. It is impor-
tant to have lead-free water.

Mrs. Borges: Thank you, doctor.

6 Vocabulary

Directions: Review the vocabulary words below and define each using simple
English terms.

yard (n.)
current (adj.)
low (adj.)
mop(s) (n.)
dirt (n.)
wash (v.)
scatter (v.)
absorb (v.)
recommend (v.)

29

worry (v.)
high (adj.)
safe (adj.)
furniture (n.)
vacuum (v.)
wipe (v.)
nutritious (adj.)
empty (adj.)
stomach (n.)
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6 GOING TO THE DOCTOR

Complete the Sentences

Directions: Complete the sentences below in class.

1. Mrs. Borges is worried about

2. Most old houses have

3. Alexi's test results show that

4. Alexi's next checkup is

5. Lead in the blood causes
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Review the Doctor's Report and
Recommendations

Directions: Read the doctor's report aloud and discuss the doctor's
recommendations.

Neighborhood Health Clinic
SUSAN JONES-SANTIAGO, M.D.

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Borges,

Your son, Alexi, has some lead in his blood. We need to stop the lead
poisoning. I want you to do these things:

4 Watch what Alexi puts into his mouth.
Mop floors with a damp mop (use automatic dishwasher soap and
water) and wipe furniture and windowsills with a damp cloth to
remove dust.

4 Wash your child's hands before he eats.
4 Every day wash the objects that Alexi puts into his mouth.
4 Vacuum rugs and carpets frequently, but do not vacuum the floors.
4 Make sure Alexi eats regular nutritious meals, because more lead is

absorbed on an empty stomach.
Watch Alexi when he plays outside. Do not let him eat dirt. Pieces
of paint fall in the dirt.

I will test Alexi again in six months.

Sincerely,

Susan Jone -Santiago, M.D.
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Watch what your child puts into his or her mouth.

Mop floors and wipe down furniture and windowsills.

Wash your child's hands before he or she eats.

Wash objects that your child puts into his or her mouth.

8 GOING TO THE DOCTOR 32



Vacuum rugs and carpets frequently, but do not vacuum floors.

Make sure that your child eats regular
nutritious meals.

Make sure that your child does not eat dirt.

Note to Student: More information on preventing lead poisoning can be found
in the units "Making Water Safe to Drink" and "Identifying Symptoms of Illness."

GOING TO THE DOCTOR 9
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Identifying
Symptoms of
Illness

Q How Do You Feel?

Directions: Review the symptoms and illustrations below. Act out the symptoms
or describe them using simple English terms. Which of the symptoms below
have you experienced? What do you think causes these symptoms?

When we are sick, we have many symptoms. Symptoms are signs that help us
and our doctors understand why we are sick. When the doctor knows what our
symptoms are and what causes them, she or he can recommend ways to get better.

dizzy (adj.); dizziness (n.)
nausea (n.); nauseated (adj.)
headache(s) (n.)
stomachache(s) (n.)
diarrhea (n.)
itch (n.)
rash(es) (n.)
irritable (adj.); irritability (n.
pain(s) (n.)
sore (adj.); soreness (n.)

cough (v.)
sneeze (v.)
fatigue (n.)
tired (adj.)
sore throat(s) (n.)
cramp(s) (n.)
fever(s) (n.)
vomit (v.)
ache (v.); ache(s) (n.)

HEALTHY BEGINNINGS: LEAD SAFE FAMILIES IDENTIFYING SYMPTOMS OF ILLNESS 1
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a Complete the Sentences

Directions: Complete the following sentences using the symptoms listed above.

1. I have a cold. I am

2. My head is spinning. I feel

3. I ate something bad. Now I feel

4. My muscles hurt. They are

5. My temperature is 101° F. I have a

6. Nothing is going right. I am grumpy and

7. These red marks on my skin must be a

2 IDENTIFYING SYMPTOMS OF ILLNESS



The Mysterious Illness

Directions: Read or act out the following passage.

Mr. Lopez has a three-year-old daughter, Lisa. Lisa is sick. Mr. Lopez is
worried about Lisa. He wants to know what is wrong. He took her to one doctor
two months ago. The doctor did not think Lisa was sick. Now Mr. Lopez is

going to a new doctor. A friend told him this doctor was a very good doctor. Mr.
Lopez and Lisa are waiting in the examination room. The doctor enters.

Doctor: Hello. How are you?
Mr. Lopez: I'm fine. Thanks.

Doctor: How is Lisa?
Mr. Lopez: Doctor, I know something is wrong. Lisa used to be a happy

little girl. Now she is irritable. She always has a lot of stomach-
aches.

Doctor: When did these symptoms begin?
Mr. Lopez: Two months ago, I brought her to a doctor. That doctor said Lisa

had a cold. I am worried. I think there is something wrong. Can
you help us?

Doctor: I will try. Lisa's symptoms are very common. Let me ask you
some questions. Does Lisa go to a daycare center?

Mr. Lopez: No.
Doctor: Where do you live, Mr. Lopez?

Mr. Lopez: We rent an apartment on Oak Street. It is in a beautiful old house.
Doctor: How old is the house?

Mr. Lopez: It is more than 60 years old. We like the big rooms. Is this
important?

Doctor: Yes, it is. Old houses contain lead paint. It is possible that Lisa
has lead paint poisoning. I need to test her blood. Lead poisoning
can be very dangerous.

Mr. Lopez: But, doctor, Lisa does not eat paint. I vacuum the paint chips all
the time. My wife and I keep the house very clean.

Doctor: The .problem is often lead paint dust. The dust gets on the toys
and fingers. Children put everything in their mouths. I will do a
blood test. The results will be ready next week. Today, I want
you to wash all of Lisa's toys with soap and water. Wash her
hands before she eats. I will see you next week.

IDENTIFYING SYMPTOMS OF ILLNESS 3
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Vocabulary

Directions: Review the vocabulary words below and define each using simple
English terms.

sick (adj.)
examine (v.)
symptom(s) (n.)
irritable (adj.)
demanding (adj.)
poison (v.)
test (v.); test (n.)
illness (n.)
doctor(s) (n.)

examination room(s) (n.)
scream (v.)
complain (v.)
check (v.); checkup(s) (n.)
lead (n.)
blood (n.)
mysterious (adj.)
diagnosis(ses) (n.)

a Review and Discuss

Directions: Review "The Mysterious Illness" and answer the following questions.

1. What are Lisa's symptoms?

2. When did these symptoms begin?

3. Why does the doctor ask a lot of questions?

4. What does the doctor think the problem is?
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5. Where does the lead come from?

Topics for Discussion

Directions: Discuss your experiences of being sick and going to the doctor.
Answer the following questions.

1. When was the last time you were sick?

2. What were your symptoms?

3. Do you like going to the doctor? Why or why not?

4. Do you have a regular doctor? Where is this doctor? Is it difficult to make
an appointment with your doctor?

5. Do you feel comfortable talking to your doctor? Why or why not?

38
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la What Do the Results Mean?

Directions: Read or act out the following passage.

It is one week later. The results of Lisa's blood test are ready. Mr. Lopez is
waiting for the doctor in his office. The doctor arrives.

Doctor: Hello, Mr. Lopez.
Mr. Lopez: Hello, Doctor.

[The doctor sits down across from Mr. Lopez.]
Doctor: Mr. Lopez. Now I understand the problem. Lisa's blood test

shows that she has some lead in her blood.
Mr. Lopez: What does that mean?

Doctor: That means you and your wife must make some changes at home.
We need to be sure that Lisa is safe.

Mr. Lopez: What can we do?
Doctor: There are simple things you can do. These are good habits. This

will stop Lisa from getting more lead in her blood. First, I want
you to wash the floor and windowsills. It is very important to
wash all the toys in the house with soap and water. Lisa needs to
eat well. She should eat food with iron, calcium, and vitamin C.
Spinach, milk, and orange juice are good for her.

Mr. Lopez: Of course. My wife and I will do all these things.
Doctor: Does Lisa have brothers and sisters?

Mr. Lopez: Yes, Doctor. We have two other children.
Doctor: I will need to see Lisa and your other children in one month. We

will test all the children to be sure they are safe.

Note to Student: For more information on ways to reduce the risk of lead in
homes, see the units "Preparing and Storing Food" and "Making Water Safe to
Drink."

8 Vocabulary

Directions: Review the vocabulary words below and define each using simple
English terms.

disease(s) (n.)
landlord(s) (n.)
contact (v.)

6 IDENTIFYING SYMPTOMS OF ILLNESS

remove (v.)
learn (v.)
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Review and Discuss

Directions: Review "What Do the Results Mean?" and answer the following
questions.

1. What did the doctor learn?

2. What should Lisa eat?

3. How many children are in the Lopez family?

4. What does the doctor want Mr. Lopez to do at home?

5. Do you know anyone with lead poisoning? Describe what happened to
him or her.

10 Act Out the Scene

Directions: Using the information below, role-play a scene between doctor and
patient. Act out the scene in front of the others or work in pairs and practice the
dialogue as partners, each taking turns playing doctor and patient.

This activity will help you feel comfortable talking to doctors and nurses about
your health and about lead poisoning. Some doctors do not ask their patients
about lead poisoning. Therefore, you need to be prepared to ask questions and
tell your doctor or nurse what you are worried about. Then, your doctor or nurse
may be able to better help you and your children.

40
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Doctor: Your patient is sick. Ask him or her to describe the symptoms.
What questions can you ask the patient?

Patient: You are not feeling well. Describe your symptoms to the doctor.
Tell the doctor how you feel. You may even want to predict your
illness.

11 Writing Assignment

Directions: Using the questions below as a guide, write about a time when you
were sick. Carefully describe your symptoms, your trip to the doctor (if you
went), and what you did to get better.

Describe a time when you were sick. What happened? What was it like?
What were your symptoms? Did you go to the doctor? What did you tell the
doctor? What did you do to get better?

Note to Teacher: Consider inviting a local health professional to visit the class
and discuss the symptoms of lead poisoning with students.

8 IDENTIFYING SYMPTOMS OF ILLNESS



Making Water
Safe to Drink

El Is Our Water Safe to Drink?

Directions: Read or act out the following passage.

It is early morning. Emma and Marek Sowinski are a young married couple.
They are eating breakfast at the kitchen table. Emma is four months pregnant.
She's very hungry this morning.

Emma: Marek, may I please have more orange juice?
Marek: Of course.
Emma: I'd like more toast and butter, too.
Marek: I'll get it for you.
Emma: Is there more fruit? I'd like another piece. I'm really hungry

today.
Marek: Is there anything else you'd like? Some milk? Some bacon? A

glass of water?
Emma: No thanks. I'm fine.
Marek: I'm thirsty. I think I'll have a glass of water. [Marek stands at

the sink. He turns on the faucet and fills his glass.]
Emma: Hey, Marek. Do you think we should drink bottled water?
Marek: Why?

HEALTHY BEGINNINGS: LEAD SAFE FAMILIES MAKING WATER SAFE TO DRINK 1
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2 MAKING WATER SAFE TO DRINK

Emma: Shira told me she has lead in her water.
Marek: Shira lives on this street, doesn't she?
Emma :. Yes, she does. Somebody tested her water last month.
Marek: [Looks at his glass of water] Do you think we have lead in our

water, too?

Emma: Maybe. This house is 50 years old. Shira said many old homes
have lead pipes.

Marek: Perhaps Shira can help us. Let's call her.
[Emma picks up the phone and calls Shira.]

Shira: Hello.
Emma: Hello, Shira. This is Emma.
Shira: Hi, Emma. How are you?

Emma: I'm fine, thanks. I'm four months pregnant and I feel great!
Shira: I'm.so glad.

Emma: I want to ask you something. How did you test your water for
lead. Marek and I are worried. We live in an old house. We
want to test our water.

Shira: It was easy. First, I called the landlord. The landlord told me the
name of the water supplier. The water supplier told me the name
of a certified laboratory. Then, I called the lab. Soon, someone
from the lab sent me a kit to test my water. The test cost about
$15.

Emma: We need to do this.
Shira: Yes, you do because you are pregnant. Lead can hurt you and

the baby. Lead poisoning is very dangerous.
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Emma: Thanks, Shira. We will call today.
Shira: There are simple things you can do now. Turn on the water for

30 to 60 seconds before drinking it, or cooking with it. Also,
always use cold water for cooking. This helps reduce the lead.

Emma: Those are good ideas. Thanks a lot!
Shira: Goodbye.

a Vocabulary

Directions: Review the vocabulary words below and define each using simple
English terms.

kitchen(s) (n.)
breakfast(s) (n.)
toast (n.)
fruit (n.)
juice (n.)
glass(es) (n.)
lead (n.)
sink(s) (n.)
pipe(s) (n.)
dollar(s) (n.)
determine (v.)
telephone(s) (n.)
certified (adj.)
well (n.)

table(s) (n.)
eat (v.)
butter (n.)
hungry (adj.)
milk (n.)
water (n.)
faucet(s) (n.)
fill (v.)
test(s) (n.); test (v.)
cost (v.)
laboratory(ies) (n.)
water supplier(s) (n.)
pregnant (adj.)
tap (n.)

El Review and Discuss

Directions: Review "Is Our Water Safe to Drink?" and answer the following
questions.

1. What are Marek and Emma eating for breakfast?

2. Where do Emma and Marek live?
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3. Who is Shira?

4. How does lead get into Emma and Marek's drinking water?

5. Why is Emma worried about the lead in the water?

6. How can Emma and Marek test their water for lead?

7. How much did Shira pay for the test? Do you think this is expensive?

4 Testing for Lead in Your Water

Directions: Read the directions below to test your water for lead. Follow the
directions and collect water samples from home. Bring your samples to the next
class. The teacher will locate the nearest certified testing laboratory and mail
class samples for testing.

You think your water may contain lead. Ask your local water supplier for the
names of certified laboratories that will test your water. The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency considers water safe if it has less than 15 parts per billion*
(ppb) of lead. Some doctors suggest that anything greater than 10 ppb is unsafe.
You should test if you have water from a drinking well, pipes with lead solder, or
water that is very corrosive. Collect two samples of water: one that was standing
in the plumbing lines overnight, and another that ran for several minutes to flush
the lines.

You can also call the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Safe Drinking
Water Hotline if you have any questions (1-800-426-4791).

* one billion = 1,000,000,000 = 108
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If your water contains less than 5 ppb of lead, then let your water run for one

minute before using it for drinking or cooking.

If your water contains between 5 and 14 ppb of lead, then let your water run
for one minute before using it for cooking or drinking_and ask everyone in your

family to drink less than 16 ounces of this water each day.

If your water contains more than 15 ppb of lead, then do not drink the water or
use it for cooking. Consult your local or state health department for advice.

El Reviewing the Water Test Results

Directions: Read or act out the following passage.

It is three weeks later. Emma and Marek just received the results of the two

water samples. Emma, Marek, and Shira are at the kitchen table. They are
talking about the test results.

Marek: The test results say that our water contains lead.
Emma: Yes. This is serious. There were 14 ppb of lead in the morning

sample and 6 ppb in the water that did not sit in the pipes.
Marek: Maybe we can buy a water filter.
Shira: Some water filters do not remove lead from the water. You can

call the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for information
about water filters.

4 6
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Emma: Did you call them?
Shira: Yes, I also called the health department officials. They had lots

of good suggestions. They told me not to drink, cook, or make
baby formula with water from the hot water faucet. Hot water
contains more lead than cold water.

Emma: What else did they say?
Shira: The health department officials also told me to turn on the cold

water for 30 to 60 seconds before I use it.
Emma: That's a good idea. Do you think I should drink water from the

faucet? I'm afraid it could hurt the baby.
Shira: You should ask your doctor. Maybe you should buy bottled water.

Marek: Thanks, Shira. You have lots of good ideas.

6 Vocabulary

Directions: Review the vocabulary words below and define each using simple
English terms.

hotline(s) (n.)
corrosive (adj.)
drink (v.)
mail (v.)
water filter(s) (n.)
collect (v.)
health department(s) (n.)
harm (v.)
prevent (v.)
plumbing (n.)

6 MAKING WATER SAFE TO DRINK

sample(s) (n.)
test(s) (n.); test (v.)
flush (v.)
safe (adj.)
expensive (adj.)
bottle(s) (n.)
waste (v.)
baby(ies) (n.)
risk (n.)
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Pick the Correct Response

Directions: Read each statement and choose the correct answer.

1. Emma and Marek mailed their water sample to the
a. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
b. local health department
c. certified laboratory
d. doctor

2. Emma and Marek's water contains
a. no lead
b. 10 parts per billion of lead
c. 14 parts per billion of lead
d. 30 parts per billion of lead

3. In a house with lead plumbing, hot water
a. contains more lead than cold water
b. is good for washing fruits and vegetables
c. contains less lead than cold water
d. is good for making baby formula

4. One way to reduce the risk of lead in the water is to
a. buy a water filter
b. boil the water
c. wash fruits and vegetables in hot water
d. turn on the cold water for 60 seconds before drinking it or using it for

cooking

MAKING WATER SAFE TO DRINK 7
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5. Emma and Marek are very careful
a. because Shira is sick
b. because Emma is pregnant
c. because bottled water is expensive
d. because they don't want to waste water

Note to Student: More information on the effects of lead poisoning can be found
in the units "Going to the Doctor" and "Identifying Symptoms of Illness."
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Avoiding Dangers
in the Dirt

n The City Garden

Directions: Read the following passage.

Mei and her husband have four small children. They own a house outside the

city. They have a small yard.

Mei wanted a garden. In the spring, she decided to plant some vegetables.
She went to the hardware store. She bought seeds, a rake, and a shovel. When
she got home, she prepared the soil. She planted the seeds and watered them.

Soon the plants began to grow. She watered her garden. She protected the
plants from animals and bugs. In the summer, the garden was full of carrots,
lettuce, tomatoes, turnips, and beans. They were ready to eat!

Mei's husband didn't want to eat the vegetables. He was worried that there
were chemicals in the soil. Many houses in their neighborhood contained lead

paint. He was worried about the children.

Mei was disappointed. She did not know what to do. She was so worried that
she called the local health department. The health department officials answered
her questions. Mei learned that vegetables do not absorb much lead from the

HEALTHY BEGINNINGS: LEAD SAFE FAMILIES AVOIDING DANGERS IN THE DIRT 1
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soil. She learned that there were certain things she could do in her garden to
prevent lead contamination. The health department officials said to add compost
to the soil and to avoid root vegetables such as potatoes, carrots, and turnips.
Next year she will plant lettuce and tomatoes, which grow above ground. And
finally, the health department officials told her to wash her vegetables with vinegar
and water, peel the root crops, and throw away the outer leaves of lettuce because
dust with lead falls on garden plants.

Mei was very careful. She enjoyed eating her vegetables! She was still worried
about her children. The health department officials told her it was dangerous for
children to play in soil with lead and to test the soil.

© Vocabulary

Directions: Review the vocabulary words below and define each using simple
English terms.

city(ies) (n.)
vegetable(s) (n.)
hardware store(s) (n.)
rake(s) (n.)
shovel(s) (n.)
dirt (n.)
seed(s) (n.)
grow (v.)
turnip(s) (n.)
carrot(s) (n.)
bug(s) (n.)
lead (n.)
leaf(ves) (n.)
health department(s) (n.)
compost (n.)
plant (v.); plant(s) (n.).

yard(s) (n.)
garden(s) (n.)
tool(s) (n.)
hoe(s) (n.)
grass (n.)
soil (n.)
bother (v.)
root(s) (n.)
lettuce (n.)
tomato(es) (n.)
harvest (v.)
environmental (adj.)
absorb (v.)
crop(s) (n.)
danger (n.)
water (v.)

Ig Review and Discuss

Directions: Review "The City Garden" and answer the following questions.

1. Where does Mei live?

2 AVOIDING DANGERS IN THE DIRT
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2. Who lives with Mei?

3. What did Mei plant in her garden?

4. Why was Mei's husband worried?

5. What did the health department officials tell Mei to do?

6. Did Mei eat the vegetables from her garden?

7. How can Mei protect her children from lead poisoning?

8. How does lead get from the soil into children's bodies?

Topics for Discussion

Directions: Describe some of your experiences with gardening, food, and the
environment. Answer the following questions.

1. Do you plant a garden?
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2. What do you grow in your garden?

3. Have you tested the soil from your garden for lead?

4. Does anyone in your neighborhood have lead in their soil?

5. Do you live in the city?

la Testing Your Soil for Lead

Directions: Read the directions below for testing lead in the soil. Then follow
the directions and collect soil samples from home. Bring your samples to the
next class. Your teacher will locate the nearest testing laboratory and mail class
samples to be tested.

The danger of lead in soil depends on (1) the amount of lead in the soil around
your house and (2) the amount of soil that gets into your child.

To find out the lead content of your soil, you need to test it. The test results
will tell you what to do about low, medium, high, or very high levels of soil lead.

If you have children, select areas in your yard where children normally play.
Soil in other areas, such as near the outside of your house or garage, or near the
street, may also contain lead.

Select area(s) of your yard to sample.

Take soil from the top one-half inch of each area you have selected with a
clean spoon.

Collect about one cup of soil and place it in a clean, ordinary plastic bag.
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Cut out any plants or grass that are growing in your sample. Do not pull the
grass out. Plant roots may stay in the sample.

r3 Protecting Your Child from
Lead in the Soil

Directions: Read the safety tips below. Do you practice any of them?

If the amount of lead in your soil is high, and if the soil is not covered with
many plants or thick grass, then you should consider one or more of the following
suggestions to make your soil safer.

Control peeling house paint. Call your local health department for
appropriate methods.

Plant and maintain grass or ivy.
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6 AVOIDING DANGERS IN THE DIRT

Cover the soil with a thick layer of gravel, wood chips, or other
materials.

Pave the area.

-k,11
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As a last alternative, remove the top six inches of soil and replace it with
uncontaminated soil.
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Here are some other ways to stay healthy:

Wash children's hands before eating.

Have all family members and guests take off their shoes before entering
the house so that lead dust from the soil will not get inside.

Prepare and eat nutritious meals that include fruits and vegetables;
foods high in calcium, such as milk; and foods high in iron, such as
meat and iron-fortified cereals.
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Finding the
Right Home

El Looking for an Apartment

Directions: Read or act out the following passage.

Dimitri and Isabel Gonzalez are married. They have two children, ages 2 and
3. Isabel is expecting a new baby in five months. Their apartment is too small.
They are looking for a new apartment.

Dimitri and Isabel have seen many places. Now they are looking at an apartment
on Elm Street. It is in an old house.

[The landlord is showing them the kitchen.]
Landlord: Here's the kitchen. There's enough room for a table.

Dimitri: Isabel, do you think this is big enough?
Isabel: Oh, yes. I like the kitchen. This apartment is large and bright.

There is plenty of room for the children to play.
Dimitri: Hmm, you are right. They could also play outside. We are in the

city, but this is a quiet street.
Isabel: [Asks the landlord.] Is this apartment near public transportation?

Landlord: Yes. There is a bus stop two blocks from this apartment.
Dimitri: Where is the closest laundromat?

HEALTHY BEGINNINGS: LEAD SAFE FAMILIES FINDING THE RIGHT HOME 1
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2 FINDING THE RIGHT HOME

Landlord: The laundromat is on the corner. There is a small grocery store
around the corner, too.

Dimitri: There are storm windows on every window. I like that.
Isabel: How much is the rent? Do we have to pay a security deposit?

Landlord: The rent is $700 each month. You must pay the heat, electricity,
and telephone in addition. You must sign a lease for one year. I
require two months rent nowthe first month and the last month.
But, there is no security deposit.

Dimitri: [Looks around.] Is the heat gas or oil?
Landlord: It's gas.

Isabel: How much does it cost to heat this apartment?
Landlord: It costs about $100 each month to heat. Of course, the winter

months will cost much more than $100 and the summer months
will cost much less; $100 is an average figure.

Dimitri: I am very happy with the apartment. We would like to live here.
Before we sign the lease, I have a question. This is a rather old
house. Many old houses have lead paint. Some of the paint is
peeling and chipping. Is there lead paint in this apartment? My
wife is pregnant. We have two small children. I'm worried about
their health.

Landlord: Umm, I don't know.
Isabel: Would you find out for us ?.

Landlord: Ah . . . sure, I guess so.
Dimitri: Thanks.

Landlord: Here's the lease. You need to decide quickly. A lot of people are
interested in this apartment.

Dimitri: OK. We will call you about the lead paint. Thanks again. You
should hear from us soon. Goodbye.
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Activity

Directions: Draw a map of the neighborhood. Where is the bus stop, the
laundromat, and the grocery store? You will need to add more details.

Vocabulary

Directions: Review the vocabulary words below and define each using simple
English terms.

transportation (n.)
street(s) (n.)
available (adj.)
utility(ies) (n.)
rent (v.)
landlord(s) (n.)
kitchen(s) (n.)
apartment(s) (n.)
bedroom(s) (n.)
lead (n.)

heat (n.)
parking (n.)
lease(s) (n.)
electricity (n.)
storm windows (n.)
tenant(s) (n.)
dining room(s) (n.)
laundromat(s) (n.)
security deposit(s) (n.)
location (n.)

Review and Discuss

Directions: Review "Looking for an Apartment" and answer the following
questions.

1. Why are Dimitri and Isabel looking for a new apartment?

2. Describe the apartment they want to rent.

FINDING THE RIGHT HOME 3
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3. What questions do Dimitri and Isabel ask the landlord? Why do you think
they ask so many questions?

4. Why is Dimitri worried about lead in the apartment?

5. Does the apartment have lead in it?

El Topics for Discussion

4 FINDING THE RIGHT HOME

Directions: Describe some of your personal experiences in looking for a home.
Answer the following questions.

1. Where do you live now? Do you rent or do you own your home? What do
you like about the place you live in now?

2. What do you think about when you look for a house or an apartment?

3. How many times have you moved?

4. Do you have a landlord or tenants?

5. Do you know if there is lead paint in the building you live in now?
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6 Act Out the Scene

Directions: Many of us may feel uncomfortable confronting landlords and others
about the condition of our homes. Using the information below, act out a scene
between a tenant and a landlord.

Tenant: You are looking at an apartment. It is in an old house. What
questions do you ask the landlord? Think about rent, lead, security
deposit, heat, parking, and the lease. For example, you think the
apartment has lead paint. What do you ask the landlord?

Landlord: You own an old house. There are some problems with the house.
You want to have good tenants. How would you answer the
question about lead paint? How would you make the house safer?

Q Deciding on the Right Apartment

Directions: Read or act out the following passage.

Dimitri and Isabel have seen two apartments that they like. One is on Elm
Street, the other is on Maple Street. Today they must make a decision.

Dimitri: Isabel, I called the owner of the apartment on Elm Street.
Isabel: What did he say about the lead paint?

Dimitri: He doesn't know anything.
Isabel: What should we do?

Dimitri: I like the location on Elm Street. The apartment is inexpensive
and near public transportation.

Isabel: I don't know. I'm worried about lead paint. The paint on the
windowsills was peeling. I think the children will not be safe
there. Let's think about the apartment on Maple Street. The
location was not as nice. But there was no chipping or peeling
paint. The windows are new, the floors are covered with carpet.

Dimitri: You are right. The apartment on Maple Street is safer for the
children. Also, the landlord told us there was some lead paint in
the building.

Isabel: Yes. We will still have to be careful.
Dimitri: I know. We will wash the children's hands before they eat. We'll

clean all the toys because they put them in their mouths.
Isabel: And we need to vacuum the carpet every day.

Dimitri: Isabel, these are the things we always do. The landlord will help
us make the apartment lead-free.

FINDING THE RIGHT HOME 5
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Isabel: There's one more thing. We need to test the water. That's easy
to do.

Dimitri: OK. We'll move to Maple Street. I'll call the landlord and tell
him we want to sign the lease. Then I'll call the landlord on Elm
Street. I'll tell him we are not interested.

Note to Student: Each family will have its own decision to make when it rents an
apartment. The family should consider factors such as convenience, cost, amount
of space, and hazards like lead in paint and water. Discuss how you would decide
in this case.
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Preparing and
St ring Food
Dinnertime

Directions: Read or act out the following passage.

It is Friday night at the Lafitte house. Frank and Kathy Lafitte are cooking
dinner and their three young children are playing in the living room. The Lafittes
have invited their neighbors Marie and Claude Joseph for dinner.

Kathy: [Goes to the front door ] Hi, Marie, Claude. Come in. Come in.
Marie: Hello!
Frank: How are you? How are your children?
Marie: We're fine. My sister is babysitting tonight. How are your

children?
Frank: They're fine. They're playing in the living room.
Marie: [Looks toward the kitchen.] Oh, something smells great.
Kathy: That's a new recipe I am trying.

Claude: What is it?
Kathy: I don't have a name for it. It is a stew.

Claude: [Looks in pot.] You are a good cook. I love to eat here.
Frank: [Stirs the pot on the stove.] Yes. This is a great recipe. It contains

lots of vegetables. There are sweet potatoes, eggplant, green
peppers, tomatoes, and carrots. Kathy also adds some raisins to
make it sweet.

Marie: Oh, that sounds great. Will your children eat it?
Kathy: Yes. Of course.
Marie: My children love junk food. They are always eating potato chips,

candy bars, and French fries. They don't eat fruit or vegetables.
Kathy: I had the same problem. The doctor helped me to change things.

My kids have lead in their blood. They need nutritious meals so
they will not absorb so much lead. Healthy meals help to protect
them.. I don't buy junk food anymore.

Claude: Your kids have lead in their blood? How did that happen?
Kathy: Oh, there is lead dust in this apartment. The dust comes from the

lead-based paint. It gets on the kids' toys and on their fingers.
Then the kids put their fingers in their mouths. You know kids
are always putting things in their mouths.

Claude: You are so calm. Aren't you worried?

HEALTHY BEGINNINGS: LEAD SAFE FAMILIES PREPARING AND STORING FOOD 1
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Frank: We were very worried, but the amount of lead in our children's
blood was low. The doctor told us to feed the children nutritious
food and keep the house clean.

Claude: How do children get lead in their blood?
Frank: There is lead in drinking water, soil, and even in food.
Marie: How does it get in food?
Frank: There are a number of ways. It is important to cover food or dust

will collect on it. Some imported dishes are painted with lead-
based paint. Some food from city gardens may contain lead if
the soil has lead in it.

Kathy: Also, if there is lead in the water, it will get into the food.
Marie: This is too much. How can you control everything?
Kathy: If you carefully prepare and store your food, then lead is not a

problem.
Frank: I agree with Kathy. The changes we have made are small. They

do not take much time and they do make a big difference. The
changes are now part of our everyday life. We are used to it.

Kathy: [Lifts the pot off the stove.] So, are you still hungry?
Marie: Of course.
Kathy: Well, let's eat.
Frank: [Shouts into the living room.] Hey kids! Dinner is ready!
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a Vocabulary

Directions: Review the vocabulary words below and define each using simple
English terms.

recipe(s) (n.)
invite (v.)
stew(s) (n.)
sweet potato(es) (n.)
tomato(es) (n.)
raisin(s) (n.)
herb(s) (n.)
potato chip(s) (n.)
French fry(ies) (n.)
grocery store (n.)
blood (n.)
nutritious (adj.)
finger(s) (n.)
curious (adj.)
worry (v.)
calm (adj.)
hungry (adj.)
mug(s) (n.)
imported (adj.)
prepare (v.)

cook (v.)
neighbor(s) (n.)
vegetable(s) (n.)
green pepper(s) (n.)
carrot(s) (n.)
spice(s) (n.)
junk food (n.)
candy bar(s) (n.)
fruit (n.)
lead (n.)
absorb (v.)
dust (n.)
mouth(s) (n.)
naturally (adv.)
paint (n.)
soil (n.)
dish(es) (n.)
handmade (adj.)
glaze(s) (n.)
store (v.)

Ei Review and Discuss

Directions: Review "Dinnertime" and answer the following questions.

1. What are Frank and Kathy Lafitte making for dinner? What vegetables
does Kathy use in the stew?

2. What kinds of food do Marie Joseph's children like?
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3. Why do the Lafitte children eat nutritious meals?

4. How did the Lafitte children get lead in their blood?

5. Where can you find lead in the home?

6. How does lead get into food?

7. How do Kathy and Frank protect their children from lead?

4 Topics for Discussion

Directions: Discuss your favorite foods. Answer the following questions.

1. What are your favorite foods?

2. What are your favorite meals?

3. Do you like to cook? Why or why not?
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4. Do you think you are a nutritious eater? Why or why not?

. Do you worry about chemicals, like lead, getting in your food? Why or
why not?

El Keeping the Lead Out of
Your Food

Directions: Read the recommendations below. Do you practice these steps?

There are several things you can do to decrease the amount of lead in your
food.

Store food in closed containers (containers with tops) to
keep the lead dust out.

Buy cans without side seams or with narrow seams and blue/black lines.
Cans with wide or dented seams usually contain lead.
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Test dishes and mugs for lead, especially brightly colored, imported, or
handmade dishes.

Store food only in unpainted glass or plastic, not in pottery or painted dishes.

Wash hands (especially children's hands) before eating.

6 PREPARING AND STORING FOOD
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Don't use the following home remedies because they might contain lead: Alarcon,
Alkohl, Asarcon, Bala Goli, coral, Ghasard, Greta, Kandu, Kohl, Luiga, Maria
Luisa, Pay Loo-Ah, Rueda.

Planning a Healthy Menu

Directions: Review the words below.

A well-balanced diet contributes to good health in many ways. In fact, foods

that are high in calcium, iron, and vitamin C can help protect your children from

lead poisoning. On the other hand, your child should eat fewer of the foods that
are high in fat and oil, because these foods let the body absorb lead more easily.

Foods that are high in iron
4 Liver
4 Lean meat
-V Tuna fish (packed in water)
4 Eggs
-V Raisins
4 Spinach

Collards
4 Chard

Foods that are high in calcium
Milk

4 Cheese
4 Cottage cheese
4 Yogurt

Foods that are high in vitamin C
-V Fruit and fruit juice
4 Bell peppers
-V Tomatoes
4 Potatoes and sweet potatoes

(cooked in their skins)

Foods that are high in fats and oils
4 Butter
-4 Oil
4 Lard
V Margarine
4 Potato chips

Corn chips
-4 French fries
V Fried foods
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El Writing Assignment

Directions: Write a five-day menu that includes breakfasts, lunches, and din-
ners. Try to include foods high in calcium, iron, and vitamin C.

Imagine that your children have lead in their blood. Your doctor saidthat your
children need to eat nutritious meals. She said to make sure that the children's
meals contain many foods high in iron, calcium, and vitamin C. The doctor also
said to avoid junk food and food with a lot of fat and oils. Think about what the
doctor told you and plan a five-day menu that includes breakfasts, lunches, and
dinners for your family.

8 PREPARING AND STORING FOOD
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Five-Day Menu
E
=
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2:

Breakfast

Lunch

Dinner

Monday

Breakfast

Lunch

Dinner

Tuesday

Breakfast

Lunch

Dinner

Wednesday

Breakfast

Lunch

Dinner

Thursday

Breakfast

Lunch

Dinner

Friday
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Going to
the Doctor

El At the Doctor's Office

Directions: Read or act out the following passage.

Mr. and Mrs. Borges and their son, Alexi, are visiting the neighborhood health
clinic. Alexi is two years old and his parents have brought him to the clinic for a
checkup. They are waiting in the examining room when the doctor enters.

DOCTOR'S
OFFICE

Doctor:
Mrs. Borges:

Doctor:
Mrs. BorgeS:

Doctor:
Mrs. Borges:

Doctor:
Mrs. Borges:

HEALTHY BEGINNINGS: LEAD SAFE FAMILIES

Hello. How are you today?
Fine. Thank you.
How is Alexi?
He had a cold last week. He was sneezing and coughing. He
would not eat and was very tired.
How is he now?
He seems fine.
[The doctor checks Alexi's temperature and listens to Alexi's lungs
and heart with a stethoscope. Then, she examines his ears, throat,
and eyes.]
Alexi is a very healthy boy.
Yes, he is. He usually eats and sleeps well and he is very active.
He plays with his toys all the time.

GOING TO THE DOCTOR
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[The doctor looks at Alexi's medical record. She turns a few
pages.]

Doctor: So far, Alexi has received all his necessary immunizations.
Mrs. Borges: Good.

Doctor: I would guess that Alexi is old enough to easily get around the
house. Does he get into everything?

Mrs. Borges: Sometimes. We live in an older house and it is very hard to make
the house safe for Alexi.

Doctor: Has Alexi been tested for lead poisoning?
Mr. Borges: No. I don't think so. Why should he be tested for lead poison-

ing?
Doctor: Well, you said you lived in an older home. Many homes built

before 1978 have paint with lead. Lead is dangerous to children
because it can affect the brain. Children with lead in their blood
may find it harder to learn and they may be more irritable than
other children. Lead can also affect the blood, kidneys, and other
parts of the body.

Peeling lead paint can
be dangerous to children.

Lead dust can collect on
children's toys. Lead dust collects on

cribs if they are near the
wall.

2 GOING TO THE DOCTOR

Mr. Borges: How does the lead get from the paint into my child?
Doctor: Over many years, paint on windows, walls, and doors crumbles

into household dust. This dust clings to toys, fingers, and other
objects that children put into their mouths. This is the most com-
mon way that lead gets into your child. Children also get lead
into their bodies by chewing on lead painted surfaces. Some
young children eat paint that is peeling or chipping. It is normal
for children to eat paint.
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Mr. Borges:

Doctor:

Mrs. Borges:
Doctor:

I don't understand. My son seems so healthy. How could he
have lead poisoning?
Even children who appear healthy may have high levels of lead
in their blood. Most of the time you can't tell if your child has
lead poisoning unless you have him tested.
Can you test him today?
Yes. The test is a blood test that involves taking blood from the
arm. It takes only 10 minutes and the results should be ready
within a week.

Vocabulary

Directions: Review the vocabulary words below and define each using simple
English terms.

health clinic(s) (n.)
examining room(s) (n.)
sneeze (v.)
healthy (adj.)
lead poisoning (n.)
brain(s) (n.)
immunization(s) (n.)
blood (n.)
paint (n.)
dust (n.)
finger(s) (n.)
peeling (adj.)
window(s) (n.)

74

checkup(s) (n.)
recover (v.)
cough (v.)
lead (n.)
dangerous (adj.)
stethoscope (n.)
kidney(s) (n.)
body(ies) (n.)
crumble (v.)
cling (v.)
mouth(s) (n.)
test (v.)
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E Review and Discuss

4 GOING TO THE DOCTOR

Directions: Review "At the Doctor's Office" and answer the following questions.

1. Why did Mr. and Mrs. Borges bring their son, Alexi, to the doctor?

2. Is Alexi sick?

3. What does the doctor tell the Borgeses?

4. Where do the Borgeses live?

5. Why should Alexi be tested for lead poisoning?

6. Why is lead dangerous for children?

7. How does lead get from the house paint into a child?
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Act Out the Scene

Directions: Unlike the doctor described in "At the Doctor's Office," many doc-
tors will not ask you about lead paint in your house. Therefore, you need to be

prepared to ask your doctor the right questions. Using the information below, act
out a scene between doctor and patient. Think about what you would say if you

were in this situation.

Patient: You think your house contains lead paint. You want the doctor to
test your child to make sure he or she does not have lead in his or
her blood. What would you say to the doctor?

Doctor: What would you say to the patient?

Q Understanding the Test Results

Directions: Read or act out the following passage.

Mrs. Borges and Alexi return to the neighborhood health clinic one week later
to get the results of the blood test. They are waiting in the examining room for

the doctor when she walks through the door.

Doctor: Hello, Mrs. Borges. How are you?
Mrs. Borges: I'm fine, but I'm worried about the test results.

Doctor: Well, the test results are OK. Alexi has some lead in his blood.
This means that somewhere he came into contact with lead.

Mrs. Borges: What will happen to Alexi? Will he become sick?
Doctor: Alexi's lead level is not high, but children with low lead levels

can have health problems and problems learning when they are
older. However, if you keep your home and yard safe, I think
Alexi will be fine. I'll give you a list of recommendations for
preventing lead poisoning. Bring Alexi to my office for another
test in six months. Does Alexi have any brothers or sisters who
should be tested?

Mrs. Borges: No. But I am pregnant. Should I be worried about lead?
Doctor: If you follow the same recommendations I'm making for Alexi,

then you and your new child should be OK. I also recommend
that you test your water to determine if it is a source of lead. If
your water has lead in it, then you may want to consider using

bottled or filtered water for drinking and cooking. It is important
for Alexi and you, Mrs. Borges, to have lead-free water.
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6 GOING TO THE DOCTOR

Vocabulary

Directions: Review the vocabulary words below and define each using simple
English terms.

yard (n.)
current (adj.)
low (adj.)
mop(s) (n.)
dirt (n.)
wash (v.)
scatter (v.)
absorb (v.)
recommend (v.)

worry (v.)
high (adj.)
safe (adj.)
furniture (n.)
vacuum (v.)
wipe (v.)
nutritious (adj.)
empty (adj.)
stomach (n.)

Complete the Sentences

Directions: Review "Understanding the Test Results" and complete the sentences
below.

1. Mrs. Borges is worried about

2. Most homes built before 1978 have

3. Alexi's test results show that

4. Alexi should visit the doctor for another checkup in
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5. Lead in the blood can cause

Review the Doctor's Report and
Recommendations

Directions: Read and discuss the recommendations below.

Neighborhood Health Clinic
SUSAN JONES-SANTIAGO, M.D.

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Borges,

Your son, Alexi, has some lead in his blood. To prevent the lead level
from becoming higher, I would recommend that you take these simple steps:

J Watch what your child puts into his mouth.
4 Mop floors with a damp mop (using automatic dishwasher soap and

water) and wipe down furniture and windowsills with a damp cloth
to remove dust.
Wash your child's hands before he eats.

4 Frequently wash the objects that Alexi puts into his mouth.
4 Vacuum rugs and carpets frequently, but do not vacuum hardwood

floors because this activity scatters dust.
4 Make sure Alexi eats regular nutritious meals, because more lead is

absorbed on an empty stomach.
4 Watch Alexi when he plays outside to make sure he does not eat dirt

(which may have paint chips in it).

See you in six months.

Sincerely,

t...3440)
Susan Jones-Santiago, M.D.
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Watch what your child puts into his or her mouth.

Mop floors and wipe down furniture and windowsills.

Wash your child's hands before he or she eats.

Wash objects that your child puts into his or her mouth.
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Vacuum rugs and carpets frequently, but do not vacuum floors without rugs
because this activity scatters dust.

Make sure that your child eats regular nutritious meals.

Make sure that your child does not eat dirt.

Note to Student: More information on preventing lead poisoning can be found
in the units "Making Water Safe to Drink" and "Identifying Symptoms of Ill-
ness."

GOING TO THE DOCTOR 9
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Identifying
Symptoms of
Illness
How Do You Feel?

Directions: Review the symptoms and pictures below. Act out the symptoms or
describe them using simple English terms.

When we are sick we experience many symptoms. Symptoms are clues that
help us and our doctors understand why we are sick. When the doctor knows
what our symptoms are and what causes them, she or he can recommend ways to
get better.

dizzy (adj.); dizziness (n.)
nausea (n.); nauseated (adj.)
headache(s) (n.)
stomachache(s) (n.)
diarrhea (n.)
itch (n.)
rash(es) (n.)
irritable (adj.); irritability (n.)
pain(s) (n.)

cough (v.)
sneeze (v.)
fatigue (n.)
tired (adj.)
sore throat(s) (n.)
cramp(s) (n.)
fever(s) (n.)
vomit (v.)
ache (v.); ache(s) (n.)
sore (adj.); soreness (n.)
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El Complete the Sentences

Directions: Complete the following sentences using the symptoms listed above.

1. I have a cold. I am

2. My head is spinning. I feel

3. I ate something bad. Now I feel

4. My muscles hurt. They are

5. My temperature is 101° F. I have a

6. Nothing is going right. I am grumpy and

7. These red marks on my skin must be a
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The Mysterious Illness

Directions: Read or act out the following passage.

Mr. Lopez is bringing his three-year-old daughter, Lisa, to the doctor. Lisa is
sick. Mr. Lopez wants to know why she is not feeling well. He took her to one
doctor two weeks ago and that doctor did not think Lisa was sick. Therefore, Mr.
Lopez is visiting a new doctor. A friend told him this doctor was a very good
doctor. Mr. Lopez and Lisa are waiting in the examination room when the doctor
enters.

Doctor: Hello. How are you today?
Mr. Lopez: I am fine. Thanks.

Doctor: How is Lisa feeling?
Mr. Lopez: I think she is sick.

Doctor: What are her symptoms?
Mr. Lopez: Lisa is always irritable and demanding. She complains of stom-

achaches.
Doctor: Hmm. I see.

Mr. Lopez: I brought her to a doctor for a checkup two weeks ago. That
doctor told me Lisa probably had a cold. I think something else
is wrong with my child.

Doctor: I agree with you, Mr. Lopez. If Lisa has had these symptoms
more than two weeks, something must be wrong.

Mr. Lopez: Well, I think Lisa may have lead poisoning. We know other people
in our neighborhood whose children had these symptoms. Their
children had lead poisoning. Besides, the apartment we rent is in
an old house which, I think, has lead paint. The paint is peeling
on the window frames, doors, and some walls. I have just learned
from friends that lead paint, especially peeling lead paint, can be
dangerous to children.

Doctor: You may be right about the lead poisoning. Lead poisoned chil-
dren sometimes show the symptoms you have described. How-
ever, Lisa's symptoms are common. Her symptoms might mean

a number of things.
Mr. Lopez: What about the paint in our apartment?

Doctor: You are correct. Old homes may have lead paint. Yet, children
usually become poisoned by lead dust rather than lead paint. The
dust gets on their toys and fingers and children put these things
in their mouths. If the paint in your apartment is peeling, I think
you may have much lead dust. To make sure that Lisa does not
have lead in her blood, I need to do a blood test. It will only take

a few minutes for the people in our laboratory to take a blood
sample from Lisa's arm. We should have the results in a week.

IDENTIFYING SYMPTOMS OF ILLNESS 3
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Vocabulary

Directions: Review the vocabulary words below and define each using simple
English terms.

sick (adj.)
examine (v.)
symptom(s) (n.)
irritable (adj.)
demanding (adj.)
poison (v.)
test (v.); test (n.)
illness (n.)

examination room(s) (n.)
doctor(s) (n.)
complain (v.)
check (v.); checkup(s) (n.)
lead (n.)
blood (n.)
mysterious (adj.)
diagnosis(ses) (n.)

El Review and Discuss

Directions: Review "The Mysterious Illness" and answer the following questions.

1. What are Lisa's symptoms?

2. How long has Lisa had these symptoms?

3. Why is it difficult for the doctor to determine what is wrong with Lisa?

4. What does Mr. Lopez think caused Lisa's symptoms? Why does he think
that?

5. How can the doctor be sure that Lisa has lead in her blood?

4 IDENTIFYING SYMPTOMS OF ILLNESS
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Topics for Discussion

Directions: Talk about your experiences of being sick and going to the doctor.
Answer the following questions.

1. When was the last time you were sick?

2. What were your symptoms?

3. Do you like going to the doctor? Why or why not?

4. Do you have a regular doctor that you see all the time? Where is this
doctor? Is it difficult to get to your doctor?

5. Do you feel comfortable talking to your doctor or doctors in general? Why
or why not?

I@ What Do the Results Mean?

Directions: Read or act out the following passage.

It is one week later and the results of Lisa's blood test are ready. Mr. Lopez
and Lisa wait in the examination room for the doctor. The scene opens as the
doctor enters the room.

Doctor: Hello, Mr. Lopez. Hello, Lisa.
Mr. Lopez: Hello, Doctor.

[The doctor sits down across from Mr. Lopez and Lisa.]

IDENTIFYING SYMPTOMS OF ILLNESS 5
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Doctor: Well, Mr. Lopez, you were right. The blood test shows that Lisa
does have lead in her blood. She has a high blood lead level.

Mr. Lopez: I don't understand. What does that mean?
Doctor: I'm afraid that Lisa has a serious case of lead poisoning. A blood

test shows the amount of lead in the blood. The lead level can be
low, moderate, or high.

Mr. Lopez: Is there a cure for lead poisoning?
Doctor: Unfortunately, there is no cure for lead poisoning. In Lisa's case

I can give her drugs that will decrease her blood lead level and
reduce her symptoms. Yet, she may still develop problems later
in life that are related to lead poisoning. Children with a high
level of lead in their blood can develop behavioral, emotional,
and learning problems. It is too early to predict how the lead
poisoning will affect Lisa.

Mr. Lopez: I feel terrible. I wish I had learned sooner that lead poisoning
was a problem in my neighborhood and could be a problem for
my children. Is there anything I can do?

Doctor: First, I believe you should contact the local health department.
Health department officials will identify lead hazards in your
apartment and work with your landlord to cover or reduce the
lead.

Mr. Lopez: If the health department officials inspect the apartment and ask
my landlord to make repairs, he might get upset and evict my
family or he might raise our rent.

Doctor: I hear your concerns, Mr. Lopez, but you must consider Lisa's
health.

Mr. Lopez: You know I want what is best for my children.
Doctor: Well, there are also a number of simple things you can do once

the landlord covers the lead in your apartment. For example,
you may need to carefully clean windowsills and floors. You
should also make sure that Lisa eats well. She should eat foods
high in iron, calcium, and vitamin C. Foods like spinach, milk,
and oranges are good for her and they help reduce the amount of
lead that gets in her blood. Try to keep Lisa out of the dirt around
the house, because the soil also may contain lead. If possible,
filter the tap water you use for drinking and cooking or let the
water run for a minute before using it.

Mr. Lopez: What about our other children? Do you think they have lead in
their blood?

Doctor: You should bring them in for a test, especially if they are younger
than six years old. I will also need to see Lisa in a few months so
that I can test her again.

Mr. Lopez: I can't believe this is happening to me. I'd better let other people
in my house and in my neighborhood know that their children
can get lead poisoning.

6 IDENTIFYING SYMPTOMS OF ILLNESS
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Vocabulary

Directions: Review the vocabulary words below and define each using simple

English terms.

contact (v.)
landlord(s) (n.)

remove (v.)
learn (v.)

Review and Discuss

Directions: Review "What Do the Results Mean?" and answer the following

questions.

1. What are the results of Lisa's test?

2. What do the results mean?

3. What will happen to Lisa?

4. What does the doctor recommend Mr. Lopez do?

5. Do you know any children with lead poisoning? Describe what happened

to them and what actions their parents took.
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10 Act Out the Scene

Directions: Unlike the doctor described in "The Mysterious Illness," some doctors
will not ask you about lead in your home. Therefore, you need to be prepared to
talk with doctors and nurses about health concerns such as symptoms of lead
poisoning. Using the information below, think about what you would say and act
out a scene between doctor and patient.

Doctor: You are listening to a patient describe how he or she feels. What
kinds of questions would you ask the patient to get him or her to
describe in detail how he or she is feeling?

Patient: You are not feeling well. Describe your symptoms to the doctor
to let him or her know how you feel. You may even want to
predict your illness.

11 Writing Assignment

Directions: Using the questions below as a guide, write about a time when you
were sick. Carefully describe your symptoms, your trip to the doctor (if you
went), and what you did to get better.

Describe a time when you were sick. What happened? What was it like?
What were your symptoms? Did you go to the doctor? What did you tell the
doctor? What did you do to get better?
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Making Water
Safe to Drink

El is Our Water Safe to Drink?

Directions: Read or act out the following passage.

Emma and Marek Sowinski, a young couple, are sitting at their kitchen table
eating breakfast. Emma is four months pregnant and is very hungry this morning.

Emma: Marek, could you pour me some juice, please?
Marek: Sure.
Emma: Will you pass me the toast and butter, too?
Marek: OK.
Emma: Oh, can you also get me another piece of fruit? I'm really hungry.
Marek: Is there anything else you would like while I'm up? Some milk?

Some bacon? A glass of water?
Emma: I'm fine. I don't want anything else.
Marek: Good. I think I'll have a glass of water. [Takes a glass and goes

to the sink. He turns on the faucet and fills his glass.]
Emma: Hey, Marek, do you think we should drink bottled water?
Marek: Why?
Emma: Well, my friend Shira said that she has lead in her water.
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2 MAKING WATER SAFE TO DRINK

Marek: Is that your friend who lives down the street from us?
Emma: Yes. She tested her water last month.
Marek: [Holds up his glass of water and looks at it.] Do you think we

have lead in our water, too?

Emma: Maybe. Our home is more than 50 years old. Shira said that
older homes usually have lead pipes in them.

Marek: So, the water picks up lead as it moves through the pipes.
Emma: Correct.
Marek: How do we determine whether our water contains lead?
Emma: Maybe Shira knows.
Marek: I knew you were going to say that. Give her a call.

[Emma picks up the phone and calls Shira.]
Shira: Hello.

Emma: Hello, Shira. This is Emma.
Shira: Hi. How are you?

Emma: I'm good.
Shira: So, what's happening? How do you feel? How is the pregnancy?

Emma: Oh, I'm feeling fine. I'm four months pregnant now. I don't
have morning sickness.

Marek: [Says loudly from the table.] Emma, are you going to ask her or
not?

Emma: [Looks at Marek.] OK. OK. [Then speaks into the phone.] So,
Shira, I'm calling because I want to know how you tested your
water for lead. Marek and I think that we may have lead in our
water.

Shira: It was easy. First, I called my landlord to get the name of our
water supplier. Then I called the water supplier who gave me the
name of a certified laboratory. I called the lab and one week
later, someone from the laboratory sent me directions on how to
test the water at my house. I think it cost $15.
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Emma: I think we should get our water checked, too.
Shira: Yes, you should because you are pregnant. I heard that lead can

affect you and your child. Lead exposure during pregnancy may
result in low birth weight, miscarriage, birth defects, and slower
development in children.

Emma: OK. We will call right away.
Shira: Good. I'm glad you're getting your water tested. There are also

some simple things you can do to protect yourself while you wait
for the results. You can run your water for 30 to 60 seconds
before drinking it or using it in cooking. You also should always
use cold water. If there is any lead in your water, then this pro-
cess will flush out most of it. Let me know what happens.

Emma: OK. Goodbye.

ID Vocabulary.

Directions: Review the vocabulary words below and define each using simple
English terms.

kitchen(s) (n.)
breakfast(s) (n.)
toast (n.)
fruit (n.)
juice (n.)
glass(es) (n.)
lead (n.)
sink(s) (n.)
pipe(s) (n.)
dollar(s) (n.)
determine (v.)
telephone(s) (n.)
certified (adj.)
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table(s) (n.)
eat (v.)
butter (n.)
hungry (adj.)
milk (n.)
water (n.)
faucet(s) (n.)
fill (v.)
test(s) (n.); test (v.)
cost (v.)
laboratory(ies) (n.)
water supplier(s) (n.)
pregnant (adj.)
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Q Review and Discuss

Directions: Review "Is Our Water Safe to Drink?" and answer the following
questions.

1. What are Marek and Emma eating for breakfast?

2. Where do Emma and Marek live?

3. Who is Shira?

4. How does lead get into Emma and Marek's drinking water?

5. Why should Emma be worried about the lead in the water?

6. How can Emma and Marek test their water for lead?

7. How much did it cost Shira to have her water tested for lead? Do you
think this is expensive?

4 MAKING WATER SAFE TO DRINK
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Testing for Lead in Your Water

Directions: Read the directions below to test your water for lead. Follow the
directions and collect water samples from home. Bring your samples to the next
class. The teacher will locate the nearest certified testing laboratory and mail
class samples for testing.

You think your water may contain lead. Ask your local water supplier for the
names of certified laboratories that will test your water. The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency considers water safe if it has less than 15 parts per billion*
(ppb) of lead. Some doctors suggest that anything greater than 10 ppb is unsafe.
You should test if you have water from a drinking well, pipes with lead solder, or
water that is very corrosive. Collect two samples of water: one that was standing
in the plumbing lines overnight, and another that ran for several minutes to flush
the lines.

You can also call the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Safe. Drinking
Water Hotline if you have any questions (1-800-426-4791).

If your water contains less than 5 ppb of lead, then let your water run for one
minute before using it for drinking or cooking.

If your water contains between 5 and 14 ppb of lead, then let your water run
for one minute before using it for cooking or drinking and ask everyone in your
family to drink less than 16 ounces of this water each day.

If your water contains more than 15 ppb of lead, then do not drink the water or
use it for cooking. Consult your local or state health department for advice.

la Reviewing the Water Test Results

Directions: Read or act out the following passage.

It is three weeks later. As recommended, Emma and Marek collected two
samples of water: one that was standing in the plumbing lines overnight and
another that ran for several minutes to flush the lines. They sent both samples to
a certified laboratory for tests. The laboratory mailed the test results to Emma
and Marek. As the scene opens, Emma, Marek, and Shira are talking about the
test results at the kitchen table.

Marek: According to these test results, our water contains lead.
Emma: Yes. It looks that way. It's pretty high too-14 parts per billion

* one billion = 1,000,000,000 = 108
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6 MAKING WATER SAFE TO DRINK

of lead in the first sample and 6 parts per billion after letting the
water run for one minute.

Marek: I wonder what we should do?
Emma: What about buying a water filter?
Marek: I don't know. I read that some filters are expensive and some do

not remove lead from the water.

Shira: Why don't you call the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's
Safe Drinking Water Hotline to find out which filters are certi-
fied for lead removal. They provide that kind of information.

Emma: Yes. I guess we could do that. What did you do, Shira?
Shira: Well, I called the local health department when I found out about

the lead in my water. I was certain that I was poisoning myself.
Emma: And . . . what did the health department officials say?
Shira: They told me not to worry so much. Apparently, there are some

easy things I can do to reduce the lead in my water. I should not
drink, cook, or make baby formula with water from the hot water
tap. Hot water contains more lead than cold water because it is
corrosive.

Emma: Really?
Shira: Yes. The health department officials also told me to run my cold

water for 30 to 60 seconds before drinking it or using it for cook-
ing. This allows me to draw water directly from the street pipes
where there is no leadand flushes the water that has been stand-
ing in my lead plumbing.

Marek: Yes. I guess we could remember to run the water for a minute
before using it. Isn't that a waste of water though?

Shira: If the waste bothers you, collect drinking water in bottles at night
after you have fully flushed the water from the faucet.
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Emma: That's a good idea. But, do you think I should risk drinking
water from the faucet? I'm afraid it might harm the baby.

Shira: You will have to ask your doctor about that. Maybe you should
buy bottled water.

Marek: At least there are things we can do to prevent the problem from
becoming worse.

Vocabulary

Directions: Review the vocabulary words below and define each using simple
English terms.

hotline(s) (n.)
corrosive (adj.)
drink (v.)
mail (v.)
water filter(s) (n.)
collect (v.)
health department(s) (n.)
harm (v.)
prevent (v.)
plumbing (n.)
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sample(s) (n.)
test(s) (n.); test (v.)
flush (v.)
safe (adj.)
expensive (adj.)
bottle(s) (n.)
waste (v.)
baby(ies) (n.)
risk (n.)
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Ea Pick the Correct Response

Directions: Read each statement and choose the correct answer.

1. Emma and Marek mailed their water sample to the
a. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
b. local health department
c. EPA-certified laboratory
d. doctor

2. Emma and Marek's water contains
a. no lead
b. 10 parts per billion of lead
c. 14 parts per billion of lead
d. 30 parts per billion of lead

3. In a house with lead plumbing, hot water
a. contains more lead than cold water
b. is good for washing fruits and vegetables
c. contains less lead than cold water
d. is good for making baby formula

4. One way to reduce the risk of lead in the water is to
a. use hot water fresh from the tap for cooking
b. boil the water
c. wash fruits and vegetables in hot water
d. let the cold water run for 60 seconds before drinking it or using it for

cooking

5. Emma and Marek decide to
a. buy a water filter
b. buy bottled water
c. let the water run for 60 seconds before each use
d. unknown

Note to Student: More information on the effects of lead poisoning can be found
in the units "Going to the Doctor" and "Identifying Symptoms of Illness."
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Preparing and
Storing Food

Q Dinnertime

Directions: Read or act out the following passage.

It is Friday night at the Lafitte house. Frank and Kathy Lafitte are cooking
dinner and their three young children are playing in the living room. The Lafittes
have invited their neighbors Marie and Claude Joseph over for dinner. They
arrive as the scene opens.

Kathy: [Goes to the front door] Hi, Marie, Claude. Come in. Come in.
Marie: Hello!
Frank: How have you been? How are your children?
Marie: We're good. The children are with my sister tonight. She agreed

to watch them while we came over for dinner. How are your
children?

Frank: They're good. They're playing in the living room.
Marie: Good. [Looks toward the kitchen.] Oh, something smells great.
Kathy: That's a new recipe I am trying.

Claude: What is it?
Kathy: I don't have a name for it. It is a stew.

Claude: [Looks in pot.] You are such a good cook. I am always amazed
every time I come to visit.

Frank: [Stirs the pot on the stove.] Yes. I love this recipe. It contains
lots of vegetables. There are sweet potatoes, eggplant, green
peppers, tomatoes, and carrots. Kathy also throws in some rai-
sins to make it sweet and cooks it with some spices and herbs.

Marie: Oh, that sounds great. Will your children eat the stew?
Kathy: Yes. Of course.
Marie: I only asked because my own children do not eat well. They

love junk food. They are always eating potato chips, candy bars,
and French fries. When I try to get them to eat fruit or something
healthy, they just say "yuck" and don't eat it.

Kathy: I used to have the same problem. But I told my kids they could
not eat junk food. I don't buy it for them. They used to always
cry and beg at the grocery store. Now they are used to it.

Marie: Wow. That's great. Maybe I just need to stop buying so many
snacks.

Kathy: Well, I had to do something. My kids have lead in their blood.
The doctor told me that if the kids ate nutritious and balanced
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meals, then they would not absorb as much lead. He also told
me that the effects of the lead in their blood may not be as bad if
they eat well.

Claude: I didn't know your kids had lead in their blood. How did that
happen?

Kathy: Oh, there was lead dust in this old apartment. The dust came
from the lead-based paint. It got on the kids' toys, and on their
fingers. Then the kids put their fingers in their mouth. You know
kids are always putting things in their mouths.

Claude: You are so calm. Aren't you worried?

2 PREPARING AND STORING FOOD

Frank: We were worried at first, but the amount of lead in our children's
blood was low. The doctor told us that if we watch the children's
diet and make sure the house is clean, then the kids will be OK.

Claude: Does lead in the home only come from the paint?
Frank: No. Lead can be in drinking water, soil, and even in food.
Marie: How do you keep lead out of your food?
Frank: There are a number of ways we keep lead out of our food. We

don't store food in open containers where the dust can collect on
the food. We don't use handmade or imported dishes and mugs
that can contain lead glazes. Lead from the glaze can get in the
food. We avoid cooking with and eating foods stored in cans
that may contain lead. We are also careful about eating foods
that our friends grow in city gardens. Some food from city gar-
dens may contain lead if the soil has lead in it.
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Kathy: Also, we don't wash or cook our food with water that contains
lead because the lead will get in the food.

Marie: Wow! You have to do so much to keep lead out of your food.
There seems to be no way to avoid lead.

Kathy: Well, if you carefully prepare and store your food, then lead will
not get in your food.

Frank: I agree with Kathy. The changes we have made are small. They
do not take much time and they do make a big difference. The
changes are now part of our everyday life. We are used to it.

Kathy: [Lifts the stew pot off the stove.] So, are you still hungry?
Marie: Of course.
Kathy: Well, let's eat.
Frank: [Shouts into the living room.] Hey kids! Everyone to the table!

a Vocabulary

Directions: Review the vocabulary words below and define each using simple
English terms.

recipe(s) (n.)
invite (v.)
stew(s) (n.)
sweet potato(es) (n.)
tomato(es) (n.)
raisin(s) (n.)
herb(s) (n.)
potato chip(s) (n.)
French fry(ies) (n.)
grocery store (n.)
blood (n.)
nutritious (adj.)
finger(s) (n.)
curious (adj.)
worry (v.)
calm (adj.)
hungry (adj.)
mug(s) (n.)
imported (adj.)
prepare (v.)
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cook (v.)
neighbor(s) (n.)
vegetable(s) (n.)
green pepper(s) (n.)
carrot(s) (n.)
spice(s) (n.)
junk food (n.)
candy bar(s) (n.)
fruit (n.)
lead (n.)
absorb)(v.)
dust (n.)
mouth(s) (n.)
naturally (adv.)
paint (n.)
soil (n.)
dish(es) (n.)
handmade (adj.)
glaze(s) (n.)
store (v.)
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a Review and Discuss

Directions: Review "Dinnertime" and answer the following questions.

1. What are Frank and Kathy Lafitte making for dinner? What are some of
the ingredients?

2. What kinds of food do Marie Joseph's children like?

3. Why do the Lafitte children eat nutritious meals?

4. How did the Lafitte children get lead in their blood?

5. Where can you find lead in the home?

6. How does lead get into food?

7. How do Kathy and Frank protect their children from lead?
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Topics for Discussion

Directions: Discuss your favorite foods. Answer the following questions.

1. What are your favorite foods?

2. What are your favorite meals?

3. Do you like to cook? Why or why not?

4. Do you think you are a nutritious eater? Why or why not?

5. Do you worry about chemicals, like lead, getting in your food? Why or
why not?

El Keeping the Lead
Out of Your Food

Directions: Read the recommendations below. Do you practice these steps?

There are several things you can do to decrease the amount of lead in your
food.
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Store food in closed containers (containers with lids) to
keep the lead dust out.

Buy cans without side seams or with narrow seams and blue/black lines.
Cans with wide or dented seams usually contain lead.

Test dishes and mugs for lead, especially brightly colored, imported, or
handmade dishes.

6 PREPARING AND STORING FOOD
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Store food only in unpainted
glass or plastic, not in pottery or
painted dishes.

Wash hands (especially children's hands) before eating.

Be aware that some home remedies may contain lead: Alarcon, Alkohl, Asarcon,
Bala Goli, coral, Ghasard, Greta, Kandu,,Kohl, Luiga, Maria Luisa, Pay Loo-
Ah, Rueda.
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Planning a Healthy Menu

Directions: Review the words below.

A well-balanced diet contributes to good health in many ways. In fact, foods
that are high in calcium, iron, and vitamin C can help reduce the amount of lead
children absorb when they are exposed to lead in the home. On the other hand,
your child should eat less of the foods that are high in fat and oil, because these
foods let the body absorb lead more easily.

Foods that are high in iron
4 Liver
4 Lean meat
4 Tuna fish (packed in water)
4 Eggs
4 Raisins
Ai Spinach
4 Collards
-4 Chard

Foods that are high in calcium
4 Milk
4 Cheese
4 Cottage cheese
4 Yogurt

Foods that are high in vitamin C
4 Fruit and fruit juice
4 Bell peppers
4 Tomatoes
4 Potatoes and sweet potatoes

(cooked in their skins)

Foods that are high in fats and oils
4 Butter
4 Oil
4 Lard
) Margarine

4 Potato chips
4 Corn chips
4 French fries
4 Fried foods

El Writing Assignment

Directions: Write a five-day menu that includes breakfasts, lunches, and din-
ners. Try to include foods high in calcium, iron, and vitamin C.

Let's say the doctor told you that your children have lead in their blood. He or
she also recommended that you feed your children nutritious meals to reduce the
amount of lead absorbed into your children's blood. He or she said to make sure
that the children's meals contain many foods high in iron, calcium, and vitamin
C. The doctor also said to avoid junk food and food with a lot of fat and oils.
Based on what the doctor told you, plan a five-day menu that includes breakfasts,
lunches, and dinners for your family.
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Five-Day Menu
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Avoiding Dangers
in the Dirt
The City Garden

Directions: Read the following passage.

Mei, her husband, and their four young children live just outside the city. They
own a two-family house and have a small backyard.

In early spring, Mei decided to plant a vegetable garden in her yard. She went
to the hardware store to buy seeds and the garden tools she neededa rake, a
hoe, and a small shovel. When she got home, she pulled up all the grass in the
backyard. She dug shallow rows in the soil, placed the seeds in the ground,
covered them, and watered them.

By late spring, the vegetable plants began to sprout from the earth. Mei watched
her garden closely. She chased away the neighborhood animals that bothered her
vegetables. She checked each leaf for bugs. When summer arrived, she was
ready to harvest and eat the carrots, lettuce, tomatoes, turnips, and beans she had
planted.

But Mei's excitement soon ended. Her husband was worried about environ-
mental dangers. He said that her garden was probably polluted with chemicals,
such as lead. The houses in their neighborhood contained lead paint. The paint
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from the houses crumbled into the soil. Her husband also said that he was wor-
ried about their children playing in the garden soil. Apparently, the children
could be poisoned by the lead in the soil.

Mei was disappointed. She did not know what to do. She was so worried that
she called the local health department. The health department officials made her
feel a little better. Mei learned that vegetables growing in soil do not absorb
much lead. She learned that there were certain things she could do to prevent
lead contamination in the future. The health department officials said to add
compost to the soil and to plant fruiting or leafy vegetables, such as lettuce or
tomatoes, because they take in less lead than potatoes, carrots, turnips, and other
root crops. And finally, the health department officials told her to wash her veg-
etables with vinegar and water, peel the root crops, and throw away the outer
leaves of lettuce because dust with lead settles on garden plants.

Mei harvested her vegetables that summer and followed the local health de-
partment recommendations. However, she did not know what to do about her
children. The health department officials told her that soil lead was more dan-
gerous to children who play in it than to children who eat vegetables grown in it.
Mei decided to test her children and her soil for lead.

a Vocabulary

Directions: Review the vocabulary words below and define each using simple
English terms.

city(ies) (n.)
vegetable(s) (n.)
hardware store(s) (n.)
rake(s) (n.)
shovel(s) (n.)
dirt (n.)
dig (v.)
chase (v.)
animal(s) (n.)
root(s) (n.)
lettuce (n.)
tomato(es) (n.)
harvest (v.)
polluted (adj.)
chemical(s) (n.)
absorb (v.)
crop(s) (n.)
danger (n.)

2 AVOIDING DANGERS IN THE DIRT
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yard(s) (n.)
garden(s) (n.)
tool(s) (n.)
hoe(s) (n.)
grass (n.)
soil (n.)
seed(s) (n.)
bother (v.)
grow (v.)
turnip(s) (n.)
carrot(s) (n.)
bug(s) (n.)
lead (n.)
environmental (adj.)
leaf(ves) (n.)
health department(s) (n.)
compost (n.)
plant (v.); plant(s) (n.)



El Review and Discuss

Directions: Review "The City Garden" and answer the following questions.

1. Where does Mei live?

2. Who lives with Mei?

3. What did Mei plant in her garden?

4. What did Mei's husbandtell her about the garden?

5. Why do you think Mei was so disappointed?

6. Why did Mei worry about lead in her soil?

7. What did the local health department recommend Mei do?

8. Did Mei eat the vegetables she grew?
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9. If the soil contains lead, what do you think Mei should do to protect her
children from lead poisoning?

10. How do you think the lead gets from the soil into Mei's children?

4 Topics for Discussion

Directions: Describe some of your experiences with gardening, food, and the
environment. Answer the following questions.

1. Have you ever planted a home garden? Have you thought about planting a
home garden?

2. What did you grow in your garden? Or what would you grow in your
garden?

3. Did you worry about any environmental dangers, such as pollution, bugs,
or lead?

4. Have you ever tested your soil for lead?

5. Do you know anyone in your neighborhood who has lead in his or her soil?

4 AVOIDING DANGERS IN THE DIRT
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6. Is your neighborhood in the city?

El Testing Your Soil for Lead

Directions: Read the directions below for testing lead in the soil. Then follow
the directions and collect soil samples from home. Bring your samples to the
next class. Your teacher will locate the nearest testing laboratory and mail class
samples to be tested.

The danger of the lead in soil depends on (1) the amount of lead in the soil
around your house and (2) the amount of soil that gets into your child.

To find out the lead content of your soil, you need to test it. The test results
will tell you what to do about low, medium, high, or very high levels of soil lead.

If you have children, select areas in your yard where children normally play.
Soil in other areas, such as near the outside of your house or garage, or near the
street, may also contain lead.

Select area(s) of your yard to sample.

With a clean spoon, take soil from the top one-half inch of each area you
have selected.

Collect about one cup of soil and place it in a clean, ordinary plastic bag.
Cut out any plants or grass that are growing in your sample. Do not pull the
grass out. Plant roots may stay in the sample.

Protecting Your Child from
Lead in the Soil

Directions: Read the safety tips below. Do you practice any of them?

If the amount of lead in your soil is high (greater than 300 parts per million of
lead), and if the soil is not covered with many plants or thick grass, then you
should consider one or more of the following suggestions to make your soil safer.
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6 AVOIDING DANGERS IN THE DIRT

Control peeling house paint. Call your local health department for
appropriate methods.

Plant and maintain grass or ivy.
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Cover the soil with a thick layer of gravel, wood chips, or other
materials.
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Pave the area.
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As a last alternative, remove the top six inches of soil and replace it with
uncontaminated soil.

Here are some other ways to stay healthy:

Wash children's hands before eating.

AVOIDING DANGERS IN THE DIRT 7
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8 AVOIDING DANGERS IN THE DIRT

Have all family members and guests take off their shoes before entering
the house so that lead dust from the soil will not get inside.

Prepare and eat nutritious meals that include fruits and vegetables;
foods high in calcium; such as milk; and foods high in iron, such as
meat, and iron fortified cereals.
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Finding the
Right Home

El Looking for an Apartment

Directions: Read or act out the following passage.

Dimitri and Isabel Gonzalez are looking for a new apartment to rent. They are
a young couple with two children, ages 2 and 3, and they are expecting another
child in five months. The Gonzalez's old apartment is too small. Now with a
baby on the way, they will need even more room.

Dimitri and Isabel have seen several places. Now they are looking at an apart-
ment in an old house on Elm Street. The landlord is with them. The scene opens
with Dimitri looking down into the basement.

/I

Dimitri: Look, Isabel, this apartment has a basement.
Isabel: That's great. We can store some of our things down there.

Landlord: [Guides Isabel and Dimitri through the kitchen.] There is enough
space in here for a small table.

Dimitri: Yes. I saw the kitchen. I like it, but I think we need more storage
space in the kitchen for our pots and pans. What do you think,
Isabel?

Isabel: I don't know. I like the kitchen. This apartment is larger than
some of the others we have seen. The children will have more
room to play.

HEALTHY BEGINNINGS: LEAD SAFE FAMILIES FINDING THE RIGHT HOME
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2 FINDING THE RIGHT HOME

Dimitri: I guess you are right. They could also play outside. This seems
like a quiet street even though it is in the city.

Isabel: [Turns toward the landlord.] Is this apartment near public
transportation?

Landlord: Yes. There is a bus stop two blocks from this apartment.
Dimitri: Where is the closest laundromat?

Landlord: The laundromat is on the corner. There is a small grocery store
around the corner, too.

Isabel: How much is rent? And would we have to pay a security deposit?
Landlord: OK. I do not charge a security deposit. I do ask that you sign a

lease and pay me the first and last months' rent. The rent is $700
each month and that does not include utilities such as electricity
or heat.

Dimitri: [Looks around.] Is the heat gas or oil?
Landlord: It's gas.

Isabel: How much does it cost to heat this apartment?
Landlord: It costs about $100 each month to heat. Of course, the winter

months will cost much more than $100 and the summer months
will cost much less; $100 is an average figure.

Dimitri: I see you have storm windows in the apartment. That's good.
Landlord: Yes. I installed those last year.

Dimitri: It sounds good to me. I think we would like to take the apart-
ment. But, before we sign anything, I would like to ask you if
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there is lead in the apartment. I noticed that this is a fairly old
house. I understand that many of these older homes were painted
with lead paint. I noticed that the paint is peeling and chipping
on the windowsills and doors. My wife is pregnant and I am
worried about her health, the health of our new baby, and the
health of our young children. Do you know if this paint has lead
in it?

Landlord: Gee, I don't know.
Isabel: Would you check for us?

Landlord: Ah . . . I guess so.
Dimitri: Thanks.

Landlord: Here's the lease. Look at it and let me know what you think. I
suggest you decide fast. I have other people looking at this
apartment.

Dimitri: OK. We will call you about the lead paint. Thanks again. You
should hear from us soon. Goodbye.

El Activity

Directions: Draw a map of the neighborhood. Where is the bus stop, the
laundromat, and the grocery store? You will need to add more details.

El Vocabulary

Directions: Review the vocabulary words below and define each using simple
English terms.

large (adj.)
transportation (n.)
street(s) (n.)
available (adj.)
utility(ies) (n.)
rent (v.)
landlord(s) (n.)
kitchen(s) (n.)
apartment(s) (n.)
bedroom(s) (rz.)
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heat (n.)
lead (n.)
parking (n.)
lease(s) (n.)
electricity (n.)
family(ies) (n.)
tenant(s) (n.)
dining room(s) (n.)
laundromat(s) (n.)
security deposit(s) (n.)
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Review and Discuss

Directions.: Review "Looking for an Apartment" and answer the following
questions in English.

1. Why are Dimitri and Isabel looking for a new apartment?

2. Describe the apartment they want to rent.

3. What questions do Dimitri and Isabel ask the landlord? Why do you think
they ask so many questions?

4. Why is Dimitri worried about lead in the apartment?

5. According to the landlord, does the apartment have lead in it?

El Topics for Discussion

4 FINDING THE RIGHT HOME

Directions: Describe some of your personal experiences in looking for a home.
Answer the following questions.

1. What do you look for when buying or renting a home? What are some of
the characteristics you want your home to have? What location do you
prefer?
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2. What are some of the concerns you have when looking for a house or an
apartment to buy or rent?

3. How many times have you moved?

4. Describe your relationship with your landlord or tenants.

5. Do you know if the house you rent or own has lead in it?

Act Out the Scene

Directions: Many of us may feel uncomfortable confronting landlords and oth-
ers about the condition of our homes. Using the information below, act out a
scene between a tenant and a landlord.

Tenant: You are looking at an apartment. It is in an old house. What
kinds of questions would you want to ask the landlord? Think
about rent, lead, security deposits, storage, or other things that
interest you. For example, you think the house contains lead
paint. What would you say to the landlord about this issue?

Landlord: You own an old house. There are some problems with the house,
but you would really like to have good tenants. How would you
answer the tenants' questions? How would you make the house
safer for the tenants?

FINDING THE RIGHT HOME 5
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El Deciding on the Right Apartment

6 FINDING THE RIGHT HOME

Directions: Read or act out the following passage.

Dimitri: Isabel, I called the owner of that apartment on Elm Street.
Isabel: Oh yes, I liked that apartment. It has plenty of room and a nice

kitchen. Did you find out about the lead paint in the apartment?
Dimitri: No. The landlord is still telling me he does not know about the

lead.
Isabel: Oh? Then there's a chance that the apartment has lead paint.

Dimitri: Yes. What do you think we should do? I like the location of the
apartment. It is convenient. It is also inexpensive.

Isabel: I don't know. I'm worried about the lead paint in the apartment
on Elm Street. You saw how the paint on the windowsills was
peeling. I think our children will not be safe there. Maybe we
should choose the first apartment we saw. Do you remember the
apartment on Maple Street? The location is not as good as the
one on Elm Street, but the Maple Street apartment appeared to
have less lead. There was no chipping paint, the windows were
new, the floors were covered with carpet, and the wood trim was
not painted.

Dimitri: You are right. The Maple Street apartment will probably be safer
for the children. Besides the landlord admitted that there was a
little lead paint in the apartment.

Isabel: True. Even if we do rent the Maple Street apartment, we will
still have to take some steps to protect our children from lead
poisoning.

Dimitri: I know. We will have to make sure that we clean the children's
hands before they eat. We'll also have to clean toys and other
objects that they like to bite and put into their mouths.

Isabel: Don't forget that we will have to vacuum the carpet often.
Dimitri: These are good habits anyway. We can work with the landlord to

make the final necessary changes so that the apartment is lead-
free.

Isabel: Oh, yes, there's one more thing. The water will have to be tested
for lead. That's easy to do.

Dimitri: OK. I'll call the landlord of the apartment on Maple Street and
tell her we want to sign the lease. Then, I'll call the landlord of
the apartment on Elm Street and tell him we are not interested in
that apartment.

Note to Student: Each family will have its own decision to make when it rents an
apartment. The family should consider factors such as convenience, cost, amount
of space, and hazards like lead in paint and water. Discuss how you would
decide in this case.
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Identifying
Household
Hazards

ri Injury in the Home

Directions: Read the following passage and answer the questions below. Describe
your experiences with home safety.

People think of home as a safe place. But each year, many people are injured
at home. Young children and older people are more likely to injure themselves at
home than are other people.

Young children are at risk because they are growing and learning. They are
curious and want to explore their environment. They learn by doing, making
mistakes, and imitating. Children are also very active. They enjoy running and
jumping. But sometimes they go too far and do things that are unsafe. Fortu-
nately, children are better able to recover from their injuries than are adults.

Children injure themselves at home by fallingespecially from cribs, win-
dows, and stairs. Other common injuries are poisoning from household chemi-
cals, fire and burn injuries, and suffocation and choking on small objects.

Older people are also at risk for injury in the home. Changes in the way they
see and move affect their ability to react to hazards. Many older people also live
alone, so there is no one to help them when they are hurt. Common home inju-
ries among the elderly include falls, suffocation, fire and burns, and poisoning.

1. Do you worry about hazards in your home? What are these?

2. Have you ever been injured at home? Have your children been injured at
home?
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3. What do you do to make your home safer?

The Silent Hazard

Directions: Read the following passage.

Tong Quic and Hung Thu Tran never thought their house was a dangerous
place until their daughter Mgi Ngor was born. By the time Mgi Ngor was two,
she was into everything. She was climbing on the furniture. She was pulling at
the curtains. She was reaching the top of the hot stove.

O

Therefore, the Trans took many precautions to make their home safe for Mgi
Ngor. They put plugs in all the electrical outlets so that Mgi Ngor would not be
shocked. They did not drink hot liquids when holding Mgi Ngor so that she
would not be burned. They put all the dangerous chemicals out of Mgi Ngor's
reach so that she would not be poisoned. They put window guards on the up-
stairs windows and a gate at the bottom of the stairs so that she could not climb
up.

Tong Quic and Hung Thu did not stop there. They made sure that Mgi Ngor's
toys were safe for her. They did not buy anything Mgi Ngor might swallow.
They also installed smoke alarms in their home and frequently checked the bat-
teries. They even asked their guests not to smoke cigarettes around Mgi Ngor.
They always made smokers go outside.

2 IDENTIFYING HOUSEHOLD HAZARDS
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Unfortunately, the Trans did not see an important hazard in their home. They
had not guessed that their house contained lead. It was a fairly modern home. It
had been built in the 1960s. They thought only older homes had lead paint. They
soon learned that many homes built before 1978 contain some lead paint.

When Mgi Ngor turned three, the Trans learned that their daughter was poi-
soned with lead. On a routine checkup the doctor tested Mgi Ngor and found
that she had some lead in her blood. Her lead level was only borderline danger-
ous, but the Trans were very worried.

The Trans asked the doctor how Mgi Ngor was poisoned. He explained that
Mgi Ngor was probably poisoned by lead paint in their home. Tong Quic and
Hung Thu said that their daughter did not eat lead paint. But the doctor told them
that Mgi Ngor was probably not poisoned by eating the paint. The doctor said
that the lead paint turned to dust and settled on Mgi Ngor's toys. When Mgi
Ngor played with her toys, the lead got on her fingers and then into her mouth.

The doctor told Tong Quic and Hung Thu that Mgi Ngor might be fine if they
follow certain procedures, such as watching what Mgi Ngor put in her mouth,
mopping the floors with a damp mop, wiping down furniture and windowsills
with a damp cloth, washing Mgi Ngor's hands before meals, vacuuming rugs
and carpets frequently, making sure Mgi Ngor eats nutritious meals, and making

sure Mgi Ngor does not eat dirt, which may contain lead paint chips. But he also
said that she may have problems later in life. He asked the Trans to bring Mgi

Ngor back for another checkup in three months.

IDENTIFYING HOUSEHOLD HAZARDS 3
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Note to Student: For more information on the health problems associated with
lead poisoning, see the units "Going to the Doctor" and "Identifying Symptoms
of Illness."

Q Vocabulary

Directions: Review the vocabulary words below and define each using simple
English terms.

injury(ies) (n.)
suffocation(s) (n.)
precaution(s) (n.)
electrical (adj.)
burn (v.)
window(s) (n.)
dangerous (adj.)
toy(s) (n.)
lead (n.)
modern (adj.)
railings (n.)
stair(s) (n.)
wall(s) (n.)

fire(s) (n.)
choke (v.)
cautious (adj.)
shock (v.)
poison (v.)
chemical(s) (n.)
door(s) (n.)
paint (n.)
build (v.)
trim (n.)
radiator(s) (n.)
vent(s) (n.)
floor(s) (n.)

4 Review and Discuss

Directions: Review "The Silent Hazard" and answer the following questions.

1. How old is the Trans's house?

2. What did Tong Quic and Hung Thu do to make their house safe for Mgi
Ngor?
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3. What were Tong Quic and Hung Thu shocked to learn?

4. What did the doctor tell the Trans?

5. How did Mgi Ngor become poisoned?

El Topics for Discussion

Directions: Discuss lead poisoning hazards that can be found in homes. Answer
the following questions.

1. Do you live in an older home? Was your home built before 1978?

2. Do you have young children in your house? How old are they?

IDENTIFYING HOUSEHOLD HAZARDS 5
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3. Lead-based paint is hard and glossy. Do you have any hard, glossy paint
on your windows, doors, stairs, railings, and trim?

4. Have you ever had a lead inspection or tested your home for lead? Why or
why not?

5. Do you think your house contains lead? If so, where is the lead paint?

6 Testing Your Paint for Lead

Directions: Read the directions below for testing lead in house paint. Follow the
directions and collect paint samples from your home. Bring your samples to the
next class. The teacher will locate the nearest certified testing laboratory and
mail class samples to be tested. When test results return, discuss the results.

Test painted surfaces that your child has chewed, or woodwork in your child's
room: Woodwork, such as doors, windows, or trim, will often have a lot of lead
in the paint. Any area that is peeling is also a good choice for testing.

4 Keep samples from different areas separate.

4 Use a knife to scrape sections of paint, at least the size of a quarter, down to
the bare wood or plaster. Do not take the wood or plaster with your sample
or your paint results will not be accurate.

4 Put the samples in clean, plastic bags. With a permanent marker, write
where you got the sample from on the bag.

6 IDENTIFYING HOUSEHOLD HAZARDS
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Send the samples to a lab certified by your state health department. Call your
local health department for a list of certified labs.

la Discuss and Compare
Test Results

Directions: Review the table below.

Lead paint is found in older homes. How old is your house? Do you live in a
single family or multifamily house? How likely is it that your house has lead
paint?

Housing Type

Percentage of
Houses Containing

Exterior
Lead Paint

All pre-1978 housing 74%

Year Built

1960-1979 62%
1940-1959 80%
Before 1940 90%

Housing Type

Single Family 74%
Multifamily 73%

IDENTIFYING HOUSEHOLD HAZARDS 7
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Making Your
Home Safe

0 The Safe Home Checklist
Directions: Read the following passage, then complete "The Safe Home Check-
list." Remember that the checklist does not include everything you can do to
make your home safe. It only includes some of the most important things.

For most of us, home is a havena place where we go to relax and feel safe.
Sometimes, however, our homes can be hazardous places. Young children and
the elderly, in particular, are at risk for injury in the home. Common injuries for
these groups include burns, poisonings, and falls.

Whether we have children or not, we need to understand the hazards in our
homes. Once we know what these hazards are, we can remove or reduce them
and prevent injury.

To know more about home safety issues that affect you, complete The Safe
Home Checklist. Read the questions below and answer each by writing "yes,"
"no," or "n/a" (not applicable) in the blank beside the question.
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2 MAKING YOUR HOME SAFE

The Safe Home Checklist*

1. Do you keep hot liquids and hot foods out of your child's
reach?

2. Do you keep cleaning supplies out of your child's reach?

3. Do you keep medicine and vitamins out of your child's reach?

4. Do you use electrical appliances (e.g., hair dryer, radio, lamps)
in the bathroom? These can cause electrical shock or death
if they are plugged in and fall into a tub while you or your
child is in the water. Keep electrical appliances out of the
bathroom or unplugged, away from water, and out of your
child's reach.

5. Have you adjusted the hot water heater to a safe tempera-
ture? The recommended temperature is 120° F or less to
prevent tap water scalds. To test the water, let it run for three
minutes before measuring the temperature with a
thermometer.

6. Does an adult always watch your child when your child is in
the tub? Children can drown in a few inches of water within
seconds; they can be burned by turning on hot water them-
selves.

* Adapted from "The Safe Home Checklist," the Childhood Injury Prevention Program,
Vermont Department of Health, 1987.
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7. Have you blocked windows so that your child cannot fall
out?

8. Do you use toddler gates at the top and bottom of stairs to
prevent falls?

9. Do your windows have screens that are secure?

10. Does your house have two unblocked exits in case of fire?

11. Are electrical cords in safe condition? For example, do not
overload extension cords.

12. Are space heaters approved, in safe condition, and out of
children's reach? Space heaters should be stable, with a cov-
ering, and at least three feet from curtains, papers, and furni-
ture.

13. Are stairs, walls, railings, porches, and balconies sturdy and
in good condition? For example, if wall paint is peeling, it is
not in good condition.

14. Is hall and stairway lighting adequate to prevent falls?
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15. Do you have a working smoke detector correctly placed? Attach
the smoke detector to the ceiling. Put one detector on each floor,
making sure you have one at the head of the stairs to the base-
ment, at the foot of the stairs to the bedrooms, and in the hallway
outside the bedrooms. Test the smoke detector monthly, replacing
batteries yearly or when low. Also, consult the local fire depart-
ment regarding smoke detector regulations in your state.

16. Do you have the local poison control center number near your
phone?

17. Do you have a fire escape plan?

18. Do you keep matches and lighters out of your child's reach?

19. If you smoke, do you safely dispose of cigarette butts and matches?
Careless smoking is a major cause of fire deaths. Put out ciga-
rettes in a large deep ashtray, then dump everything into the toilet.
Do not smoke in bed or when under the influence of alcohol or
medication. Check stuffed furniture for cigarette butts before
going to bed.

20. a. Do you keep firearms in your home?
b. If so, do you keep them locked and out of your child's reach?

21. Have you tested the paint in your house for lead? Dust from lead-
based paint is particularly dangerous to children. Over the years,
painted surfaces crumble into household dust. The dust clings to
toys, fingers, and other objects that children normally put in their
mouths. This is the most common way that lead gets into your
child. Children also get lead into their bodies by chewing on lead
painted surfaces.

4 MAKING YOUR HOME SAFE
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22. Have you tested your water for lead? Test water for lead if
you have water from a drinking well, pipes with lead solder,

or water known to be very corrosive.

23. Have you tested your children for lead? Children between
the ages of nine months and six years should be tested for
lead. A blood test for lead helps individuals find out if some-
one has taken in too much lead before there are any outward
signs of illness.

List below any changes you need to makereplacing your smoke detector,
arranging a lead test, etc.
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6 MAKING YOUR HOME SAFE

Vocabulary

Directions: Review the vocabulary words below and define each using simple
English terms.

trim (n.)
stair(s) (n.)
wall(s) (n.)
porch(es) (n.)
bedroom (n.)
window(s) (n.)
basement (n.)
bed (n.)
paint (n.)
electrical (adj.)
shock (v.)
poison (v.)
vitamin(s) (n.)
heater(s) (n.)
dangerous (adj.)
careless (adj.)
appliance(s) (n.)
radio(s) (n.)
cigarette(s) (n.)
toy(s) (n.)
adjust (v.)
screen(s) (n.)
ashtray(s) (n.)
thermometer(s) (n.)

railing(s) (n.)
vent(s) (n.)
floor(s) (n.)
balcony(ies) (n.)
furniture (n.)
bathtub (n.)
build (v.)
door(s) (n.)
scald (v.)
burn (v.)
medicine(s) (n.)
screen(s) (n.)
reach (v.)
lead (n.)
hair dryer(s) (n.)
lamp(s) (n.)
chemical(s) (n.)
firearm(s) (n.)
prevent (v.)
safe (adj.)
temperature(s) (n.)
battery(ies) (n.)
block (v.)
smoke detector (n.)
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El Review and Discuss

Directions: Finish "The Safe Home Checklist" and answer the following
questions.

1. How did you do on "The Safe Home Checklist"?

2. What are the greatest dangers in your home?

3. What could you do to make your home safer?

4. Why do you think the checklist includes so many items related to child
safety?

5. If you have children, do you often worry about their safety?

MAKING YOUR HOME SAFE 7
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4

8 MAKING YOUR HOME SAFE

Angela Caruso's Story

Directions: Read the following passage.

Angela Caruso rented an apartment in a two-family home located just outside
the city. The house, which was built in the 1920s, was large and located on a
quiet street. It was perfect for Ms. Caruso and her three children: Lisa, age 5;
Paulo, age 4; and Giovanni, 1 year old. The house was also inexpensive, close to
Ms. Caruso's job, and in the same neighborhood as her family.

About one year after moving into the new apartment, Ms. Caruso took Giovanni
to the doctor for a routine checkup. At the checkup, Ms. Caruso explained to the
doctor that she lived in an older home which contained lead paint. Ms. Caruso
had learned from her new neighbors that the lead paint in the older homes crumbles
into dust over the years and that the dust gets on children's toys, fingers, and
other things they put in their mouths. Her neighbors also told her than some of
the children in the neighborhood had lead poisoning. Knowing that Giovanni
could have been exposed to lead, Ms. Caruso asked the doctor to give Giovanni
a lead test as part of his checkup.

The test took only a few seconds. The lab technician took some blood from
Giovanni's arm and sent the blood to the laboratory. The doctor told Ms. Caruso
that he would let her know the results of the test in one week.

One week later, the doctor called Ms. Caruso and reported the results of the
blood test. The blood test showed that Giovanni did not have lead poisoning.
Ms. Caruso was relieved to learn that Giovanni was OK.

However, the doctor told Ms. Caruso that she should take some simple pre-
cautions to keep Giovanni and her other children safe from lead poisoning in the
future. He recommended that Ms. Caruso frequently wash her children's hands
and toys, mop hard floor surfaces, wash windowsills with soap and water, feed
her children foods with much iron and calcium, and use only cold water or filtered
water for cooking and drinking. He also suggested that Ms. Caruso make sure
her children stay out of the dirt around the house because the dirt can contain
lead paint chips.

The doctor asked Ms. Caruso to bring Lisa and Paulo to his office for a lead
test. He said that Paulo and Lisa might also have unsafe amounts of lead in their
blood. Ms. Caruso agreed.

Ms. Caruso also said that she would call the local health department and her
landlord. She was very worried about her children's health and wanted to do
everything she could to reduce the amount of lead in her apartment.
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Q Review and Discuss

Directions: Review "Angela Caruso's Story" and answer the following questions.

1. What do you know about lead poisoning?

2. Who usually gets lead poisoning?

3. Do you think your children are at risk for lead poisoning?

4. Do you know anyone who has had lead poisoning?

5. If you were in Ms. Caruso's position what would you do?

Reducing Lead in Your Home

Directions: Look at the pictures below and note the different ways to protect
yourself from lead in the home.

One of the greatest environmental threats to children is lead poisoning: 74
percent of all private homes built before 1978 contain some lead paint. One out
of nine children under age 6 has enough lead in his or her blood to place him or
her at risk. Children with high lead levels are six times more likely to have
reading disabilities.*

* Sources include the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, U.S. Cen-
ters for Disease Control and Prevention, and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

MAKING YOUR HOME SAFE 9
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However, there are some simple steps you can take to reduce the risk of child-
hood lead poisoning in your home. These are listed below.

Children's Hands and Faces

Wash children's hands and faces frequently.

Folk Remedies

10 MAKING YOUR HOME SAFE

Use cautiously because they may contain lead:
Alarcon, Alkohl, Asarcon, Bala Goli, coral,
Ghasard, Greta, Kandu, Kohl, Luiga, Maria
Luisa, Pay-Loo-Ah, Rueda.

Painted Surfaces (pre-1978 homes only)

Cover peeling paint with a thick, durable material. Move cribs and playpens
away from peeling paint. Have paint tested in a laboratory. If it has lead, don't
scrape, sand, or burn it.
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Toys

Wash toys and pacifiers frequently.

Dust (pre-1978 homes only)

Mop hard surface floors and wash windowsills and baseboards at least once a
week with trisodium phosphate in water. Buy trisodium phosphate at a hardware
store. Don't use mops or sponges for anything else. (Also make sure that you
store the trisodium phosphate out of your child's reach. It can be poisonous if
consumed.)

Diet

Feed children foods with much iron and
calcium. Foods high in iron include liver,
fish, eggs, raisins, and spinach. Foods high
in calcium include milk, cheese, and yogurt.

Cans

137

Don't store food in open cans.
Don't buy cans with wide,
dented seams. (Cans with no
side seams or narrow seams and
blue/black paint lines are lead
free.)

MAKING YOUR HOME SAFE 11



Water.

Use only cold water for drinking, making baby
formula, or cooking food. Run water until it is cold.
Use excess water for washing or watering plants.

Dishes

If your work exposes you to
lead, leave your clothes at
work and shower before
entering the house. Wash
work clothes separately from
the rest of the laundry.
Parents who work with lead,
such as renovation or contract
workers, can bring home lead
dust on their clothing. The
dust can affect their children.

Test dishes and mugs for lead, especially colored, imported, or handmade
dishes. Store food only in unpainted glass or plastic, not in painted dishes
or pottery.
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El Collect and Share Stories

Directions: Choose one of the following scenarios to write about. Bring your
story to class.

Assume that your house or apartment was built before 1978 and contains
lead-based paint, and that your water also contains some lead. Describe
steps you can take to reduce the risk of childhood lead poisoning in your
own home. If you do not have children living in your home, describe steps
you would take if you did.

Write about a personal experience with lead poisoning. This might be some-
thing that you have experienced or something that happened among your
friends or family.
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Renovating
Your Home

El Home Repairs

Directions: Read the following passage.

Manuel and Isabel Ramirez searched for two years before they found their
perfect home. The two-story house was near Manuel's job and two blocks from
the neighborhood park. Many of Isabel and Manuel's friends lived in the same
neighborhood. The house also had a big backyard and enough space inside for
Isabel, Manuel, and their three young childrenMatthew, Peppe, and Sandra. It
needed some renovation, but Manuel was very good at home repairs.

icr)

After the Ramirez family moved
in, Manuel began renovating the
house. He scraped the old paint off
the kitchen cabinets and he sanded
the door frames, windows, and trim
down to the original wood. Isabel
removed the old wallpaper in one
of the bedrooms and put up new
wallpaper. She also vacuumed all
the dust created by the renovation.
The place was looking good.

Yet, soon after Manuel and
Isabel began the renovation, the
children became sick. The new
baby, Sandra, cried all the time and
would not eat. Matthew and Peppe,
ages 3 and 4, complained of
stomachaches and were always
tired. The doctor found nothing
wrong.

One day, Isabel was reading a
magazine while waiting in line at
the grocery store. In the magazine,
she found a story on lead
poisoning. The story described
symptoms that matched her.

HEALTHY BEGINNINGS: LEAD SAFE FAMILIES RENOVATING YOUR HOME 'I

© Education Development Center, Inc., 1996. Developed with support from EPANew England.
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children's behavior, so she called her doctor's office. The nurse told Isabel not to
worry. But Isabel insisted something was wrong and brought her children to the
doctor for a test.

From the test, Isabel and Manuel learned that their children had lead poison-
ing. The doctor told them that Matthew, Sandra, and Peppe probably got it from
paint duststirred up by the renovation Manuel did to improve the house.

The doctor said, "It is too early to tell how the children will be affected by the
lead." The doctor said that the effects of the lead may be lessened if Isabel and
Manuel keep their house free of dust. He also told them to make sure that their
children ate healthy meals because healthy, nutritious meals protect against more
lead absorption.

a Vocabulary

Directions: Review vocabulary words below and define each using simple English
terms.

neighborhood(s) (n.)
kitchen(s) (n.)
park(s) (n.)
bedroom(s) (n.)
window(s) (n.)
repair (v.); repair(s) (n.)
renovate (v.); renovation(s) (n.)
stomachache(s) (n.)
complain (v.)
symptom(s) (n.)
behavior (n.)
lead poisoning (n.)
dust (n.)

absorption (n.)
yard(s) (n.)
original (adj.)
bathroom(s) (n.)
door(s) (n.)
wallpaper (n.)
cabinet(s) (n.)
sick (adj.)
magazine(s) (n.)
scrape (v.)
sand (v.)
lead (n.)
paint (n.)

1E3 Review and Discuss

2 RENOVATING YOUR HOME

Directions: Review "Home Repairs" and answer the following questions.

1. Describe the Ramirez's perfect house.
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2. What kinds of repairs did the Ramirez's make in the house?

3. How did Matthew, Peppe, and Sandra get lead poisoning?

4. What were the children's symptoms?

5. How will the lead affect Matthew, Peppe, and Sandra?

Ways to Renovate*

Directions: Read the following passages.

Before you repair or renovate, call your local health department officials and
ask if they can test your home for lead-based paint., If the health department
officials cannot test, ask them who can. You can also test it yourself with a kit
you buy at a hardware store. Ask the store clerk for help.

There are many dangers involved in removing lead paint from your home.
Every member of your family can be poisoned if you incorrectly remove the
paint. There are three ways to make the lead paint in your home less dangerous.
The first two are the safest ways to handle lead paint. Consider them first.

* Adapted from "Lead in Paint," a pamphlet distributed by the Childhood Lead
Poisoning Prevention Program, California Department of Health Services, 1991.

RENOVATING YOUR HOME 3
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4 RENOVATING YOUR HOME

Replace it.

Replacing a lead painted object means removing the object from the house
and replacing it with a new lead-free item. For example, remove a door by its
hinges and replace it with a new safe door. Wrap the old item in heavy plastic
and keep it away from your children. Replacing objects takes the lead out of
your home and it does not create much lead dust.
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Cover it.

It is best to cover surfaces that cannot be replaced, such as walls or floors, with
a long-lasting, tough material like sheetrock, paneling, or floor tiles. Covering
does not get the lead paint out of your home; therefore, you must keep newly
covered walls or floors in good condition. Covering walls with new paint or
hanging wallpaper is not a permanent method of covering lead paint. If the new
paint or wallpaper peels, the lead paint will be exposed again.
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Sanding, burning, or scraping is the most dangerous way of removing lead
paint! This makes large amounts of lead dust or fumes, which can poison work-
ers, household members, and pets. Homeowners should not try to eliminate lead
paint hazards from their property. If your house contains lead paint, you should
hire a professional contractor to remove the lead from your house.

El Vocabulary

6 RENOVATING YOUR HOME

Directions: Review the vocabulary words below and define each using simple
English terms.

remove (v.)
replace (v.)
paneling (n.)
wrap (v.)
permanent (adj.)
hazard(s) (n.)
contaminated (adj.)
contractor(s) (n.)
carpet (n.)
utensil(s) (n.)
assure (v.)

cover (v.)
sheetrock (n.)
tile(s) (n.)
hinge(s) (n.)
fume(s) (n.)
dispose (v.)
respirator (n.)
furniture (n.)
drapes (n.)
waste (n.)
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Review and Discuss

Directions: Review "Ways to Renovate" and answer the following questions.

1. What are three ways to make the lead paint in your home less dangerous?

2. Which two are the safest ways to handle lead paint?

3. How do you dispose of objects with lead paint on them?

4. Which materials are best for covering walls?

5. Which methods do not permanently remove lead paint?

6. What are the most dangerous ways to remove lead paint?

7. Have you ever done any home repairs or renovations? What were they?
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El Act Out the Scene

8 RENOVATING YOUR HOME

Directions: Role-play a conversation between a homeowner and a contractor
about the removal of lead paint from the home. Refer to "Guidelines for Reno-
vation and Removal of Lead Hazards" below during the role play.

Guidelines for Renovation and
Removal of Lead Hazards*

Ask contractors about their qualifications and experience removing
lead-based paint, and their plans to follow these guidelines:

People living in the house (especially young children and pregnant women)
should keep out of the work area until the job is finished.
People living in the house should remove all food and eating utensils from
the work area.
Contractors should remove all furniture, carpets, and drapes and seal the
work area from the rest of the house. The contractor also should cover and
seal the floor unless lead paint is to be removed from the flooring.
Contractors should ensure that workers wear respirators designed to avoid
inhaling lead.
Contractors should not eat or drink in the work area.
Contractors should cover and seal all cabinets and food surfaces.
Contractors should clean up dust using special vacuum cleaners.
Contractors should dispose of lead-based paint waste and contaminated
materials in accordance with state and local regulations.
Contractors should dispose of clothing worn in the room after working.
Workers should not wear work clothing in other areas of the house. The
contractor should wash work clothes separately.
Contractors should use a shower, or at least a sink, to clean up after work.

* Adapted from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development prepared
guidelines for removing lead-based paint, published in the Federal Register,
April 18, 1990.
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Glossary
of Terms (Chinese)

Going to the Doctor
absorb ( v. ) .

blood ( n. )

body ( ies ) ( n. ) Alift

brain ( s ) ( n. ) ica
checkup ( s ) Cm. )

cling ( v. )

cough ( v. )

crumble ( v. ) 41.: V*4
current ( adj. ) NIEM

dangerous ( adj. )

dirt ( n. )

dust ( n. ) g±.
empty ( adj. )

examining room ( s ) ( n. )

finger ( s ) ( n. )

furniture ( n. )

healthy ( adj. ) awn
health clinic ( s ) ( n. ) 4,Mi2M

high ( adj. )

immunization ( s ) ( n. ) tfrt Mg*
kidney ( s ) ( n. )

lead ( n. )

lead poisoning ( n. ) Mril*
low ( adj. ) 1tJ 97
mops) ( n. ) 4#E

mop ( v. ) AVE tiWM
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mouth ( s ) ( n. ) 121

nutritious ( adj. ) AVVSJ
paint ( n. )

peeling ( adj. ) #114

recommend ( v. )

recover ( v. ) MVO* iV5E
safe ( adj. ) ±rI4J

scatter ( v. ) Mak taff
sneeze ( v. ) MIRA

stethoscope ( s ) ( n. ) OVIN VAN
stomach ( s ) ( n. )

test ( v. ) ft0
vacuum ( v. )

wash ( v. ) gi51

window ( s ) ( n. ) irk PI

wipe ( v. )

worry ( v. ) tOR

yard ( s ) ( n. )

;;X

© Identifying Symptoms of Illness

2 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

ache ( s ) ( n. )

ache ( v. )

blood ( n. )

check ( v. )

check-up ( s ) ( n. ) 114784M

complain ( v. ) AVA,

contact ( v. )

cough ( v. ) PA*

cover ( v. )

cramp ( s ) ( n. ) TO/ t tt
dangerous ( adj. ) flitM
demanding ( adj. ) 0*
diagnosis ( ses ) ( n. ) PAW

diarrhea ( n. )

disease ( s ) ( n. )

dizzy ( adj. ) gt n
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dizziness ( n. )

doctor ( s) ( n. ) JIM
examination room ( s ) ( n. ) V14q

examine ( v. )

fatigue ( n. ) /A

fever ( s ) ( n. )

headache ( s ) ( n. ) FIA

illness ( n. ) 0 J111

irritable ( adj. ) (143

irritability ( n. ) 1 NA
itch ( n. ) Jit

landlord ( s) ( n. ) NSA
lead ( n. )

learn ( v. )

mysterious ( adj. ) 4411*Ag04J

nausea ( n. ) St?
nauseated ( adj. )

pain ( s ) ( n. )

poison ( v. )

rash ( es ) ( n. ) EkStEg
remove ( v. )

scream ( v. )cuN
sick ( adj. ) A-00
sneeze ( v. )

sore ( adj. ) wromn
soreness ( n. ) 1tft
sore throat ( s) ( n. )

stomach ache ( s ) ( n. ) Wft

symptom ( s ) ( n. )

test ( v. )

test ( n. ) 'MO

tired ( adj. ) MT

vomit ( n. ) ( v. ) 11110±
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a Making Water Safe to Drink

4 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

baby ( ies ) ( n. ) 1L52,

bottle ( s ) ( n. )

breakfast ( s) ( n. )

butter ( n. ) #373/111

certified ( adj. ) AV6N0
collect ( v. ) IRV

corrosive ( adj. ) lJ
cost ( v. ) tR
determine ( v. )

dollar ( s ) ( n. ) *t
drink ( v. ) 114 ftX

eat ( v. )

expensive ( adj. ) AO gS AO
faucet ( s) ( n. ) *MN
fill ( v. )

flush ( v. )

fruit ( n. ) **
glass ( es ) ( n. ) IA4
harm ( v. )

health department ( s) ( n. ) WV:4M

hotline ( s ) ( n. ) RtXMAO
hungry ( adj. )

juice ( n. ) Aft-

kitchen ( s ) ( n. )

MqI

.t.f93

pipe ( s ) ( n. )

plumbing ( n. ) Zkla

pregnant ( adj. ) 1420
prevent ( v. ) klE Nit
risk ( v. ) W

safe ( adj. ) ±114J

sample ( s ) ( n. )

sink ( s ) ( n. ) 7j( 7.1<gt

laboratory ( ies ) ( n. )

lead ( n. )

mail ( v. )

milk ( n. )
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table ( s ) ( n. )

telephone ( s ) ( n. )

test ( s ) ( n. )

test ( v. )

toast ( n. )

waste ( v. )

it*
ittO

water ( n. ) XJC

water filter ( s ) ( n. ) tE*4
water supplier ( s) ( n. ) itt*ff

Preparing and Storing Food
absorb ( v. )

blood ( n. )

calm ( adj. )

candy bar ( s ) ( n. )

carrot ( s ) ( n. )

cook ( v. )

curious ( adj. )

dish ( es ) ( n. )

dust ( n. )

finger ( s ) ( n. )

French fry ( ies ) ( n. )

fruit ( n. )

glaze ( s ) ( n. )

green pepper ( s ) ( n. )

grocery store ( n. ) VX*AIN 3i$N3IN

handmade ( adj. ) *VIM

herb ( s ) ( n. ) *glfr

hungry ( adj. )

imported ( adj. )

invite ( v. )

junk food ( n. )

lead ( n. )

mouth ( s ) ( n. )

mug ( s ) ( n. )

naturally (adv. )
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neighbor ( s ) ( n. ) 011ia k*
nutritious ( adj. ) VffC11
paint ( n. )

potato chip ( s ) ( n. ) AV±.A#

prepare ( v. ) ?iliN SWF

raisin ( s ) ( n. )

recipe ( s ) ( n. )

soil ( n. ) ±.44

spice ( s ) ( n. ) fir* *4
stew (s) ( n. ) NAA
store ( v. )

sweet potato ( es ) ( n. ) fES JL.

tomato ( es ) ( n. ) *A "NA-10
vegetable ( s ) ( n. )

worry ( v. )

0,4

13 Avoiding Dangers in the Dirt

6 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

absorb ( v. )

animal ( s ) ( n. )

bother ( v. )

bug ( s ) ( n. ) +TA
carrot ( s ) ( n. ) WM

chase ( v. )

chemical ( s ) ( n. ) ft*Pri
city ( ies ) ( n. ) tA

compost ( n. ) 0,M4PUE4*

crop ( s ) ( n. )

danger ( n. )

dig ( v. ) 4Z

dirt ( n. ) NP±.

environmental ( adj. ) MVSJ

garden ( s ) ( n. )

grass ( n. )

grow ( v. )

hardware store ( s ) ( n. )

harvest ( v. )

RI&

Mtt
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health department ( s) ( n. ) OW1319

hoe ( s ) ( n. )

lead ( n. )

leaf ( ves ) ( n. )

lettuce ( n. )

plant ( v. )

plant ( s ) ( n. )

polluted ( adj. )

rake ( s ) ( n. )

root ( s ) ( n. )

seed ( s ) ( n. )

shovel ( s ) ( n. )

soil ( n. )

tomato ( es ) ( n. )

tool ( s ) ( n. )

turnip ( s ) ( n. )

vegetable ( s ) ( n. )

yard ( s ) ( n. )

Finding the Right Home
apartment ( s) ( n. ) /zXg)V VTdV
available ( adj. ) i#M11.04J

bedroom ( s ) ( n. ) §h8.

dining room ( s ) ( n. )

electricity ( n. )

family ( ies ) ( n. )

heat ( n. ) IR in Ak,

kitchen ( s ) ( n. )

landlord ( s ) ( n. )

large ( adj. ) icn
laundromat ( s) ( n. ) ft!1 3MA.

lead ( n. )

lease ( s ) ( n. )

parking ( n. )

rent ( v. )

residential ( adj. )

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 7
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security deposit ( s) ( n. ) 17020P

street ( s ) ( n. )

tenant ( s ) ( n. )

transportation ( n. )

utility ( ies ) ( n. ) 7J &k

El Identifying Household Hazards

8 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

build ( v. ) It* *V
burn ( v. )

cautious ( adj. )

chemical ( s ) ( n. ) itN3
choke ( v. ) ufft 1ta

dangerous ( adj. ) f6.10(14J

door ( s ) ( n. )

electrical ( adj. ) Crel

fire ( s ) ( n. )

floor ( s ) ( n. ) ffb

injury ( ies) ( n. ) Ye:a .44

lead ( n. )

modern ( adj.)kJf9,4-t

paint ( n. )

poison ( v. ) ft 141*

precaution ( s ) ( n. ) 4,c,sta
radiator ( s ) ( n. )

railing ( s ) ( n. ) VS** ifflf-f
shock ( v. ) RAJ

stair ( s ) ( n. )

suffocation ( s ) ( n. )

toy ( s ) ( n. )

trim ( n. )

vent ( s ) ( n. ) MAI
wall ( s ) ( n. )

window ( s ) ( n. )
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Making Your Home Safe
adjust ( v. )

appliance ( s ) ( n. )

ashtray ( n. )

balcony ( ies ) ( n. )

basement ( n. )

bathtub ( n. )

batteries ( n. )

bed ( n. )

bedroom ( n. )

block ( v. )

build ( v. )

burn ( v. )

careless ( adj. )

chemical ( s ) ( n. )

cigarette ( s ) ( n. ) 4:#

dangerous ( adj. ) 1,00
door ( s ) ( n. ) P9

electrical ( adj. ) ZO
firearm ( s.) ( n.) AN AO
floor ( s ) ( n;)
furniture ( n. ) gA
hair dryer ( s) ( n. ) qt%
heater ( s ) ( n. ) NMN qMX
lamp ( s ) ( n. )

lead ( n. )

medicine ( s ) ( n. )

paint ( n. )

poison ( v. ) grI3*
porch ( s ) ( n. ) T* MM
prevent ( v. ) miIL ffig
radio ( s ) ( n. ) C-go

railings ( n. ) WAVE* NI+
reach ( v. ) #141:(

safe ( adj. ) r143

scald ( v. )

screen ( s ) ( n. ) #01
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shock ( v. )

smoke detector ( s ) ( n. ) )(W
stair ( s ) ( n. )

temperature ( s ) ( n. )

thermometer ( s ) ( n. ) aaa
toy ( s ) ( n. )

trim n. ) PliPOKO

vent ( s ) (n.)
vitamin ( s ) ( n. ) flit AM*
wall ( s ) ( n. ) Afte

window ( s ) ( n. ) tfP

9

10 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Renovating Your Home
absorption ( n. ) IRV

assure ( v. )

bathroom ( s ) ( n. ) 61E*Nli

bedroom ( s ) ( n. )

behavior ( n. ) 4-7-14

cabinet ( s) ( n. )

carpet ( s ) ( n. )

complain ( v. ) IRS Mt
contaminated ( adj. ) r4ftn
contractor ( s) ( n. ) *171.IA
cover ( v. ) AI N Nit
dispose ( v. ) 1/3#4

door ( s ) ( n. )

drape ( s ) ( n. )

dust ( n. ) rct
fume ( s ) ( n. ) A*Vligt
furniture ( n. ) AZA-

hazard ( s ) ( n. ) tff*E76:

hinge ( s ) ( n. )

kitchen ( s ) ( n. )

lead ( n. )

lead poisoning ( n. )

magazine ( s ) ( n. ) gat
neighborhood ( s ) ( n. ) tWIEW
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original ( adj. ) WV143 M*04J

paint ( n. )

paneling ( n. )

park (s ) (n. )
permanent ( adj. ) *X043 WV4J

remove ( v. ) tP
renovate ( v. ) i OS

0 OS
*A

renovation ( s ) ( n. )

repair ( v. )

repair ( s ) ( n. )

replace ( v. )

respirator ( s) ( n. ) [PP;iglte nW

sand ( v. ) OWTO
scrape ( v. ) VJW

sheet rock ( n. ) Mtk

sick ( adj. ) AVO
stomach ache ( s ) ( n. )

symptom ( s ) ( n. ) fER

tiles ( n. ) Wig qE
utensil ( s ) ( n. ) MM.
wallpaper ( n. ) 4:4M

waste ( n. ) )04

window ( s ) ( n. ) SP
wrap ( v. ) 'gft

yard ( s ) ( n. ) AR
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Komanse Viv Ansante: Fanmi ki Pwoteje Kont
Anpwaz6nman Plon

Glossary
of Terms (Haitian-Creole)

El Going to the Doctor
absorb (v.) absobe

blood (n.) san

body(ies) (n.) ko

brain(s) (n.) sevo

checkup(s) (n.) konsiltasyon

cling (v.) kole

cough (v.) touse

crumble (v.) haze anmyetmoso

current (adj.) kouran

dangerous (adj.) danjre

dirt (n.) fatra

dust (n.) pousye

empty (adj.) vid

examining room(s) (n.) sal-konsiltasyon

finger(s) (n.) dwet

furniture (n.) meb

healthy (adj.) ansante

health clinic(s) (n.) klinik medikal

high (adj.) wo

immunization(s) (n.) vaksinasyon

kidney(s) (n.) ren

lead (n.) plon

lead poisoning (n.) anpwazonman plon

low (adj.) ba

mop(s) (n.) Wet
mop (v.) lave ak Wet
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mouth(s) (n.) bouch
nutritious (adj.) nitritif
paint (n.) penti
peeling (adj.) k ap dekale
recommend (v.) rekomande
recover (v.) refe

safe (adj.) an sekirite
scatter (v.) simen

sneeze (v.) estenye

stethoscope(s) (n.) sond

stomach(s) (n.) lestomak
test (v.) analiz

vacuum (v.) vakyom

wash (v.) lave

window(s) (n.) fenet
wipe (v.) siye

worry (v.) enkyete
yard(s) (n.) lakou

© Identifying Symptoms of Illness
ache(s) (n.) doule

ache (v.) fe mal

blood (n.) san

check (v.) tcheke

checkup(s) (n.) konsiltasyon

complain (v.) plenyen

contact (v.) kontakte

cough (v.) touse

cover (v.) kouvri

cramp(s) (n.) vantfemal

dangerous (adj.) gray

demanding (adj.) egzijan

diagnosis(ses) (n.) dyagnosis

diarrhea (n.) dyare

disease(s) (n.) maladi

dizzy (adj.) toudi

2 GLOSSARY OF TERMS



dizziness (n.) toudisman

doctor(s) (n.) dokte

examination room(s) (n.) sal konsiltasyon

examine (v.) konsilte

fatigue (n.) fatig

fever(s) (n.) lafyev

headache(s) (n.) mallet

illness (n.) maladi

irritable (adj.) akaryat

irritability (n.) eksitablite

itch (n.) gratel

landlord(s) (n.) metkay

lead (n.) plon

learn (v.) aprann

mysterious (adj.) misterye

nausea (n.) noze

nauseated (adj.) gen noze

pain(s) (n.) doule

poison (v.) pwazon

rash(es) (n.) chofi

remove (v.) retire

scream (v.) rele

sick (adj.) malad

sneeze (v.) estenye

sore (adj.) tiblesi

soreness (n.) doule

sore throat(s) (n.) malgoj

stomachache(s) (n.) doule lestomak

symptom(s) (n.) sentom

test (v.) analize

test (n.) analiz

tired (adj.) fatige

vomit (v.) vomi
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a Making Water Safe to Drink

4 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

baby(ies) (n.) tibebe

bottle(s) (n.) boutey

breakfast(s) (n.) dejene

butter (n.) be

certified (adj.) setifye

collect (v.) mete

corrosive (adj.) wouye

cost (v.) koute

determine (v.) detemine

dollar(s) (n.) dola

drink (v.) bwe

eat (v.) manje

expensive (adj.) the

faucet(s) (n.) wobinet

fill (v.) ranpli

flush (v.) voye-ale

fruit (n.) fwi

glass(es) (n.) ye

harm (v.) koze danje

health department(s) (n.) depatman lasante

hotline(s) (n.) nimewo telefon enfomasyon

hungry (adj.) grangou

juice (n.)

kitchen(s) (n.) kwizin

laboratory(ies) (n.) laboratwa

lead (n.) plon

mail (v.) poste

milk (n.) let

pipe(s) (n.) tiyo

plumbing (n.) plonbri

pregnant (adj.) ansent

prevent (v.) prevni

risk (v.) riske

safe (adj.) an sekirite

sample(s) (n.) echantiyon

sink(s) (n.) evye

table(s) (n.) tab
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telephone(s) (n.) telefon

test(s) (n.) tes

test (v.) teste

toast (n.) griye

waste (v.) gaspiye

water (n.) dlo

water filter(s) (n.) aparey you filtre dlo

water supplier(s) (n.) konpayi dlo

Preparing and Storing Food
absorb (v.) absobe

blood (n.) san

calm (adj.) kalm

candy bar(s) (n.) siret

carrot(s) (n.) kawot

cook (v.) kwit

curious (adj.) kirye

dish(es) (n.) vesel

dust (n.) pousye

finger(s) (n.) dwet

French fry(ies) (n.) pomdete fri

fruit (n.) fwi

glaze(s) (n.) glas

green pepper(s) (n.) piman ye

grocery store (n.) boutik manje

handmade (adj.) alamen

herb(s) (n.) epis

hungry (adj.) grangou

imported (adj.) enpote

invite (v.) envite

junk food (n.) tchaw

lead (n.) plon

mouth(s) (n.) bouch

mug(s) (n.) goble

naturally (adv.) natirelman

neighbor(s) (n.) vwazen

164
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nutritious (adj.) nitritif

paint (n.) penti

potato chip(s) (n.) pomdete fri sek (potato chips)

prepare (v.) prepare

raisin(s) (n.) rezen

recipe(s) (n.) reset

soil (n.) to

spice(s) (n.) epis

stew(s) (n.) bouyon

store (v.) anbale

sweet potato(es) (n.) patat

tomato(es) (n.) tomat

vegetable(s) (n.) legim

worry (v.) enkyete

El Avoiding Dangers in the Dirt

absorb (v.) absobe

animal(s) (n.) bet

bother (v.) nwi

bug(s) (n.) tibet

carrot(s) (n.) kawot

chase (v.) kouri deye

chemical(s) (n.) pwodwi chimik

city(ies) (n.) lavil

compost (n.) fimye

crop(s) (n.) rekot

danger (n.) danje

dig (v.) fouye

dirt (n.) fatra

environmental (adj.) nan anviwonman

garden(s) (n.) jaden

grass (n.) zeb

grow (v.) grandi

hardware store(s) (n.) boutik kenkay

harvest (v.) rekot

health department(s) (n.) depatman lasante
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hoe(s) (n.) rak

lead (n.) plon

leaf(ves) (n.) fey

lettuce (n.) leti

plant (v.) plante

plant(s) (n.) plant

polluted (adj.) enfeste

rake(s) (n.) rato

root(s) (n.) rasin

seed(s) (n.) grenn

shovel(s) (n.) pel

soil (n.) to

tomato(es) (n.) tomat

tool(s) (n.) zouti

turnip(s) (n.) nave

vegetable(s) (n.) legim

yard(s) (n.) lakou

Finding the Right Home
apartment(s) (n.) apatman

available (adj.) vid

bedroom(s) (n.) chanm

dining room(s) (n.) salamanje

electricity (n.) elektrisite

family(ies) (n.) fanmi

heat (n.) chofaj

kitchen(s) (n.) kwizin

landlord(s) (n.) metkay

large (adj.) laj

laundromat(s) (n.) blanchisri

lead (n.) plon

lease(s) (n.) kontra lwaye

parking (n.) garaj

rent (v.) Iwe

residential (adj.) rezidansyel

security deposit(s) (n.) depo you peye mwa davans

street(s) (n.) lari
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tenant(s) (n.)

transportation (n.)

utility(ies) (n.)

lokate

transpotasyon

kouran/chofaj/gaz

la Identifying Household Hazards

8 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

build (v.) bati

burn (v.) boule

cautious (adj.) pridan

chemical(s) (n.) pwodwi chimik

choke (v.) toufe

dangerous (adj.) danjre

door(s) (n.) pot

electrical (adj.) elektrik

fire(s) (n.) dife

floor(s) (n.) planche

injury(ies) (n.) frakti

lead (n.) plon

modern (adj.) moden

paint (n.) penti

poison (v.) pwazon

precaution(s) (n.) prekosyon

radiator(s) (n.) radyate

railing(s) (n.) balistrad

shock (v.) chok

stair(s) (n.) eskalye

suffocation(s) (n.) sifokasyon

toy(s) (n.) jwet

trim (n.) taye

vent(s) (n.) twou van

wall(s) (n.) mi

window(s) (n.) fen&
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Making Your Home Safe

adjust (v.) ajiste

appliance(s) (n.) aparey

ashtray(s) (n.) sandriye

balcony(ies) (n.) balkon

basement (n.) sousol

bathtub (n.) basen

battery(ies) (n.) pil

bed (n.) kabann

bedroom (n.) chanm

block (v.) bloke

build (v.) bati

burn (v.) boule

careless (adj.) neglijan

chemical(s) (n.) pwodwi chimik

cigarette(s) (n.) sigaret

dangerous (adj.) danjre

door(s) (n.) pot

electrical (adj.) elektric

firearm(s) (n.) zam

floor(s) (n.) planche

furniture (n.) meb

hair dryer(s) (n.) sechwa you cheve

heater(s) (n.) aparey chofaj

lamp(s) (n.) lanp

lead (n.) plon

medicine(s) (n.) medikaman

paint (n.) penti

poison (v.) pwazon

porch(s) (n.) galri

prevent (v.) prevni

radio(s) (n.) radyo

railing(s) (n.) balistrad

reach (v.) rive-jwenn

safe (adj.) an sekirite

scald (v.) boule po

screen(s) (n.) gri &ye fenet
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shock (v.) chok

smoke detector(s) (n.) aparey you detekte lafimen

stair(s) (n.) eskalye

temperature(s) (n.) tanperati

thermometer(s) (n.) temornet

toy(s) (n.) j wet

trim (n.) taye

vent(s) (n.) twou van

vitamin(s) (n.) vitamin

wall(s) (n.) mi

window(s) (n.) fenet

9
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Renovating Your Home
absorption (n.) absopsyon

assure (v.) asire

bathroom(s) (n.) saldeben

bedroom(s) (n.) chanm

behavior (n.) konpotman

cabinet(s) (n.) kabinet

carpet(s) (n.) tapi

complain (v.) plenyen

contaminated (adj.) kontamine

contractor(s) (n.) kontrakte

cover (v.) kouvri

dispose (v.) dispoze

door(s) (n.) pot

drape(s) (n.) rido

dust (n.) pousye

fume(s) (n.) lafimen

furniture (n.) met)

hazard(s) (n.) danje

hinge(s) (n.) gon pot

kitchen(s) (n.) kwizin

lead (n.) plon

lead poisoning (n.) anpwazonman plon

magazine(s) (n.) revi
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neighborhood(s) (n.)

original (adj.)

paint (n.)

paneling (n.)

park(s) (n.)

permanent (adj.)

remove (v.)

renovate (v.)

renovation(s) (n.)

repair (v.)

repair(s) (n.)

replace (v.)

respirator(s) (n.)

sand (v.)

scrape (v.)

sheet rock (n.)

sick (adj.)

stomachache(s) (n.)

symptom(s) (n.)

tile(s) (n.)

utensil(s) (n.)

wallpaper (n.)

waste (n.)

window(s) (n.)

wrap (v.)

yard(s) (n.)

170

vwazinaj

orijinal

penti

panno-kay

pak

pemanan

retire

mete an nef

reparasyon

repare

reparasyon

ranplase

respirate

sable

grate

01 an woch (sheet rock)

malad

doule lestomak

sentom

mozayik

batri-kwizin

papye you kouvri mi kay

fatra

fenet

vlope

lakou
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nimiquitiruinshionin
ocimiticultifitimihismAcIMA(1

Glossary
of Terms (Khmer)

0 Going to the Doctor
absorb (v.)

blood (n.)

body(ies) (n.)

brain(s) (n.)

checkup(s) (n.)

cling (v.)

cough (v.)

crumble (v.)

current (adj.)

dangerous (adj.)

dirt (n.)

dust (n.)

empty (adj.)

examining room(s) (n.)

finger(s) (n.)

furniture (n.)

healthy (adj.)

health clinic(s) (n.)

high (adj.)

immunization(s) (n.)

kidney(s) (n.)

lead (n.)

lead poisoning (n.).

low (adj.)

mop(s) (n.)

mop (v.)

171

LAP (A.)
(11.1113 (S.)

ililfiltil (S.)

3i911111 (S.)

Mlifl§fidA129111 (S.)

MU (R.)

On (A.)

itIn1A90915 (R.)

(1.)
itiranstip-ngt-th (q.)

B (8.)

91-5 (S.)

gt9 (9.)

tiOnnjuin (8.)

Luitfiti (8.)

siinjqsni (S.)

Al2h1111141 (9.)

Up-11291t1 (S.)

P,(11 (1.)
niminginiims (S.)

fityi 1181II(S.)

tii1111(S.)

..115(q.)

tpdlinift111110Ailf11(8.)



mouth(s) (n.)
nutritious (adj.)
paint (n.)

peeling (adj.)
recommend (v.)
recover (v.)

safe (adj.)
scatter (v.)
sneeze (v.)
stethoscope(s) (n.)
stomach(s) (n.)
test (v.)

vacuum (v.)
wash (v.)

window(s) (n.)
wipe (v.)

worry(v.)
yard(s) (n.)

inn (s.)

itirquioinornusfini (9.)

qicinii (.8.)

falliun (9.)
ilhotp5niu (A.)

1111013m (F1-.)

.Tisip:pin (9.)
ritufi9tii (s.)

(A.)

uolivinlyiuqqaprisrojg (8.)
1./

Lfino (S .)

Sit Win; 111 (h.)

(A.)

Mil (A.)

Up (8.)
i (0.)

tryil (A.)
g9,1 (8.)

a Identifying Symptoms of Illness

2 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

ache(s) (n.)
ache (v.)

blood (n.)
check (v.)

checkup(s) (n.)
complain (v.)
contact (v.)
cough (v.)
cover (v.)

cramp(s) (n.)
dangerous (adj.)
demanding (adj.)
diagnosis(ses) (n.)
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diarrhea (n.)
disease(s) (n.)
dizzy (adj.)
dizziness (n.)
doctor(s) (n.)

examination room(s) (n.)
examine (v.)

fatigue (n.)
fever(s) (n.)

headache(s) (n.)
illness (n.)

irritable (adj.)
irritability (n.)
itch (n.)

landlord(s) (n.)
lead (n.)

learn (v.)

mysterious (adj.)
nausea (n.)
nauseated (adj.)
pain(s) (n.)
poison (v.)

rash(es) (n.)
remove (v.)

scream (v.)

sick (adj.)

sneeze (v.)

sore (adj.)
soreness (n.)
sore throat(s) (n.)
stomachache(s) (n.)
symptom(s) (n.)
test (v.)

test (n.)
tired (adj.)
vomit (v.)

173

111flilfl (8.)

tilfi (8.)

l'an42

inniruti,o (8.)

imunljn (8.)
us.iiiI8qiinn (S.)

fi§njifins (h.)

isjtutnii (9.)

isinips (8.)

(8.)

Inn (8.)
ftinoicr§nutiii (q.)

(s.)

it31K1 (8.)

ti1C1.15.:5111 (8.)

chsi (8.)

sus (A.)

frifutnan6A6n (9.)
syruinms (8.)

furtnyfulnins (fl.)

ruiniis (8.)

tins (A.)

incuisiwirsruanth (8.)

umiorn (N.)

min (A.)

nrs (fl.)

(fi.)

qn (fl.)
mtignoi6 (8.)

fulfinim (8.)

num: (8.)
inutign (8.)

(h.)
miniutnn§'

(q.)

Hi

(s.)
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a Making Water Safe to Drink

4 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

baby(ies) (n.)
bottle(s) (n.)
breakfast(s) (n.)
butter (n.)

certified (adj.)
collect (v.)

corrosive (adj.)
cost (v.)

determine (v.)
dollar(s) (n.)
drink (v.)

eat (v.)

expensive (adj.)
faucet(s) (n.)
fill (v.)

flush (v.)

fruit (n.)
glass(es) (n.)
harm (v.)

health department(s) (n.)
hotline(s) (n.)
hungry (adj.)
juice (n.)
kitchen(s) (n.)
laboratory(ies) (n.)
lead (n.)

mail (v.)

milk (n.)

pipe(s) (n.)
plumbing (n.)
pregnant (adj.)
prevent (v.)

risk (v.)

safe (adj.)
sample(s) (n.)
sink(s) (n)
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Slin (S.)

GU (s.)

triunttmuLtin (s.)

tft (s.)

itimuisnisspunntitil (9.)

Luptc 1181 (fl.)

(fl.)

iG (A.)

Ann (A.)

qnsit (s.)

a'n (A.)

rn) (A.)

(9.)
HdlItilei.18 (8.)

umrn (A.)

luntvgn (h.)
qua (8.)

int (s.)

SGBjft (a.)

ipcpro21Amtu (s.)

iojstritiututs-108puziuto1 (8.)
ups (9.)

gni,ttifi (8.)
5n:film (8.)

110fithilDg (8.)

611I1 (8.)

to (h.)

gfittil:IM1 (s.)

iinhuilt (8.)

Luttl6unh (s.)

wisst18 (9.)

(A.)

1119tu

faiqisiumpiin
Aj (8.)

elcsngn (8.)



table(s) (n.)
telephone(s) (
test(s) (n.)
test (v.)
toast (n.)
waste (v.)

water (n.)

water filter(s) (n.)

water supplier(s) (n.)

Preparing and Storing Food
absorb (v.)
blood (n.)
calm (adj.)
candy bar(s) (n.)
carrot(s) (n.)
cook (v.)
curious (adj.)
dish (es) (n.)
dust (n.)
finger(s) (n,)
French fry(ies) (n.)
fruit (n.)
glaze(s) (n.)
green pepper(s) (n.)
grocery store (n.)
handmade (adj.)
herb(s) (n.)
hungry (adj.)
imported (adj.)
invite (v.)

junk food (n.)
lead (n.)
mouth(s) (n.)
mug(s) (n.)
naturally (adv.)

175

Lo (fl.)

1111111 (S.)

uzurilih (q.)
(s.)

filrfi (s.)

dirli (fl.)

fbilichfionhitiim (q.)

els (s.)

(s.)

Luittir, (s.)

nuaineprn (s.)
Stnls (s.)

Ortnuoinitne (8.)

itirtst51Milleil (S.)

unnIkeptsco (s.)
itinn5thitind (11.)

(8.)

ups (q.)

(q.)

Fittp:M (h.)

ealigsrljaiisaieih (s.)

Alan (s.)

(s.)

fee (s.)

(Al.)
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neighbor(s) (n.)

nutritious (adj.)
paint (n.)

potato chip(s) (n.)
prepare (v.)

raisin(s) (n.)
recipe(s) (n.)
soil (n.)

spice(s) (n.)
stew(s) (n.)
store (v.)

sweet potato(es) (n.)
tomato(es) (n.)
vegetable(s) (n.)
worry (v.)

litiaHM (S.)

itilli5W61tin1 i (to

Oulu (8.)
aim nijilLegtu (s.)

11,1116 (A.)

.5rfinfiitts9;t1rju (s.)

njsql (8.)

nthnini) (s.)
st,njiAtIcirg, (s.)

tau (s.)

cgmln (s.)

(S.)

(S.)

uis (s.)

litrfiNK (h.)

El Avoiding Dangers in the Dirt

6 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

absorb (v.)
animal(s) (n.)
bother (v.)

bug(s) (n.)
carrot(s) (n.)
chase (v.)

chemical(s) (n.)
city(ies) (n.)
compost (n.)
crop(s) (n.)
danger (n.)
dig (v.)

dirt (n.)
environmental (adj.)
garden(s) (n.)
grass (n.)
grow (v.)

hardware store(s) (n.)

176

LAJU (A.)

CilDilltrIfITI: (S.)

blS (A.)
filDOtil (S.)

Min (S.)

tan (A.)

ti1AA5 (S.)

1,91) (8.)

fpringytivatrinami) (s.)
6) (S.)

(s.)

an (R.)

A§nE1 (8.)

ultinnis (n.)

Ns (8.)

(8.)

rum-ma's (n.)

trninuhiLmjnitin (S.)



harvest (v.)

health department(s) (n.)
hoe(s) (n.)
lead (n.)

leaf(ves) (n.)
lettuce (n.)
plant (v.)

plant(s) (n.)
polluted (adj.)
rake(s) (n.)
root(s) (n.)
seed(s) (n.)
shovel(s) (n.)
soil (n.)

tomato(es) (n.)
tool(s) (n.)
turnip(s) (n.)
vegetable(s) (n.)
yard(s) (n.)

VG:113F= (A.)

tragutpiAmfu (8.)
nuniii (8.)

Chil (8.)

eijninii (8.)

cuisjin (8.)

01(sgz1A) (R.)

igmh" (S.)

itinsippA (9.)

Isith (8.)

Tv (8.)
tr-th (8.)

iisnt (8.)

Eitlisathnini) (8.)

(8.)

aunsaii (S.)

Ifitftui'Sstl (8.)

uis (s.)
`q.gi (s.)

Finding the Right Home
apartment(s) (n.)
available (adj.)
bedroom(s) (n.)
dining room(s) (n.)
electricity (n.)
family(ies) (n.)
heat (n.)
kitchen(s) (n.)
landlord(s) (n.)
large (adj.)
laundromat(s) (n.)
lead (n.)

lease(s) (n.)
parking (n.)
rent (v.)

residential (adj.)

177

q:inclo (8.)

fdrunininms (9.)

usinon (8.)

usimui (S.)
f6iltip;cif8. (8.)

0A111 (S.)

MO (S.)

5.:fiitil (S.)

inK15.°,111 (8.)
SIMS (9.)

Rigillfil91211-11t (S.)

fl'1111 (s.)

nprissilru (S.)
6ann (s.)
5111 (R.)

fucuinui'sisi (9.)
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security deposit(s) (n.)
street(s) (n.)
tenant(s) (n.)

transportation (n.)
utility(ies) (n.)

pAnnnisi (8.)
gth (8.)

lin5m5° (8.)
maims) (8.)

gmys (s.)

la Identifying Household Hazards

8 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

build (v.)

burn (v.)

cautious (adj.)
chemical(s) (n.)
choke (v.)

dangerous (adj.)
door(s) (n.)
electrical (adj.)
fire(s) (n.)
floor(s) (n.)
injury(ies) (n.)
lead (n.)

modern (adj.)
paint (n.)
poison (v.)

precaution(s) (n.)
radiator(s) (n.)
railing(s) (n.)
shock (v.)

stair(s) (n.)
suffocation(s) (n.)
toy(s) (n.)
trim (n.)
vent(s) (n.)
wall(s) (n.)
window(s) (n.)

178

(ri.)

innn (n.)

Iditniptit (q.)
mREfi (s.)

tjejoistyy.,n (A.)

(q.)

sit (8.)

18;4,0' (q.)
tai (S.)
Amu (s.)

TAT (s.)

than (s.)

§fgu (q.)

giants (8.)

gni (FL)

milluticgtillis (8.)

aunit-tiiAthi (8.)

rthi)s)n (s.)

sin (FL)

marls (s.)

(s.)

atijoirun (s.)

rise (8.)

rum (S.)

r.myin (8.)

SSG (s.)



Making Your Home Safe
adjust (v.)

appliance(s) (n.)
ashtray(s) (n.)
balcony(ies) (n.)
basement (n.)
bathtub (n.)
battery(ies) (n.)
bed (n.)
bedroom (n.)

block (v.)

build (v.)

burn (v.)

careless (adj.)
chemical(s) (n.)
cigarette(s) (n.)
dangerous (adj.)
door(s) (n.)
electrical (adj.)
firearm(s) (n.)
floor(s) (n.)
furniture (n.)
hair dryer(s) (n.)

heater(s) (n.)
lamp(s) (n.)
lead (n.)
medicine(s) (n.)
paint (n.)
poison (v.)

porch(s) (n.)
prevent (v.)

radio(s) (n.)
railing(s) (n.)
reach (v.)

safe (adj.)
scald (v.)

screen(s) (n.)

179

r-'sjsunisJ (n.)

2unsafisifi4 cd§ (8.)

(s.)

sistrns-utiboiml (8.)
oiknislii (8.)

(s.)

!fins (8.)

kn (8.)
usissum (8.)

(A.)

Ash (R.)

it11 (R.)

(9.)

zinif (s.)
es (8.)

(9.)

s11 (s.)

isq,cis§ (9.)

stu,nm)s6 (8.)

gisAsins (s.)

sipjnqsn'm (s.)

Ltstsiistutsnron (8.)

tsiti-fshAi (s.)

rJn (s.)
nuu1 (s.)

q)niimnissin (8.)

Oulu (s.)
gni (R.)

striirufin (8.)

nismsziti,s (R.)

(s.)

(s.)

(Po

fatiTssrvA (q.)
ism (h.)
ss1in1ofts9nilin (s.)

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 9



shock (v.)

smoke detector(s) (n.)
stair(s) (n.)

temperature(s) (n.)
thermometer(s) (n.)
toy(s) (n.)
trim (n.)
vent(s) (n.)
vitamin(s) (n.)
wall(s) (n.)
window(s) (n.)

nh (h.)

(s.)

ntarls (s.)

inn-wolf; (s.)
unnimliIhstii (8.)

inunirun (s.)

y (s.)
mins (s.)

This (8.)
t1t1 (s.)

uga (s.)

9

10 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Renovating Your Home
absorption (n.)
assure (v.)
bathroom(s) (n.)
bedroom(s) (n.)
behavior (n.)
cabinet(s) (n.)
carpet(s) (n.)
complain (v.)
contaminated (adj.)
contractor(s) (n.)
cover (v.)

dispose (v.)
door(s) (n.)
drape(s) (n.)
dust (n.)
fume(s) (n.)
furniture (n.)
hazard(s) (n.)
hinge(s) (n.)
kitchen(s) (n.)
lead (n.)

lead poisoning (n.)
magazine(s) (n.);
neiborhood(s) (n.)

180

nighni (s.)
nisinmin (h.)
usiAn (8.)

usinun (8.)

until (s.)
suihtomil (8.)
fitinstfi (s.)

fimi5 (h.)

tmli,h3huqns (?.)

(s.)

Lnufitril (h.)

cum-mini (A.)
(8.)

Isinthnh (8.)

pig (s.)

fron6inun. (s.)

Iiinjnq2n)n (8.)

(s.)

triniinplutla (s.)
(s.)

inn (s.)
ninirunihraftn (s.)

9(11181' (s.)

As ph (s.)



original (adj.)
paint (n.)
paneling (n.)
park(s) (n.)

permanent (adj.)
remove (v.)

renovate (v.)

renovation(s) (n.)
repair (v.)

repair(s) (n.)
replace (v.)

respirator(s) (n.)
sand (v.)

scrape (v.)

sheet rock (n.)
sick (adj.)
stomachache(s) (n.)
symptom(s) (n.)
tile(s) (n.)
utensil(s) (n.)
wallpaper (n.)
waste (n.)
window(s) (n.)
wrap (v.)

yard(s) (n.)

181

(n.)

1°Innu (s.)

51dcanunyind (8.)

clis2dtris (8.)

dmaligtfi (fl.)

cumin (A.)

1E111100ms:0 (R.)

nilliell§f§utfld (s.)
gralcu (h.)

nirgeow (s.)
516 (A.)

unnutintqn; (s.)
21n (fi.)

trilfil (A.)

'nd1ca1h (s.)
nu (j.)
ram: (s.)
111ANT111 (8.)

tn
Fthip1111 (S.)

tud-iistudits-15.:m us (8.)

(s.)

canu (s.)

ugn (8.)

12mil (A.)

§.9,1 (s.)
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Zdrowe poczqtki: rodziny,
ktOrym nie zagraia oiow

Glossary
of Terms (Polish)

0 Going to the Doctor
absorb (v.)
blood (n.)
body(ies) (n.)
brain(s) (n.)
checkup(s) (n.)
cling (v.)
cough (v.)
crumble (v.)
current (adj.)
dangerous (adj.)
dirt (n.)
dust (n.)
empty (adj.)
examining room(s) (n.)
finger(s) (n.)
furniture (n.)
healthy (adj.)
health clinic(s) (n.)
high (adj.)
immunization(s) (n.)
kidney(s) (n.)
lead (n.)
lead poisoning (n.)
low (adj.)
mop(s) (n.)
mop (v.)
mouth(s) (n.)
nutritious (adj.)
paint (n.)
peeling (adj.)
recommend (v.)

182

wait on46 (cz.)
krew (rz.)
ciao (rz.)
m6zg (rz.)
badanie (rz.)
przywiera6 (cz.)
kasi a6 (cz.)
kruszy6 sic (cz.)
bie4cy (prz.)
niebezpieczny (prz.)
brud (rz.)
kurz (rz.)
pusty (prz.)
gabinet lekarski (rz.)
palec (rz.)
meble (rz.)
zdrowy (prz.)
przychodnia (rz.)
wysoki (prz.)
szczepienie (rz.)
nerki (rz.)
oi ow (rz.)
zatrucie olowiem (rz.)
niski (prz.)
g4bka (rz.)
osuszy6 (cz.)
usta (rz.)
po4wny (prz.)
farba (rz.)
zluszczona (prz.)
zaleca6 (cz.)



recover (v.)
safe (adj.)
scatter (v.)
sneeze (v.)
stethoscope(s) (n.)
stomach(s) (n.)
test (v.)
vacuum (v.)
wash (v.)
window(s) (n.)
wipe (v.)
worry (v.)
yard(s) (n.)

wyzdrowie6 (cz.)
bezpieczny (prz.)
rozproszy6 (cz.)
kicha6 (cz.)
sluchawka lekarska (rz.)
brzuch (rz.)
test (rz.)
odkurzae (cz.)
my6 (cz.)
okno (rz.)
wyciera6 (cz.)
martwi6 sic (cz.)
dziedziniec (rz.)

El Identifying Symptoms of Illness

2 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

ache(s) (n.)
ache (v.)
blood (n.)
check (v.)
checkup(s) (n.)
complain (v.)
contact (v.)
cough (v.)
cover (v.)
cramp(s) (n.)
dangerous (adj.)
demanding (adj.)
diagnosis(ses) (n.)
diarrhea (n.)
disease(s) (n.)
dizzy (adj.)
dizziness (n.)
doctor(s) (n.)
examination room(s) (n.)
examine (v.)
fatigue (n.)
fever(s) (n.)
headache(s) (n.)
illness (n.)
irritable (adj.)
irritability (n.)
itch (n.)
landlord(s) (n.)

1 3

1)61 (rz.)
boleti (cz.)
krew (rz.)
zbada6 (cz.)
badanie (rz.)
skariy6 sic (cz.)
zetkne sic (cz.)
kast ao (cz.)
pokry6 (cz.)
skurcz (rz.)
niebezpieczny (prz.)
wymagajFy (prz.)
diagnoza (rz.)
biegunka (rz.)
choroba (rz.)
mie6 zawr6t gtowy (cz.)
zawr6t gt owy (rz.)
lekarz (rz.)
gabinet lekarski (rz.)
badaa (cz.)
zmcczenie (rz.)
gorqczka (rz.)

gtowy (rz.)
choroba (rz.)
nerwowy (prz.)
nerwowoge (rz.)
swgdzenie (rz.)
gospodarz (rz.)



lead (n.)
learn (v.)
mysterious (adj.)
nausea (n.)
nauseated (adj.)
pain(s) (n.)
poison (v.)
rash(es) (n.)
remove (v.)
scream (v.)
sick (adj.)
sneeze (v.)
sore (adj.)
soreness (n.)
sore throat(s) (n.)
stomachache(s) (n.)
symptom(s) (n.)
test (v.)
test (n.)
tired (adj.)
vomit (v.)

ot 6w (rz.)
dowiedziee sic (cz.)
tajemniczy (prz.)
mdt ogci (rz.)
miee mdt ogci (cz.)
b61 (rz.)
zatrue sic (cz.)
wysypka (rz.)
usunqe (cz.)
krzyczeo (cz.)
chory (prz.)
kichae (cz.)
bol4cy (cz.)
bolesnoge (rz.)

gardi a (rz.)
b61 brzucha (rz.)
objaw (rz.)
test (rz.)
badae (cz.)
zmcczony (prz.)
wymiotowad (cz.)

a Making Water Safe to Drink
baby(ies) (n.)
bottle(s) (n.)
breakfast(s) (n.)
butter (n.)
certified (adj.)
collect (v.)
corrosive (adj.)
cost (v.)
determine (v.)
dollar(s) (n.)
drink (v.)
eat (v.)
expensive (adj.)
faucet(s) (n.)
fill (v.)
flush (v.)
fruit (n.)
glass(es) (n.)
harm (v.)
health department(s) (n.)
hotline(s) (n.)

184

niemowlc (cz.)
butelka (rz.)
gniadanie (rz.)
mast o (rz.)
licencjonowany (prz.)
zbierae (cz.)
powoduj4cy korozjc (prz.)
kosztowad (cz.)
okreglie (cz.)
dolar (rz.)
pie (cz.)
jege (cz.)
drogi (prz.)
kran (rz.)
napetnie (cz.)
opt ukae (cz.)
owoc (rz.)
szklanka (rz.)
zaszkodzie (cz.)
wydziat zdrowia (rz.)
telefon pogotowia (rz.)
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hungry (adj.)
juice (n.)
kitchen(s) (n.)
laboratory(ies) (n.)
lead (n.)
mail (v.)
milk (n.)
pipe(s) (n.)
plumbing (n.)
pregnant (adj.)
prevent (v.)
risk (v.)
safe (adj.)
sample(s) (n.)
sink(s) (n.)
table(s) (n.)
telephone(s) (n.)
test(s) (n.)
test (v.)
toast (n.)
waste (v.)
water (n.)
water filter(s) (n.)
water supplier(s) (n.)

gi odny (prz.)
sok (rz.)
kuchnia (rz.)
laboratorium (rz.)
oi 6w (rz.)
wysiae poczt4 (cz.)
mleko (rz.)
rura (rz.)
instalacja wodoci4gowa (rz.)
ciciarna (prz.)
zapobiegae (cz.)
ryzykowae (cz.)
bezpieczny (prz.)
probka (rz.)
zlew (rz.)
st6i (rz.)
telefon (rz.)
test (rz.)
badae (cz.)
grzanka (rz.)
marnowae (cz.)
woda (rz.)
filtr do wody (rz.)
dostawca wody (rz.)

4

4 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Preparing and Storing Food
absorb (v.)
blood (n.)
calm (adj.)
candy bar(s) (n.)
carrot(s) (n.)
cook (v.)
curious (adj.)
dish(es) (n.)
dust (n.)
finger(s) (n.)
French fry(ies) (n.)
fruit (n.)
glaze(s) (n.)
green pepper(s) (n.)
grocery store (n.)
handmade (adj.)
herb(s) (n.)

IS

185

wcht on# (cz.)
krew (rz.)
spokojny (prz.)
slodycze (rz.)
marchew (rz.)
gotowg (cz.)
ciekawy (prz.)
naczynia (rz.)
kurz (rz.)
palec (rz.)
frytki (rz.)
owoc
szkliwo (rz.)
zielona papryka (rz.)
sklep spoZywczy (rz.)
wykonane rccznie (prz.)
zio/ o (rz.)



hungry (adj.)
imported (adj.)
invite (v.)
junk food (n.)
lead (n.)
mouth(s) (n.)
mug(s) (n.)
naturally (adv.)
neighbor(s) (n.)
nutritious (adj.)
paint (n.)
potato chip(s) (n.)
prepare (v.)
raisin(s) (n.)
recipe(s) (n.)
soil (n.)
spice(s) (n.)
stew(s) (n.)
store (v.)
sweet potato(es) (n.)
tomato(es) (n.)
vegetable(s) (n.)
worry (v.)

gi odny (prz.)
importowany (rz.)
zaprosi6 (rz.)
niezdrowe jedzenie (rz.)
oi6w (rz.)
usta (rz.)
kubek (rz.)
naturalnie (rz.)
spiad (rz.)
poiywny (rz.)
farba (rz.)
czipsy ziemniaczane
przygotowg (rz.)
rodzynki (rz.)
przepis (rz.)
ziemia (rz.)
przyprawa (rz.)
potrawa duszona (rz.)
przechowywad (rz.)
si odki ziemniak (rz.)
pomidor (rz.)
jarzyna (rz.)
martwie sic (cz.)

rz.

13 Avoiding Dangers in the Dirt
absorb (v.)
animal(s) (n.)
bother (v.)
bug(s) (n.)
carrot(s) (n.)
chase (v.)
chemical(s) (n.)
city(ies) (n.)
compost (n.)
crop(s) (n.)
danger (n.)
dig (v.)
dirt (n.)
environmental (adj.)
garden(s) (n.)
grass (n.)
grow (v.)
hardware store(s) (n.)

186

\whim* (cz.)
zwierzc (rz.)
przeszkadzae (cz.)
owady (szkodniki) (rz.)
marchew (rz.)
przepedzie (cz.)
chemikalia (rz.)
mias to (rz.)
kompost
plony (rz.)
zbiory (rz.)
niebezpieczeristwo (rz.)
kopa6 (rz.)
(tu:) ziemia (rz.)
grodowiskowy (rz.)
ogrod (rz.)
trawa (rz.)
rosnqe (cz.)
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harvest (v.)
health department(s) (n.)
hoe(s) (n.)
lead (n.)
leaf(ves) (n.)
lettuce (n.)
plant (v.)
plant(s) (n.)
polluted (adj.)
rake(s) (n.)
root(s) (n.)
seed(s) (n.)
shovel(s) (n.)
soil (n.)
tomato(es) (n.)
tool(s) (n.)
turnip(s) (n.)
vegetable(s) (n.)
yard(s) (n.)

sklep z narzgdziami (rz.)
zbierad (cz.)
wydzig zdrowia (rz.)
motyka (rz.)
of 6w (rz.)
lige (rz.)
sai ata (rz.)
sadzie (rz.)
zanieczyszczony (rz.)
grabie (rz.)
korzeri (rz.)
nasiono (rz.)
Lopata (rz.)
gleba (rz.)
pomidor (rz.)
narzcdzie (rz.)
rzepa (rz.)
jarzyna (rz.)
yard (90 cm)

6

6 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Finding the Right Home
apartment(s) (n.)
available (adj.)
bedroom(s) (n.)
dining room(s) (n.)
electricity (n.)
family(ies) (n.)
heat (n.)
kitchen(s) (n.)
landlord(s) (n.)
large (adj.)
laundromat(s) (n.)
lead (n.)
lease(s) (n.)
parking (n.)
rent (v.)
residential (adj.)
security deposit(s) (n.)
street(s) (n.)
tenant(s) (n.)
transportation (n.)
utility(ies) (n.)

1S7

mies zkanie (rz.)
dostgne, wolne (rz.)
sypialnia (rz.)
pokbj stoi owy (rz.)
elektrycznoge (rz.)
rodzina (rz.)
ogrzewanie (rz.)
kuchnia (rz.)
gospodarz (rz.)
dui)/ (rz.)
pralnia samoobsiugowa (rz.)
oi bw (rz.)
umowa najmu (rz.)
parking
wynajg (rz.)
mieszkaniowy (rz.)
kaucja. (rz.)
ulica (rz.)
lokator (rz.)
komunikacja (rz.)
gwiadczenia komunalne (rz.)



1E1 Identifying Household Hazards
build (v.)
burn (v.)
cautious (adj.)
chemical(s) (n.)
choke (v.)
dangerous (adj.)
door(s) (n.)
electrical (adj.)
fire(s) (n.)
floor(s) (n.)
injury(ies) (n.)
lead (n.)
modern (adj.)
paint (n.)
poison (v.)
precaution(s) (n.)
radiator(s) (n.)
railing(s) (n.)
shock (v.)
stair(s) (n.)
suffocation(s) (n.)
toy(s) (n.)
trim (n.)
vent(s) (n.)
wall(s) (n.)
window(s) (n.)

budowae (rz.)
(tu:) oparzye sic (cz.)
ostroiny (prz.)
chemikalia (rz.)
zakrztusi6 sic (cz.)
bezpieczny (prz.)
drzwi (rz.)
elektryczny (prz.)
ogieri, poiar (rz.)
podioga (rz.)
uszkodzenie ciat a (rz.)

bw (rz.)
nowoczesny (prz.)
farba (rz.)
zatru6 sic (cz.)
grodki ostroinoki (rz.)
kaloryfer (rz.)
bariera (rz.)
porazie prglem (rz.)
schody (rz.)
uduszenie (rz.)
zabawka (rz.)
drewniane elementy dekoracyjne (rz.)
otwbr wentylacyjny (rz.)
gciana (rz.)
okno (rz.)

Making Your Home Safe
adjust (v.) dopasowae
appliance(s) (n.) domowe urz4dzenia elektryczne, np.

lodowka (rz.)
ashtray(s) (n.) popielniczka (rz.)
balcony(ies) (n.) balkon (rz.)
basement (n.) piwnica (rz.)
bathtub (n.) wanna (rz.)
battery(ies) (n.) bateria (rz.)
bed (n.) 1biko (rz.)
bedroom (n.) sypialnia (rz.)
block (v.) zablokowg (rz.)
build (v.) budowae (rz.)

188
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burn (v.)
careless (adj.)
chemical(s) (n.)
cigarette(s) (n.)
dangerous (adj.)
door(s) (n.)
electrical (adj.)
firearm(s) (n.)
floor(s) (n.)
furniture (n.)
hair dryer(s) (n.)
heater(s) (n.)
lamp(s) (n.)
lead (n.)
medicine(s) (n.)
paint (n.)
poison (v.)
porch(s) (n.)
prevent (v.)
radio(s) (n.)
railing(s) (n.)
reach (v.)
safe (adj.)
scald (v.)
screen(s) (n.)
shock (v.)
smoke detector(s) (n.)
stair(s) (n.)
temperature(s) (n.)
thermometer(s) (n.)
toy(s) (n.)
trim (n.)
vent(s) (n.)
vitamin(s) (n.)
wall(s) (n.)
window(s) (n.)

(tu:) oparzye sic (rz.)
nieuwainy (rz.)
chemikalia (rz.)
papieros (rz.)
niebezpieczny (rz.)
drzwi (rz.)
elektryczny (prz:)
broil palna (rz.)
pictro (rz.)
mebel (rz.)
sus zarka do wi osow (rz.)
grzejnik (rz.)
lampa (rz.)
of ow (rz.)
lekarstwo (rz.)
farba (rz.)
zatru6 sig (cz.)
ganek (rz.)
zapobiega6 (
radio (rz.)
bariera (rz.)
siggn4o (cz.)
bezpieczny (prz.)
sparzye (cz.)
siatka (na oknie) (rz.)
porazie (cz.)
wykrywacz dymu (rz.)
schody (rz.)
temperatura (rz.)
termometr (rz.)
zabawka (rz.)
drewniane elementy dekoracyjne (rz.)
otwor wentylacyjny (rz.)
witamina (rz.)
Aciana (rz.)
okno (rz.)

9

8 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Renovating Your Home
absorption (n.)
assure (v.)
bathroom(s) (n.)
bedroom(s) (n.)
behavior (n.)
cabinet(s) (n.)
carpet(s) (n.)

.®9

wcht anianie (rz.)
zapewni6 (rz.)
I azienka (rz.)
sypialnia (rz.)
zachowanie (rz.)
szafka (rz.)
wykl adzina dywanowa (rz.)



complain (v.)
contaminated (adj.)
contractor(s) (n.)
cover (v.)
dispose (v.)
door(s) (n.)
drape(s) (n.)
dust (n.)
fume(s) (n.)
furniture (n.)
hazard(s) (n.)
hinge(s) (n.)
kitchen(s) (n.)
lead (n.)
lead poisoning (n.)
magazine(s) (n.)
neighborhood(s) (n.)
original (adj.)
paint (n.)
paneling (n.)
park(s) (n.)
permanent (adj.)
remove (v.)
renovate (v.)
renovation(s) (n.)
repair (v.)
repair(s) (n.)
replace (v.)
respirator(s) (n.)
sand (v.)
scrape (v.)
sheet rock (n.)
sick (adj.)
stomachache(s) (n.)
symptom(s) (n.)
tile(s) (n.)
utensil(s) (n.)
wallpaper (n.)
waste (n.)
window(s) (n.)
wrap (v.)
yard(s) (n.)

190

skariyd sic (cz.)
zanieczyszczony (prz.)
przedsiebiorca budowlany (rz.)
pokryd (cz.)
wyrzuci6 (rz.)
drzwi (rz.)
zaslona (rz.)
kurz (rz.)
opary chemiczne (rz.)
meble (rz.)
zagroienie (rz.)
zawias (rz.)
kuchnia (rz.)
oi ow (rz.)
zatrucie oiowiem (rz.)
cZaSopismo (rz.)
spiad (rz.)
oryginalny (prz.)
farba (rz.)
boazeria (rz.)
park (rz.)
trwaly (rz.)
us unQ.6 (cz.)
odnowie (cz.)
remont (rz.)
naprawia (cz:)
naprawa (rz.)
wymienia (cz.)
aparat oddechowy (rz.)
szlifowao (cz.)
zeskrobad (rz.)
gcianka gipsowa (rz.)
chory (prz.)
bbl brzucha (rz.)
objaw (rz.)
kafel (rz.)
sztuece (rz.)
tapeta (rz.)
gmiecie (rz.)
okno (rz.)
owin46 (cz.)
yard (90 cm)
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Inicio sadio: Ambiente livre de chumbo.

Glossary
of Terms (Portuguese)

El Going to the Doctor
absorb (v.) absorver

blood (n.) sangue

body(ies) (n.) corpo

brain(s) (n.) cerebro

checkup(s) (n.) checkup

cling (v.) aderir

cough (v.) tossir

crumble (v.) desmoronar
current (adj.) corrente, atual

dangerous (adj.) perigoso
dirt (n.) sujeira
dust (n.) pó

empty (adj.) vazio

examining room(s) (n.) sala de exams
finger(s) (n.) dedo

furniture (n.) movel

healthy (adj.) sadio

health clinic(s) (n.) clinics medica
high (adj.) alto

immunization(s) (n.) imunizacao

kidney(s) (n.) rim

lead (n.) chumbo

lead poisoning (n.) envenenamento por chumbo
low (adj.) baixo
mop(s) (n.) pano de chalo

mop (v.) esfregar corn pano de chao

191



mouth(s) (n.) boca

nutritious (adj.) nutritivo

paint (n.) tinta

peeling (adj.) descascada

recommend (v.) recomendar

recover (v.) recuperar

safe (adj.) seguro

scatter (v.) espalhar

sneeze (v.) espirrar

stethoscope(s) (n.) estetoscopio

stomach(s) (n.) estornago

test (v.) testar

vacuum (v.) fazer o vacub

wash (v.) lavar

window(s) (n.) janela

wipe (v.) limpar

worry. (v.) preocupar

yard(s) (n.) quintal

a Identifying Symptoms of Illness

2 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

ache(s) (n.) dor

ache (v.) doer

blood (n.) sangue

check (v.) verificar

checkup(s) (n.) checkup

complain (v.) reclamar

contact (v.) contatar

cough (v.) tossir

cover (v.) cobrir

cramp(s) (n.) caimbra

dangerous (adj.) perigoso

demanding (adj.) exigente

diagnosis(ses) (n.) diagnostico

diarrhea (n.) diarreia

disease(s) (n.) doenca

dizzy (adj.) tonto
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dizziness (n.) tontura

doctor(s) (n.) medico

examination room(s) (n.) sala de exame

examine (v.) examinar

fatigue (n.) fadiga

fever(s) (n.) febre

headache(s) (n.) dor de cabeca

illness (n.) doenca

irritable (adj.) initavel

irritability (n.) irritabilidade

itch (n.) coceira

landlord(s) (n.) proprietario de casa

lead (n.) chumbo

learn (v.) aprender

mysterious (adj.) misterioso

nausea (n.) nausea

nauseated (adj.) enauseado

pain(s) (n.) dor

poison (v.) envenenar

rash(es) (n.) exantema

remove (v.) remover

scream (v.) gritar

sick (adj.) doente

sneeze (v.) espirrar

sore (adj.) dolorido

soreness (n.) dor

sore throat(s) (n.) dor de garganta

stomachache(s) (n.) dor de estomago

symptom(s) (n.) sintoma

test (v.) testar

test (n.) teste

tired (adj.) cansado

vomit (v.) vomito/s/

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 3
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a Making Water Safe to Drink

4 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

baby(ies) (n.) bebe
bottle(s) (n.) garrafa

breakfast(s) (n.) café da manila
butter (n.) manteiga
certified (adj.) certificado
collect (v.) coletar
corrosive (adj.) corrosivo
cost (v.) custar
determine (v.) determinar
dollar(s) (n.) d6lar
drink (v.) tomar/beber
eat (v.) corner

expensive (adj.) caro

faucet(s) (n.) torneira
fill (v.) encher
flush (v.) descarregar
fruit (n.) fruta
glass(es) (n.) copo
harm (v.) machucar/lesar
health department(s) (n.) departamento de sadde
hotline(s) (n.) linha de ajuda
hungry (adj.) faminto
juice (n.) suco

kitchen(s) (n.) cozinha

laboratory(ies) (n.) laborat6rio
lead (n.) chumbo
mail (v.) enviar por correio
milk (n.) leite

pipe(s) (n.) tubo
plumbing (n.) encanamento
pregnant (adj.) gravida
prevent (v.) evitar
risk (v.) arriscar
safe (adj.) seguro
sample(s) (n.) amostra
sink(s) (n.) pia
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table(s) (n.)

telephone(s) (n.)

test(s) (n.)

test (v.)

toast (n.)

waste (v.)

water (n.)

water filter(s) (n.)

water supplier(s) (n.)

mesa

telefone

teste

testar

torrada

desperdigar

agua

filtro de agua

fornecimento de agua

Preparing and Storing Food
absorb (v.)

blood (n.)

calm (adj.)

candy bar(s) (n.)

carrot(s) (n.)

cook (v.)

curious (adj.)

dish(es) (n.)

dust (n.)

finger(s) (n.)

French fry(ies) (n.)

fruit (n.)

glaze(s) (n.)

green pepper(s) (n.)

grocery store (n.)

handmade (adj.)

herb(s) (n.)

hungry (adj.)

imported (adj.)

invite (v.)

junk food (n.)

lead (n.)

mouth(s) (n.)

mug(s) (n.)

naturally (adv.)

195

absorver

sangue

calmo

barra de chocolate

cenoura

cozinhar

curioso

prato

poeira

dedo

Batata frita

fruta

vidrado

pimentao verde

mercearia

feito a mao

erva

faminto

importado

convidar

comida sem valor nutritivo

chumbo

boca

caneca

naturalmente

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 5



neighbor(s) (n.) vizinho

nutritious (adj.) nutriente

paint (n.) tinta

potato chip(s) (n.) batata frita (chip)/s/

prepare (v.) preparar

raisin(s) (n.) uva passa

recipe(s) (n.) receita

soil (n.) terra

spice(s) (n.) especiaria

stew(s) (n.) refogado

store (v.) armazenar

sweet potato(es) (n.) batata doce

tomato(es) (n.) tomate

vegetable(s) (n.) vegetal

worry (v.) preocupar

la Avoiding Dangers in the Dirt

6 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

absorb (v.) absorver

animal(s) (n.) animal

bother (v.) importunar

bug(s) (n.) inseto

carrot(s) (n.) cenoura

chase (v.) cacar

chemical(s) (n.) produto quimico

city(ies) (n.) cidade

compost (n.) composto

crop(s) (n.) colheita

danger (n.) perigo

dig (v.) escavar

dirt (n.) sujeira

environmental (adj.) ambiental

garden(s) (n.) jardim

grass (n.) grama

grow (v.) crescer

hardware store(s) (n.) loja de ferramentas

harvest (v.) colher
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health department(s) (n.) departamento de sadde

hoe(s) (n.) enxada

lead (n.) chumbo

leaf(ves) (n.) folha

lettuce (n.) alface

plant (v.) plantar

plant(s) (n.) planta

polluted (adj.) poluido

rake(s) (n.) ancinho

root(s) (n.) raiz

seed(s) (n.) semente

shovel(s) (n.) pa

soil (n.) terra

tomato(es) (n.) tomate

tool(s) (n.) ferramenta

turnip(s) (n.) nabo

vegetable(s) (n.) vegetal

yard(s) (n.) quintal

Finding the Right Home
apartment(s) (n.) apartamento

available (adj.) disponivel

bedroom(s) (n.) dormitorio

dining room(s) (n.) sala de jantar

electricity (n.) eletricidade

family(ies) (n.) familia

heat (n.) aquecimento

kitchen(s) (n.) cozinha

landlord(s) (n.) proprietario de casa

large (adj.) grande

laundromat(s) (n.) lavanderia

lead (n.) chumbo

lease(s) (n.) arrendamento

parking (n.) estacionamento

rent (v.) alugar

residential (adj.) residencial

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 7
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security deposit(s) (n.) deposit° de garantia
street(s) (n.) rua

tenant(s) (n.) inquilino

transportation (n.) transporte

utility(ies) (n.) servico ptiblico

El Identifying Household Hazards

8 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

build (v.) construir

burn (v.) queimar

cautious (adj.) cuidadoso

chemical(s) (n.) produto quimico

choke (v.) engasgar

dangerous (adj.) perigoso

door(s) (n.) porta

electrical (adj.) eletrico

fire(s) (n.) incendio

floor(s) (n.) piso

injury(ies) (n.) dano

lead (n.) chumbo

modern (adj.) moderno

paint (n.) tinta

poison (v.) envenenar

precaution(s) (n.) precaucao

radiator(s) (n.) radiador

railing(s) (n.) corrimao

shock (v.) tomar/levar choque

stair(s) (n.) escada

suffocation(s) (n.) sufocamento

toy(s) (n.) brinquedo

trim (n.) decoracao

vent(s) (n.) ventilador

wall(s) (n.) parede

window(s) (n.) janela

19.8



8 Making Your Home Safe

adjust (v.) ajustar

appliance(s) (n.) aparelho eletrico

ashtray(s) (n.) cinzeiro

balcony(ies) (n.) sacada

basement (n.) porao

bathtub (n.) banheira

battery(ies) (n.) pilha

bed (n.) cama

bedroom (n.) dormitorio

block (v.) bloquear

build (v.) construir

burn (v.) queimar

careless (adj.) descuidado

chemical(s) (n.) produto quirnico

cigarette(s) (n.) cigarro

dangerous (adj.) perigoso

door(s) (n.) porta

electrical (adj.) eletrico

firearm(s) (n.) arma de fogo

floor(s) (n.) piso

furniture (n.) move'

hair dryer(s) (n.) secador de cabelo

heater(s) (n.) aquecedor

lamp(s) (n.) lampada

lead (n.) chumbo

medicine(s) (n.) remedio

paint (n.) tinta

poison (v.) envenenar

porch(s) (n.) terrago

prevent (v.) evitar

radio(s) (n.) radio

railing(s) (n.) corrimao

reach (v.) alcangar

safe (adj.) seguro

scald (v.) escaldar

screen(s) (n.) tela

199
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shock (v.) chocar

smoke detector(s) (n.) detector de fumaca

stair(s) (n.) escada

temperature(s) (n.) temperatura

thermometer(s) (n.) termometro

toy(s) (n.) brinquedo

trim (n.) decoracao

vent(s) (n.) ventilador

vitamin(s) (n.) vitamina

wall(s) (n.) parede

window(s) (n.) janela

9

10 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Renovating Your Home

absorption (n.) absorgao

assure (v.) assegurar
bathroom(s) (n.) banheiro

bedroom(s) (n.) dormitorio
behavior (n.) comportamento
cabinet(s) (n.) armario

carpet(s) (n.) carpete
complain (v.) reclamar
contaminated (adj.) contaminado
contractor(s) (n.) empreiteiro
cover (v.) cobrir
dispose (v.) descartar
door(s) (n.) porta
drape(s) (n.) cortina
dust (n.) poeira
fume(s) (n.) gas

furniture (n.) movel

hazard(s) (n.) perigo

hinge(s) (n.) dobradica
kitchen(s) (n.) cozinha
lead (n.) chumbo
lead poisoning (n.) envenenamento por chumbo
magazine(s) (n.) revista
neighborhood(s) (n.) vizinhanga
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original (adj.)

paint (n.)

paneling (n.)

park(s) (n.)

permanent (adj.)

remove (v.)

renovate (v.)

renovation(s) (n.)

repair (v.)

repair(s) (n.)

replace (v.)

respirator(s) (n.)

sand (v.)

scrape (v.)

sheet rock (n.)

sick (adj.)

stomachache(s) (n.)

symptom(s) (n.)

tile(s) (n.)

utensil(s) (n.)

wallpaper (n.)

waste (n.)

window(s) (n.)

wrap (v.)

yard(s) (n.)

201

original

tinta

divisoria

parque

permanente

remover

renovar

renovacao

consertar

conserto

substituir

respirador

lixar

raspar

compensado revestido de gesso

doente

dor de estomago

sintoma

azulejo

utensilio

papel de parede

desperdicio

janela

embrulhar

quintal
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3jOPOBbIE HAtillHAI*151: r1PO4:1311J1AKTVIKA
OTPABIlEHNS1 CBMHU,OM B CEMbS1X

Glossary
of Terms (Russian)

Going to the Doctor
absorb (v.)

blood (n.)

body(ies) (n.)

brain(s) (n.)

checkup(s) (n.)

cling (v.)

cough (v.)

crumble (v.)

current (adj.)

dangerous (adj.)

dirt (n.)

dust (n.)

empty (adj.)
examining room(s) (n.)

finger(s) (n.)

furniture. (n.)

healthy (adj.)

health clinic(s) (n.)

high (adj.)

immunization(s) (n.)

kidney(s) (n.)

lead (n.)

lead poisoning (n.)

low (adj.)

mop(s) (n.)

mop (v.)

202

nornOlUaTbCg

KpOBb

opraH143M

mo3r

ocmarp

HaTIVIllaTb

KBILLTIRTb

OCbIllaTbC51

-reicyunni

onacHbni

3eMJ151

nbUIb

nycToCt

cmoiposoci Ka613FieT

naneu
me6emb

3aoposbni

nonYLICJIMMIKa

BbICOKI4ii

npnBmica

notma

CB}ifiell

arpaanexne CB14HUOM

MUKHA

uma6pa
npurnparb iusa6poh



mouth(s) (n.) por
nutritious (adj.) IIHTaTeRbHbIcl

paint (n.) kpacka
peeling (adj.) OTC.TIaasalowasIcH

recommend (v.) peicomefutoBaTb

recover (v.) BbI3a0paRTIFIBBTb

safe (adj.) 6e3onacHbni

scatter (v.) paccemBancH

sneeze (v.) tI14XaTb

stethoscope(s) (n.) CTeTOCKOTI

stomach(s) (n.) Ace.riyaolc

test (v.) np0X0a14Tb aHa.T1143

vacuum (v.) 1111CTI4Tb IlbUIeCOCOM

wash (v.) MbITb

window(s) (n.) OICHO

wipe (v.) BbITHpaTb

worry (v.) 6ecnoKollTbcg

yard(s) (n.) artop

El Identifying Symptoms of Illness

2 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

ache(s) (n.) 6o.nb

ache (v.) 6oneTB

blood (n.) KpOBb

check (v.) nposepsincH
checkups) (n.) ocmoTp

complain (v.) Xa.TIOBBTbC5I

contact (v.) o6pawaTbc51

cough (v.) KallUISITb

cover (v.) noicpbmaTb

cramp(s) (n.) cy,rtopora

dangerous (adj.) onacHbiti

demanding (adj.) Tpe6oBaTexiblibrii

diagnosis(ses) (n.) ,Iktanio3
diarrhea (n.) no}foc

disease(s) (n.) 3a6oneBaHne
dizzy (adj.) IlcnblTblsaIOLLILth ro.nosoicppkeHme
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dizziness (n.)

doctor(s) (n.)
examination room(s) (n.)

examine (v.)

fatigue (n.)

fever(s) (n.)

headache(s) (n.)

illness (n.)

irritable (adj.)

irritability (n.)

itch (n.)

landlord(s) (n.)

lead (n.)

learn (v.)

mysterious (adj.)

nausea (n.)

nauseated (adj.)

pain(s) (n)
poison (v.)

rash(es) (n.)

remove (v.)

scream (v.)

sick (adj.)

sneeze (v.)

sore (adj.)

soreness (n.)

sore throat(s) (n.)

stomachache(s) (n.)

symptom(s) (n.)

test (v.)

test (n.)
tired (adj.)

vomit (v.)

204

romosoicpy)kernie

spa,'
CMOTIJOBOIA Ka6mieT

ocmaTpl4BaTb

yTomnsiemoCTb

shicoicast Temnepaiypa

ronoaxast 60J1b

6one3Hb

paaapaxarre.abxbdi

paaapamarre.ribxoCTb

3ya

Jomosnmeneu
CBI4Hell

r114TbC51

TaMHCTBeHHbIH

TOILIHOTB

TOIIIHOTy

60JIb

arpairiscrbca

CMIlb

wia.Turrb

xpiviaTb

60JIbliOtt

III4XaTb

60.T1e3HeHHbItt

60J1e3HeHHOCTb

60J113H0e ropno

6oxib B MCHBOTe

CHMI1TOM

1-11)0X0,TIHTb aHaJ1143

aHaJI143

yeTaTIbIcl

pram
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a Making Water Safe to Drink

4 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

baby(ies) (n.)

bottle(s) (n.)

breakfast(s) (n.)

butter (n.)

certified (adj.)

collect (v.)

corrosive (adj.)

cost (v.)

determine (v.)

dollar(s) (n.)

drink (v.)

eat (v.)

expensive (adj.)

faucet(s) (n.)

fill (v.)

flush (v.)

fruit (n.)

glass(es) (n.)

harm (v.)

health department(s) (n.)
hotline(s) (n.)

hungry (adj.)

juice (n.)

Idtchen(s) (n.)

laboratory(ies) (n.)

lead (n.)

mail (v.)

milk (n.)

pipe(s) (n.).

plumbing (n.)

pregnant (adj.)

prevent (v.)

risk (v.)

safe (adj.)

sample(s) (n.)

sink(s) (n.)

table(s) (n.)
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pe6eHoK

6yrburka

3ampax

cmootmoe mac.ao

aTrecToBaHHbrii

co6HpaTb

koppO3HOHHUIA

CTOHTb

onpeBensub

JOJIJIap

IIHTb

ecTb

BoporocTosnuHR

KpaH

HananHATb

CMbIBaTb

c!pyIcrM

craxaH

HaHOCHT13 Bpe,a

arBen 3,apaBooxpaHeHHA

TenecboHHasi cripaBica

FOJI0aHbdi

COK

icyxHB

na6oparopHB

cBHHeu

OTIlpaBIDITb no noqTe

MOJIOKO

Tpy6a

BouonpoBoaHaB ceTb

6epemeHHaB

He AonycKaTb

norwepraTbcg pHcicy

6e3onacHbet

npo6a

paKOBKHa

CTOJI



telephone(s) (n.)

test(s) (n.)
test (v.)

toast (n.)

waste (v.)

water (n.)

water filter(s) (n.)
water supplier(s) (n.)

Te.riecbon

ana.rni3

npOH3BOLIHTb aHaJ1143

nomkapembiii xne6
He3KOHOMHO pacxo.LoBam

BOJIa

tinnwrp ARA BOABI

soilocna6xammasi opramnaunm

Preparing and Storing Food
absorb (v.)

blood (n.)

calm (adj.)

candy bar(s) (n.)

carrot(s) (n.)

cook (v.)

curious (adj.)

dish(es) (n.)

dust (n.)

finger(s) (n.)

French fry(ies) (n.)

fruit (n.)

glaze(s) (n.)

green pepper(s) (n.)

grocery store (n.)

handmade (adj.)

herb(s) (n.)

hungry (adj.)

imported (adj.)

invite (v.)

junk food (n.)
lead (n.)

mouth(s) (n.)

mug(s) (n.)

naturally (adv.)

neighbor(s) (n.)
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nornowan
KpOBb

HeB03MyTaMblil

KOHCbeTbI

MOpKOBb

r0T01314Tb mnuy

JIK)6011bITHbIti

nocyaa

11131J1b

nageu

KapTotsenb-4C0.710MKa>,
xapenbni so clopwnope

(1)PYlabi

ma3ypb

3enenbni nepeu
npo,ayKroamil mara3nn

prmoil pa6omi
3eJleHb

ronoinibni
14M110pTHbS1

npnrnamam
nenonnouennasi mnua
CBHHell

pOT

xppinca

ecTecTselmo

cocea (-Ica)
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nutritious (adj.)

paint (n.)

potato chip(s) (n.)

prepare (v.)

raisin(s) (n.)

recipe(s) (n.)

soil (n.)

spice(s) (n.)

stew(s) (n.)

store (v.)

sweet potato(es) (n.)

tomato(es) (n.)
vegetable(s) (n.)

worry (v.)

III4TaTe.T1bHblit

xpacio

scapTocbe.ribubte 111411CIA

roToBI4Tb

14310M

scyruifiapxbici peuerrr

3eMII51

npunpaBa

TytueHoe icylumbe

mara3uH

CJIaLIKMH xagroctie.rib

nomuaop
osout
BOJIHOBaTbCH

El Avoiding Dangers in the Dirt

6 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

absorb (v.)

animal(s) (n.)

bother (v.)

bug(s) (n.)

carrot(s) (n.)

chase (v.)

chemical(s) (n.)

city(ies) (n.)

compost (n.)
crop(s) (n.)

danger (n.)

dig (v.)

dirt (n.)

environmental (adj.)

garden(s) (n.)

grass (n.)

grow (v.)

hardware store(s) (n.)

harvest (v.)

health department(s) (n.)
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rioramuarb
)1CHBOTHOe

3aecb: pa3opsrrb

FiaceKomoe

NIOpKOBb

1-1p01-0HATb

Xl4M14KaT

ropoa

KONMOCT

rut0a

or-lulu:act

iconarb

3eMJI51

3KO.T101-14tieCICI4c1

oropoa
Tam
pacm
X033IRCTBeHHbIcl mara3usi

co6uparb ypoxaii
3apasooxparieum



hoe(s) (n.) morbira

lead (n.) CBI4Hell

leaf(ves) (n.) JITICT

lettuce (n.) canar-fiaryx

plant (v.) camcan)

plant(s) (n.) pacreme
polluted (adj.) 3arp513HeHHblii

rake(s) (n.) rpa6.rin

root(s) (n.) icopenb

seed(s) (n.) cemst

shovel(s) (n.) .-ionara

soil (n.) notma

tomato(es) (n.) nomnaop

tool(s) (n.) micrpymexr
turnip(s) (n.) pena

vegetable(s) (n.) °BOW

yard(s) (n.) .1B0p

Finding the Right Home
apartment(s) (n.) Kaaprnpa

available (adj.) 14Me1011114ACH B Hai114q1414

bedroom(s) (n.) Mali:a-151

dining room(s) (n.) CTOJI0BaSI

electricity (n.) 3.neicrpllgecTmo

family(ies) (n.) cembsi

heat (n.) orormexne

kitchen(s) (n.) icyxxsi

landlords) (n.) AomoanaAeneu

large (adj.) 6oJIbmo

laundromat(s) (n.) npaireqxasi camoo6cApicHriax1451

lead (n.)

lease(s) (n.) Aorosop apex,abr

parking (n.) affromo6mbHasi CTOSIH1Ca

rent (v.) apeliaosarb

residential (adj.) Arautoti

security deposit(s) (n.) 3arior

street(s) (n.) puma

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 7
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tenant(s) (n.) xatneu
transportation (n.) rpaHcnopr
utility(ies) (n.) KOMMyHaJlbHbIe ycnyrIt

El Identifying Household Hazards

8 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

build (v.) CTp014Tb

bum (v.) nonyitarb mor
cautious (adj.) ocTopoxamak"

chemical(s) (n.) XHMHKaT

choke (v.) aaBHTbC51

dangerous (adj.) onacHhict

door(s) (n.) asepb
electrical (adj.) aueicrpligecicilit
fire(s) (n.) no)kap

floor(s) (n.) non
injury(ies) (n.) wasma
lead (n.) CBHHeU

modem (adj.) cospemexxbiti
paint (n.) Kpacica

poison (v.) orpaaorrbcsi
precaution(s) (n.) mepbt npeirocropoxxocui
radiator(s) (n.) parmarop
railing(s) (n.) nepHaa
shock (v.) nonyttarb 3neicrpwieciu4ii yaap
stair(s) (n.) necuunta
suffocation(s) (n.) yAymbe

toy(s) (n.) mrpruica
trim (n.) ame.ruca

vent(s) (n.) orayull4Ha
wall(s) (n.) cram
window(s) (n.) OKHO
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8 Making Your Home Safe
adjust (v.) pery.amposam

appliance(s) (n.) 6brroBbre npH6ophr

ashtray(s) (n.) nenenbmura

balcony(ies) (n.) 6a.rucoH

basement (n.) normam.Hoe nomemeHme

bathtub (n.) BaHHa

battery(ies) (n.) 6arapea

bed (n.) KpOBaTb

bedroom (n.) cnanbkor

block (v.) 6.moxiiposaTb

build (v.) CTp014Tb

burn (v.) nairriam oxcor

careless (adj.) He6pexcHber

chemical(s) (n.) XHMI4KaT

cigarette(s) (n.) cm'apera

dangerous (adj.) onacHbrk"

door(s) (n.) asep b

electrical (adj.) snexTprfirecxrrir

firearm(s) (n.) orHecrptabHoe oppicHe

floor(s) (n.) non

furniture (n.) me6enb

hair dryer(s) (n.) Ceti

heater(s) (n.) Harpeaarernabrit rrpH6op

lamp(s) (n.) nutria
lead (n.) CBHHeU

medicine(s) (n.) .neicapcno

paint (n.) xpacKa

poison (v.) oipaansabor

porch(s) (n.) sepaH.aa

prevent (v.) npeaurspaularb

radio(s) (n.) parrHo

railing(s) (n.) neparia

reach (v.) Aocrasam

safe (adj.) 6e3onacHbril

scald (v.) o6)1a4rarb

screen(s) (n.) ceinca Ha Asepb

210
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shock (v.) nosrytn4Tb 3neicrpmeciu4ii yaap
smoke detector(s) (n.) nHanicaTop ,abima

stair(s) (n.) nec'rmwa
temperature(s) (n.) TefrmepaTypa

thermometer(s) (n.) Tepmomew
toy(s) (n.) arpyinica
trim (n.) oTacinca

vent(s) (n.) Otay1.1.1fflia

vitamin(s) (n.) 1314TaMHH

wall(s) (n.) cTeHa

window(s) (n.) oiuio

9
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Renovating Your Home
absorption (n.) nor.nomexne
assure (v.) ysepwrb
bathroom(s) (n.) BaHHa51

bedroom(s) (n.) CrlaTibH51

behavior (n.) noneaexne
cabinet(s) (n.) uncap.

carpet(s) (n.) KoBep

complain (v.) >Ka.110BaTbC51

contaminated (adj.) 3arpsoHeimbni
contractor(s) (n.) noapfLaintx
cover (v.) noicpb1BaTb

dispose (v.) ycwafurrb
door(s) (n.) asepb
drape(s) (n.) noprrbepa
dust (n.) HUM
fume(s) (n.) ncnapeHnst
furniture (n.) me6e.nb

hazard(s) (n.) onacHOCTb

hinge(s) (n.) ,,E(B e p asi netrui

kitchen(s) (n.) igx}151

lead (n.) camieu
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lead poisoning (n.)

magazirie(s) (n.)

neighborhood(s) (n.)

original (adj.)

paint (n.)
paneling (n.)

park(s) (n.)

permanent (adj.)

remove (v.)

renovate (v.)

renovation(s) (n.)

repair (v.)

repair(s) (n.)

replace (v.)

respirator(s) (n.)

sand (v.)

scrape (v.)

sheet rock (n.)

sick (adj.)

stomachache(s) (n.)

symptom(s) (n.)

tile(s) (n.)

utensil(s) (n.)

wallpaper (n.)

waste (n.)

window(s) (n.)

wrap (v.)

yard(s) (n.)

212

oTpaarrernie CBHHUOM

xypHan

mincpopatiox

nepsoxatia.ribxbIti

xpacka

naxem
nap(
FIOCTOSIBHBLi

y,r(ansrm

peicolicyymposarrb

peicoxcwyKullsi

pemowmposam
peMOHT

3aMe1151Tb

pecruipaTop

WJIHCI)0BaTb

CK06JIHTb

06JI1 OBOIMbIe IIJILITbI 113 KaMH51

6OJIbHOi

60JIb B XHBOTe

CHMTITOM

Ka(be.Tib

xycoxxag nocyrka

o6on
OTXOXIbI

OKHO

o6opain4sarb

asop
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Un buen comienzo: El hogar sin plomo

Glossary
of Terms (Spanish)

0 Going to the Doctor
absorb (v.)

blood (n.)

body(ies) (n.)

brain(s) (n.)

checkup(s) (n.)

cling (v.)

cough (v.)

crumble (v.)

current (adj.)

dangerous (adj.)

dirt (n.)

dust (n.)

empty (adj.)

examining room(s) (n.)

finger(s) (n.)

furniture (n.)

healthy (adj.)

health clinic(s) (n.)

high (adj.)

immunization(s) (n.)

kidney(s) (n.)

lead (n.)

lead poisoning (n.)

low (adj.)

mop(s) (n.)

mop (v.)

213

absorber (v.)

sangre (s.)

cuerpo (s.)

cerebro (s.)

examen de rutina (s.)

pegarse (v.)

toser (v.)

desmoronarse (v.)

actual (adj.)

peligroso (adj.)

suciedad (s.)

polvo (s.)

vacio (adj.)

sala de examen (s.)

dedo (s.)

mueble (s.)

saludable (adj.)

clinica medica (s.)

alto (adj.)

inmunizacion (s.)

rition (s.)

plomo (s.)

envenenamiento por plomo (s.)

bajo (adj.)

trapeador (s.)

trapear (v.)



mouth(s) (n.)

nutritious (adj.)

paint (n.)

peeling (adj.)

recommend (v.)

recover (v.)

safe (adj.)

scatter (v.)

sneeze (v.)

stethoscope(s) (n.)

stomach(s) (n.)

test (v.)

vacuum (v.)

wash (v.)

window(s) (n.)

wipe (v.)

worry (v.)

yard(s) (n.)

boca (s.)

nutritivo (adj.)

pintura (s.)

descascarado (adj.)

recomendar (v.)

recuperar(se) (v.)

sin peligro

dispersas (v.).

estornudar (v.).

estetoscopio (s.)

estomago (s.)

examinar (v.)

aspirar (v.)

lavar (v.)

ventana (s.)

limpiar (v.)

preocuparse (v.)

patio (s.)

a Identifying Symptoms of Illness

2 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

ache(s) (n.) dolor (s.)

ache (v.) doler (v.)

blood (n.) sangre (s.)

check (v.) verificar (v.)

checkup(s) (n.) examen de rutina (s.)

complain (v.) quejarse (v.)

contact (v.) comunicarse (v.)

cough (v.) toser (v.)

cover (v.) cubrir (v.)

cramp(s) (n.) calambre (s.)

dangerous (adj.) peligroso (adj.)

demanding (adj.) exigente (adj.)

diagnosis(ses) (n.) diagnostico (s.)
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diarrhea (n.)

disease(s) (n.)

dizzy (adj.)

dizziness (n.)

doctor(s) (n.)

examination room(s) (n.)

examine (v.)

fatigue (n.)

fever(s) (n.)

headache(s) (n.)

illness (n.)

irritable (adj.)

irritability (n.)

itch (n.)

landlord(s) (n.)

lead (n.)

learn (v.)

mysterious (adj.)

nausea (n.)

nauseated (adj.)

pain(s) (n.)

poison (v.)

rash(es) (n.)

remove (v.)

scream (v.)

sick (adj.)

sneeze (v.)

sore (adj.)

soreness (n.)

sore throat(s) (n.)

stomachache(s) (n.)

symptom(s) (n.)

test (v.)

test (n.)

tired (adj.)

vomit (v.)

215

diarrea (s.)

enfermedad (s.)

mareado (adj.)

mareo, vertigo (adj.)

medico (s.)

sala de examen (s.)

examinar (v.)

fatiga (s.)

fiebre (s.)

dolor de cabeza (s.)

enfermedad (s.)

irritable (adj.)

irritabilidad (s.)

comezon (s.)

duefio de casa (s.)

plomo (s.)

aprender (v.)

misterioso (adj.)

nauseas (s.)

nauseas (s.)

dolor (s.)

envenenar(se) (v.)

brote, sarpullido (s.)

guitar (v.)

gritar (v.)

enfermo (adj.)

estornudar (v.)

adolorido (adj.)

dolor (s.)

dolor de garganta (s.)

dolor de estomago (s.)

sintoma (s.)

examinar (v.)

examen (s.)

cansado (adj.)

vomitar, trasbocar (v.)
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El Making Water Safe to Drink

4 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

baby(ies) (n.)

bottle(s) (n.)

breakfast(s) (n.)

butter (n.)

certified (adj.)

collect (v.)

corrosive (adj.)

cost (v.)

determine (v.)

dollar(s) (n.)

drink (v.)

eat (v.)

expensive (adj.)

faucet(s) (n.)

fill (v.)

flush (v.)

fruit (n.)

glass(es) (n.)

harm (v.)

health department(s) (n.)

hotline(s) (n.)

hungry (adj.)

juice (n.)

kitchen(s) (n.)

laboratory(ies) (n.)

lead (n.)

mail (v.)

milk (n.)

pipe(s) (n.)

plumbing (n.)

pregnant (adj.)

prevent (v.)

risk (v.)

safe (adj.)

sample(s) (n.)

sink(s) (n.)

216

bebe (s.)

botella (s.)

desayuno (s.)

mantequilla (s.)

certificado (adj.)

sacar una muestra (v.)

corrosivo (adj.)

costar (v.)

determinar (v.)

Mar (s.)
beber, tomar (v.)

comer (v.)

costoso (adj.)

grifo del agua (s.)

llenar (v.)

descargar (v.)

fruta (s.)

vaso (s.)

hacer daflo (v.)

departamento de salud (s.)

Linea directa (s.)

hambre (s.)

jugo (s.)

cocina (s.)

laboratorio (s.)

plomo (s.)

enviar por correo (v.)

leche (s.)

tubos (s.)

tuberias (s.)

embarazada (adj.)

prevenir (v.)

arriesgar (v.)

inocuo (adj.)

muestra (s.)

lavamanos, fregadero (s.)



table(s) (n.)

telephone(s) (n.)

test(s) (n.)

test (v.)

toast (n.)

waste (v.)

water (n.)

water filter(s) (n.)

water supplier(s) (n.)

mesa (s.)

telefono (s.)

examen (s.)

examinar (v.)

tostada (s.)

desperdicio (v.)

agua (s.)

filtro de agua (s.)

proveedor de agua (s.)

Preparing and Storing Food

absorb (v.)

blood (n.)

calm (adj.)

candy bar(s) (n.)

carrot(s) (n.)

cook (v.)

curious (adj.)

dish(es) (n.)

dust (n.)

finger(s) (n.)

French fry(ies) (n.)

fruit (n.)

glaze(s) (n.)

green pepper(s) (n.)

grocery store (n.)

handmade (adj.)

herb(s) (n.)

hungry (adj.)

imported (adj.)

invite (v.)

junk food (n.)

lead (n.)

mouth(s) (n.)

mug(s) (n.)

27

absorber (v.)

sangre (s.)

tranquillo (adj.)

dulce (s.)

zanahoria (s.)

cocinar (v.)

curioso (adj.)

plato (s.)

polvo (s.)

dedo (s.)

papas fritas (s.)

fruta (s.)

pintura (s.)

pimentan verde (s.)

mercado (s.)

hecho a mano

hierba (s.)

hambre (s.)

importado (adj.)

invitar (v.)

golosina (s.)

plomo (s.)

boca (s.)

taza (s.)
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naturally (adv.)

neighbor(s) (n.)

nutritious (adj.)

paint (n.)

potato chip(s) (n.)

prepare (v.)

raisin(s) (n.)

recipe(s) (n.)

soil (n.)

spice(s) (n.)

stew(s) (n.)

store (v.)

sweet potato(es) (n.)

tomato(es) (n.)

vegetable(s) (n.)

worry (v.)

naturalmente (adv.)

vecino (s.)

nutritivo (adj.)

pintura (s.)

papas fritas (s.)

preparar (v.)

uvas pasas (s.)

receta (s.)

tierra (s.)

especias (s.)

cocido (s.)

guardar (v.)

batata (s.)

tomate (s.)

verdura, hortaliza (s.)

preocuparse (v.)

El Avoiding Dangers in the Dirt
absorb (v.)

animal(s) (n.)

bother (v.)

bug(s) (n.)

carrot(s) (n.)

chase (v.)

chemical(s) (n.)

city(ies) (n.)

compost (n.)

crop(s) (n.)

danger (n.)

dig (v.)

dirt (n.)

environmental (adj.)

garden(s) (n.)

grass (n.)

grow (v.)

hardware store(s) (n.)

6 GLOSSARY OF TERMS
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absorber

animal (s.)

dariar (v.)

insecto (v.)

zanahoria (s.)

espantar (v.)

sustancia quimica (s.)

ciudad (s.)

mantillo (s.)

cultivo (s.)

peligro (s.)

abrir (la tierra) (v.)

tierra (s.)

ambiental (adj.)

huerta (s.)

pasto (s.)

crecer (v.)

ferreteria (s.)



harvest (v.)

health department(s) (n.)

hoe(s) (n.)

lead (n.)

leaf(ves) (n.)

lettuce (n.)

plant (v.)

plant(s) (n.)

polluted (adj.)

rake(s) (n.)

root(s) (n.)

seed(s) (n.)

shovel(s) (n.)

soil (n.)

tomato(es) (n.)

tool(s) (n.)

turnip(s) (n.)

vegetable(s) (n.)

yard(s) (n.)

cosechar (v.)

departamento de salud (s.)

azadon (s.)

plomo (s.)

hoja (s.)

lechuga (s.)

sembrar (v.)

planta (s.)

contaminado (adj.)

rastrillo (s.)

raiz (s.)

semilla (s.)

pala (s.)

tierra (s.)

tomate (s.)

herramienta (s.)

nabo (s.)

hortaliza (s.)

patio (s.)

Finding the Right Home

apartment(s) (n.)

available (adj.)

bedroom(s) (n.)

dining room(s) (n.)

electricity (n.)

family(ies) (n.)

heat (n.)

kitchen(s) (n.)

landlord(s) (n.)

large (adj.)

laundromat(s) (n.)

lead (n.)

lease(s) (n.)

parking (n.)

rent (v.)

residential (adj.)

219

apartamento (s.)

disponible (adj.)

cuarto (s.)

comedor (s.)

electricidad (s.)

familia (s.)

calefaccion (s.)

cocina

duel-10 de casa (s.)

grande (adj.)

lavanderia (s.)

plomo (s.)

contrato de alquiler (s.)

parqueo (s.)

alquilar (v.)

residencial (adj.)
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security deposit(s) (n.)

street(s) (n.)

tenant(s) (n.)

transportation (n.)

utility(ies) (n.)

deposit° de garantia (s.)

calle (s.)

inquilino (s.)

transporte (s.)

servicios publicos (s.)

Eil Identifying Household Hazards
build (v.)

burn (v.)

cautious (adj.)

chemical(s) (n.)

choke (v.)

dangerous (adj.)

door(s) (n.)

electrical (adj.)

fire(s) (n.)

floor(s) (n.)

injury(ies) (n.)

lead (n.)

modern (adj.)

paint (n.)

poison (v.)

precaution(s) (n.)

radiator(s) (n.)

railing(s) (n.)

shock (v.)

stair(s) (n.)

suffocation(s) (n.)

toy(s) (n.)

trim (n.)

vent(s) (n.)

wall(s) (n.)

window(s) (n.)

8 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

construir (v.)

quemar(se) (v.)

cuidadoso (adj.)

sustancias quimicas (s.)

atorarse (v.)

peligroso (adj.)

puerta (s.)

electric° (adj.)

fuego (s.)

piso (s.)

herida (s.)

plomo (s.)

moderno (adj.)

pintura (s.)

envenenarse (v.)

precaucion (s.)

calentador (s.)

baranda (s.)

choque electric° (s.)

escalera (s.)

asfixia (s.)

juguete (s.)

borde de madera (s.)

registro de ventilacion (s.)

pared (s.)

ventana (s.)



Making Your Home Safe

adjust (v.) graduar (v.)

appliance(s) (n.) aparato electrodomestico (s.)

ashtray(s) (n.) cenicero (s.)

balcony(ies) (n.) balcon (s.)

basement (n.) sotano (s.)

bathtub (n.) baiiera (s.)

battery(ies) (n.) pila (s.)

bed (n.) cama (s.)

bedroom (n.) cuarto (s.)

block (v.) obstruir (v.)

build (v.) construir (v.)

burn (v.) quemar(se) (v.)

careless (adj.) descuidado (adj.)

chemical(s) (n.) sustancia quimica (s.)

cigarette(s) (n.) cigarrillo (s.)

dangerous (adj.) peligroso (adj.)

door(s) (n.) puerta (s.)

electrical (adj.) electric° (adj.)

firearm(s) (n.) arma de fuego (s.)

floor(s) (n.) piso

furniture (n.) mueble (s.)

hair dryer(s) (n.) secador de pelo (s.)

heater(s) (n.) calentador (s.)

lamp(s) (n.) lampara (s.)

lead (n.) plomo (s.)

medicine(s) (n.) medicamento (s.)

paint (ii.) pintura (s.)

poison (v.) envenenar(se) (v.)

porch(s) (n.) portico (s.)

prevent (v.) prevenir

radio(s) (n.) radio (s.)

railing(s) (n.) baranda (s.)

reach (v.) alcanzar (v.)

safe (adj.) seguro (adj.)

scald (v.) quemarse (v.)

screen(s) (n.) malla de alambre (s.)
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shock (v.)

smoke detector(s) (n.)

stair(s) (n.)

temperature(s) (n.)

thermometer(s) (n.)

toy(s) (n.)

trim (n.)

vent(s) (n.)

vitamin(s) (n.)

wall(s) (n.)

window(s) (n.)

choque electrico (s.)

detector de humo (s.)

escalera (s.)

temperatura (s.)

termometro (s.)

juguete (s.)

borde de madera (s.)

registro de ventilacion (s.)

vitamina (s.)

pared (s.)

ventana (s.)

9
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Renovating Your Home
absorption (n.)

assure (v.)

bathroom(s) (n.)

bedroom(s) (n.)

behavior (n.)

cabinet(s) (n.)

carpet(s) (n.)

complain (v.)

contaminated (adj.)

contractor(s) (n.)

cover (v.)

dispose (v.)

door(s) (n.)

drape(s) (n.)

dust (n.)

fume(s) (n.)

furniture (n.)

hazard(s) (n.)

hinge(s) (n.)

kitchen(s) (n.)

lead (n.)

lead poisoning (n.)

magazine(s) (n.)

2Z2

absorcion (s.)

asegurar (v.)

batio (s.)

cuarto (s.)

comportamiento (s.)

gabinete (s.)

alfombra (s.)

quejarse (v.)

contaminado (adj.)

contratista (s.)

cubrir (v.)

desechar (v.)

puerta (s.)

cortina (s.)

polvo (s.)

vapores (s.)

mueble (s.)

peligro (s.)

bisagra (s.)

cocina (s.)

plomo (s.)

envenenamiento por plomo (s.)

revista (s.)



neighborhood(s) (n.)

original (adj.)

paint (n.)

paneling (n.)

park(s) (n.)

permanent (adj.)

remove (v.)

renovate (v.)

renovation(s) (n.)

repair (v.)

repair(s) (n.)

replace (v.)

respirator(s) (n.)

sand (v.)

scrape (v.)

sheet rock (n.)

sick (adj.)

stomachache(s) (n.)

symptom(s) (n.)

tile(s) (n.)

utensil(s) (n.)

wallpaper (n.)

waste (n.)

window(s) (n.)

wrap (v.)

yard(s) (n.)

223

vecindario (s.)

original (adj.)

pintura (s.)

enchapado (s.)

parque (s.)

permanente (adj.)

guitar (v.)

renovar (v.)

renovacion (s.)

reparar (v.)

reparacion (s.)

remplazar (v.)

respirador (s.)

lijar (v.)

raspar (v.)

lamina de yeso (s.)

enfermo (adj.)

dolor de estomago (s.)

sintoma (s.)

baldosa (s.)

utensilio (s.)

papel de colgadura (s.)

desperdicio (s.)

ventana (s.)

envolver (s.)

patio (s.)
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Su Bat Mu Lanh Manh: Gia Dinh
An Man KhOng Bi Chgt Chi

Glossary
of Terms (Vietnamese)

El Going to the Doctor
absorb (v.)

blood (n.)

body(ies) (n.)

brain(s) (n.)

check up(s) (n.)

cling (v.)

cough (v.)

crumble (v.)

current (adj.)

dangerous (adj.)

dirt (n.)

dust (n.)

empty (adj.)

examining room(s) (n.)

finger(s) (n.)

furniture (n.)

healthy (adj.)

health clinic(s) (n.)

high (adj.)

immunization(s) (n.)

kidney(s) (n.)

lead (n.)

lead poisoning (n.)

low (adj.)

mop(s) (n.)

mop (v.)
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tham vao

mau

than the

6c, nao

su kharn nghiem

barn vao, dinh vao

ho

tr6c, 16 thanh manh vun

hien th6i

nguy him
dat.

byi

tr6ng rOng

phong kharn nghiem

ngOn tay

ban ghe

khoemanh
benh vien, co quan y to

cao

su tem chung
then

chi

&tang ng6 d6c chi

thap

d6 chui nha c6 can dai

lau, chui nha



mouth(s) (n.)

nutirious (adj.)

paint (n.)

peeling (adj.)

recommend (v.)

recover (v.)

safe (adj.)

scatter (v.)

sneeze (v.)

stethoscope(s) (n.)

stomach(s) (n.)

test (v.)

vacuum (v.)

wash (v.)

window(s) (n.)

wipe (v.)

worry (v.)

yard(s) (n.)

mieng

b6 doting

son

trOc

khuyen bao, de nghi

bInh phyc

an town

phan tan

hat hoi, nhay Mai

6ng chan benh

bao tit

thu nghiem

but bui

rua

cua s6

lau, chOi

lo rang

san

a Identifying Symptoms of Illness

ache(s) (n.)

ache (v.)

blood (n.)

check (v.)

checkup(s) (n.)
complain (v.)

contact (v.)

cough (v.)

cover (v.)
cramp(s) (n.)
dangerous (adj.)
demanding (adj.)
diagnosis(ses) (n.)

2 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

su dau nhitc
bi dau

mau

kiem soat
su kharn nghiem
than phien
lien lac

ho

bao phu, the
chi:mg chu6t rut
nguy him
doi hoi

su chan doan



diarrhea (n.)
disease(s) (n.)
dizzy (adj.)
dizziness (n.)
doctor(s) (n.)
examination room(s) (n.)

examine (v.)
fatigue (n.)
fever(s) (n.)
headaches(s) (n.)
illness(n.)

irritable (adj.)
irritability (n.)

itch (n.)
landlord(s) (n.)
lead (n.)
learn (v.)
mysterious (adj.)

nausea (n.)
nauseated (adj.)
pain(s) (n.)
poison (v.)
rash(es) (n.)

remove (v.)

scream (v.)
sick (adj.)

sneeze (v.)
sore (adj.)

soreness (n.)
sore throat(s) (n.)
stomachache(s) (n.)
symptom(s) (n.)
test (v.)
test (n.)
tired (adj.)
vomit (v.)

226

tieu chay
benh tat
bi chOng mat
chOng chong mat

bac si
phong kham bgnh
kham bOnh

su met moi
con s6t
chOng nhisc dau

bgnh

d6 cam Ong

tinh cam Ong

ngOa

chu nha
chi

hoc hOi

khc5 giai thich

su bubn non
bi bun non
dau den
bi ngc) dOc

chi:mg phat ban

lay di

la het

dau 6m
hat hal, nhgy mai
dau den

so dau don
dau cu6ng hong
dau bung
trigu chOng

thO nghiOm

su thO nghigm

mgt mai

non mila
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a Making Water Safe to Drink

4 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

baby(ies) (n.)
bottle(s) (n.)

breakfast(s) (n.)
butter (n.)
certified (adj.)
collect (v.)
corrosive (adj.)
cost (v.)
determine (v.)
dollar(s) (n.)
drink (v.)
eat (v.)

expensive (adj.)
faucet(s) (n.)
fill (v.)
flush (v.)
fruit (n.)
glass(es) (n.)
harm (v.)

health department(s) (n.)
hotline(s) (n.)
hungry (adj.)
juice (n.)
kitchen(s) (n.)

laboratory(ies) (n.)
lead (n.)
mail (v.)

milk (n.)

pipe(s) (n.)
plumbing (n.)
pregnant (adj.)
prevent (v.)
risk (v.)

safe (adj.)
sample(s) (n.)
sink(s) (n.)

2?7

tre tho
chai lo

bOa an sang
bd

duoc &Ong nhan
thu luom
gam mon
ton
xac dinh
my kim

u6ng

an

dat tien
voi nu6c
rot day
giOi nu& cho sach
trai cay
ly

lam hai
b6 y

clueing giay n6i dac biet
doi bung

nu6c trai cay
bep
phong thi nghiem
chi

goi

sua

clueing 6ng

6ng nu6c
mang thai
ngan ngua
lieu

an toan
mau

bon nu6c



table(s) (n.)
telephone(s) (n.)
test(s) (n.)
test (v.)
toast (n.)
waste (v.)
water (n.)
water filter(s) (n.)
water supplier(s) (n.)

ban

dign thoai
sit thCi nghigm

this nghigm
banh mi nuOng
uOng phi

nuesc

d6 loc nu&
hang cung cap nuesc

Preparing and Storing Food
absorb (v.)
blood (n.)
calm (adj.)
candy bar(s) (n.)
carrot(s) (n.)
cook (v.)
curious (adj.)
dish(es) (n.)
dust (n.)
finger(s) (n.)
French fry(ies) (n.)
fruit (n.)
glaze(s) (n.)
green pepper(s) (n.)
grocery store (n.)
handmade (adj.)
herb(s) (n.)
hungry (adj.)
imported (adj.)
invite (v.)
junk food (n.)
lead (n.)
mouth(s) (n.)
mug(s) (n.)

naturally (adv.)

228

but thu

mau

binh tit-1h

thanh keo
ca rot
nau nuOng

higu kSt, to ma

chap dia
byi
ngon tay
khoai tay chien
trai cay
nu& men, nuOc bong
Ot xanh

a:la hang thyc phgm
lam bang tay
thao mOc

doi
nhap cang
moi

cro an vat

chi

migng
ly CO tay cam lam bang dat

hoac kim loaf
to nhien
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neighbor(s) (n.)
nutritious (adj.)
paint (n.)

potato chip(s) (n.)
prepare (v.)
raisin(s) (n.)

recipe(s) (n.)
soil (n.)

spice(s) (n.)
stew(s) (n.)
store (v.)

sweet potato(es) (n.)
tomato(es) (n.)
vegetable(s) (n.)
worry (v.)

lang gigng, hang x6m
b6 duang
son

khoai toy migng say kilo
siia soan
nho kho

con thCic nau an
dat
d6 gia vi
mOn thit hArn

cat, dk1 tra, danh
khoai lang
ca chua
rau cai

lo rang

Avoiding Dangers in the Dirt

absorb (v.)
animal(s) (n.)
bother (v.)

bug(s) (n.)
carrot(s) (n.)
chase (v.)

chemical(s) (n.)

city(ies) (n.)

compost (n.)
crop(s) (n.)
danger (n.)

dig (v.)
dirt (n.)
environmental (adj.)
garden(s) (n.)

grass (n.)
grow (v.)

hardware store(s) (n.)

229

but thu

thu vat
lam hai

con trung
ca rot

du6i

chat hOa hoc

thanh ph6
phan cay

rau cai, cay trai
nguy him

dao

dat
thuOc ye m6i sinh

vuon

cio

tr6ng trot
tiGm ban d6 sat, thep



harvest (v.)

health department(s) (n.)
hoe(s) (n.)

lead (n.)
leaf(ves) (n.)
lettuce (n.)
plant (v.)
plant(s) (n.)
polluted (adj.)
rake(s) (n.)

root(s) (n.)
seed(s) (n.)

shovel(s) (n.)

soil (n.)
tomato(es) (n.)
tool(s) (n.)
turnip(s) (n.)
vegetable(s) (n.)
yard(s) (n.)

mCia thau hoach

s6 y to
cal cu6c
chi
la cay
rau dig')
trting
cay
bi 6 nhiem
cai cao
re

hat gi6ng
cai xeng

dgt
ca chug
dyng cu, vat dung
cu cai ta.y

rau cai
san

Finding the Right Home
apartment(s) (n.)
available (adj.)
bedroom(s) (n.)
dining room(s) (n.)
electricity (n.)

family(ies) (n.)
heat (n.)

kitchen(s) (n.)

landlord(s) (n.)
large (adj.)
laundromat(s) (n.)

lead (n.)

lease(s) (n.)
parking (n.)

rent (v.)
residential (adj.)

230

chung cu
san c6 de dOng

phong ngt:i

phong an
diOn

gia dinh
sudi
bgp

chu nha
to 16n

tiOrn grat ty (Ring

chi
hpp (Jong cho thud

ch6 dau xe
thud mut:in
thuOc ve nha 6
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security deposit(s) (n.)
street(s) (n.)
tenant(s) (n.)
transportation(n.)
utility(ies) (n.)

tin dat coc bao dam
&song
nguoi thug nha
phuong tign chuyen cho
tign fch

El Identifying Household Hazards

build (v.)

burn (v.)

cautious (adj.)
chemical(s) (n.)
choke (v.)

dangerous (adj.)
door(s) (n.)
electrical (adj.)
fire(s) (n.)
floor(s) (n.)
injury(ies) (n.)
lead (n.)

modern (adj.)
paint (n.)
poison (v.)
precaution(s) (n.)
radiator(s) (n:)
railing(s) (n.)
shock (v.)
stair(s) (n.)
suffocation(s) (n.)
toy(s) (n.)
trim (n.)
vent(s) (n.)
wall(s) (n.)
window(s) (n.)

8 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

xay
phong

csin than

chat h6a hoc
nghen

nguy him
caa
thigic ve dign
h6a howl
san n ha

thong tich
chi
m6i, tan thoi
son

bi dOc

su dg phong, du phong
may &LIN

tay yin thang gac
bi din gist
cau thang
ski nog) the), nghet th6

dO choi

&tong vin
16 thong hoi

tuOng vach

ctla so



Making Your Home Safe
adjust (v.) dieu chinh

appliance(s) (n.) d6 dung

ashtray(s) (n.) gat tan thu6c

balcony(ies) (n.) bao Ion

basement (n.) ham nha

bathtub (n.) b6n tam

battery(ies) (n.) pin

bed (n.) giuding ngu

bedroom (n.) phong ngu

block (v.) chan

build (v.) xay cat

burn (v.) phong

careless (adj.) so 9

chemical(s) (n.) chat Ma hoc
cigarette(s) (n.) thu6c la

dangerous (adj.) nguy higm

door(s) (n.) dia
electrical (adj.) thu6c va dien

firearms(s) (n.) sung

floor(s) (n.) tang nha

furniture (n.) ban gh6

hair dryer(s) (n.) may say the

heater(s) (n.) may suOi

lamp(s) (n.) den ban

lead (n.) chi

medicine(s) (n.) thu6c

paint (n.) son

poison (v.) bi ngQ doc

porch(s) (n.) ding ra vao
prevent (v.) ngan ngua

radio(s) (n.) radio

railing(s) (n.) tay vin thang gac

reach (v.) vdi tdi

safe (adj.) an toan

scald (v.) lam bong

screen(s) (n.) man the

232
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shock (v.)

smoke detector(s) (n.)
stair(s) (n.)

temperature(s) (n.)
thermometer(s) (n.)
toy(s) (n.)
trim (n.)
vent(s) (n.)
vitamin(s) (n.)
wall(s) (n.)
window(s) (n.)

bi diOn gist
may d6 khoi

cgu thang
nhiSt dO

cai do nhiSt

d6 chili
duong vin
6ng thoat hdi
vitamin

Wong vach
cCia s6

9
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Renovating Your Home

absorption (n.)

assure (v.)
bathroom(s) (n.)
bedroom(s) (n.)

behavior (n.)
cabinet(s) (n.)

carpet(s) (n.)

complain (v.)
contaminated (adj.)
contractor(s) (n.)
cover (v.)

dispose (v.)
door(s) (n.)
drape(s) (n.)
dust (n.)
fume(s) (n.)

furniture (n.)

hazard(s) (n.)
hinge(s) (n.)

kitchen(s) (n.)

lead (n.)

lead poisoning (n.)

magazine(s) (n.)
neighborhood(s) (n.)

233

sit tham vao
dam bao
phong tam
phong ngCi

thai dO

to treo
tharn

than phign
bi 6 nhiem
nha thau

bao phu, the
loai lad

cita
man ciia
byi
kh6i

ban ghg
su nguy him
ban le
bgp
chi

chitng ng0 dOc chi

tap chi
lang gieng, hang x6m



original (adj.)
paint (n.)
paneling (n.)
park(s) (n.)
permanent (adj.)
remove (v.)
renovate (v.)
renovation(s) (n.)
repair (v.)
repair(s) (n.)
replace (v.)
respirator(s) (n.)
sand (v.)
scrape (v.)
sheet rock (n.)
sick (adj.)
stomachache(s) (n.)
symptom(s) (n.)
tile(s) (n.)
utensil(s) (n.)
wallpaper (n.)
waste (n.)
window(s) (n.)
wrap (v.)
yard(s) (n.)

234

dau tien
son

van

ding vien
thu6ng truc
lay di

dia chtla lai
su sua chaa lai
sua chaa

sOa chaa
thay thg
mat na phong hoi dOc

danh b6ng
lam cho nhan
tam van d4 Ong tuong
dau binh
chUng dau bung

triou chUng
gach vuong
vat dung
giay den tuong
d6 phg thai
caa so
goi

san
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